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Ve selected this photo taken during The—
larch on Washington. Someone placed a 
esbian Rights NOW! sign in the bronzecr 
ands of this statue in Lafayette Square. 
jeyeral other editors besides ours 
elected similar photos, including the 
Vashington Post. Our publisher, Ron 
;eiman, saw "the perfect picture" as 
Visconsin marched by the park and just 
ad to record it for posterity. 

Notes 

DEADLINE 
FOR THE ISSUE COVERING 

MAY 20-JUNE 2 
IS 7PM WED., MAY 12 

Because the March on Washington was a 
historic, milestone event for the LesBiGay 
community, we feel we have to give it a 
precedent setting amount of space. You'll 
find coverage on pages 22-40 and 62-67. 
To share it with you, we had to delete 
several sections and columns: Steppin' 
Out, Letters, Views, Books, Inside Out, 
Positively HIV, all the maps from the 
Guide,- and a new column we've been 
trying to debut for three issues, Legal. 
We also had to pull bar event photos. 
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WISCONSIN'S 
MAN FINDER" PERSONALS 

Touch-Tone Required. 1- 90() - 740 -1-1UNT OVER 18 ONLY. 
$1.99/Min. C/S 415-281-3183 

HAIR/eyes, 1551bs, interests 
include cross country skiing, 
reading, dinners, (fun but not 
a bar fly). 43911 

N. MILWAUKEE 
WEEKEND FUN?: 42 yr 
old goodlooking, 5'11, good 
build, looking for young guy 
18-26 / .4185 

MILWAUKEE TAKE A 
CHANCE: 5'10, 2001bs, 
auburn hair, bearded, 
seeking extremely hairy man. 
.4,199 

APPLETON AREA GREAT 
CATCH: 510, nice looking 
/acting CALL 43658 

MILWAUKEE 
CONSERVATIVE & 
OUTDOORSY: 42 yr old, 
GWM, seeking serious guy 
with similar. interests 21,15 
ready for LTR, <not into 
kink.> if interested get in 
touch with me. 44510 

MILWAUKEE TOTAL 
BTTM: 50 YR OLD, brwn 
hair/eyes, 6', shaved, seeks 
younger action oriented tops. 
v4525 

MILWAUKEE FURY 
FORTY YEAR OLD: 
seeking smooth guys in 20s 
for intimate fun, horsing 
around, leave name & 
number. .4539 

MILWAUKEE MAKE 
YOU HAPPY: 38 YR OLD , 
6'1, 2101bs, looking for alot 
of fun, would like to try to 
make you happy. .4027 

LAKE GENEVA FREE 
RENT for stable house/yard 
worker : 40 yr old, 
homeowner needs yard 
worker, young & attractive a 
plus. 44409 

KENOSHA CRAZY & 
CRUISIN AROUND: 

Slender guys wanted to hang 
out with and play on the CB 
together. m4635 

MILWAUKEE LET'S 
HAVE FUN: 23 yr old 
GWM, slim, swimmer's 
build, seeking other guys for 
good times. 43952 

MILWAUKEE DADDY 
TYPE WANTED: (sincere, 
hairy '& versatile) I'm a 
Husky versatile, masc. variety 
of interests, music, hiking, 
exploring country sides, 
roller blading..2542 

Milwaukee MADE TO 
ORDER: Stacked, masc. 
seeks same type who know 
what they want in life & love. 
.4347 

MILWAUKEE EAGER TO 
PLEASE: 26 YR OLD, 
seeking one or more guys to 
get together with, willing to 
make house calls .3780 

MILWAUKEE TALK TO 
ME: 6', WM, professional 
looking for GWM 26-39 
.4165 

MADISON GBM 
DESIRES WM: I'm 5'8, 
med built, attractive 27, call 
if this sounds interesting to 
you..4451 

KENOSHA VERY 
GULLABLE: Bi-guy, with 
variety of interests and zest 
for trying new things, 
masterful men a plus, get 
ahold mel(you won't regret 
it). 1, 4461 

CENTRAL SPIRITUAL 
CONNECTION: Prof., 
handsome, italian, 38, 5'10, 
1551bs, into classical music, 
top ten, into travel, pets, 
spicy foods, & nostalgia, I 
ok, now it's your him) 
.4483 

MILWAUKEE I LIKE 
OLDER MENI 31 yr old, 
hispanic, would like to meet 
action oriented guys, the 
older the better!, hope we get 
together soon. .3995 

MADISON HAIRY 40 yr 
old with active libido, would 
like to meet smooth guys for 
intimate times, please call for 
get together .3999 

MILWAUKEE RARE 
FIND: Hot redheaded PRE-
OP T5 w/44C looking for 
Mr. Right to treat like gold. 
(no calls after 9:30 thanks) 
.2339 

South Central LOVE IN 
THE AFTERNOON: 65 YR 
OLD, 57, blue eyed, blond 
hair available in mornings to 
accept calls .2539 

MADISON GIVE ME A 
HOLIER: 35 YR OLD WM, 
6', 1851bs, lookin to have fun 
w/younger guy! 43546 

I WANT YOU!: 36 YR 
OLD, BLOND/BLUE 
EYED, 1551bs, 5'9, gdlkg 
bttm seeks endwd top .3641 

Milwaukee I'LL TAKE 
AN AFFAIR NOW: 36 yr 
old, blond/blue eyed, 
150Ibs, goodlkg, bttm 
seeking creative top guy. 
.3757 

MILWAUKEE 
INEXPERIENCED BUT 
WIWNG TO LEARN: 6'2, 
blond/blue eyed, .4097 

MILWAUKEE EAGER TO 
PLEASE: 26 YR OLD, bttm 
seeking aggressive top to 
show me the ropes. 44170 

MILWAUKEE SENSUAL 
REL WANTED: 23 YR 
OLD, profess. 6'1, interests 
include sports & weightlihing. 
.422.4 

Milwaukee DO THE 
WILD THING: 26 yr old 
bttm seeks endowed top man 
for discreet good times let's 
play. 43483 

Milwaukee YOU CAN 
CALL ME AL: BM, for good 
times, call my mailbox 
.2411 

ACTIVE, LAID BACK: 37 
yr old, into sports, tennis 
basketball, cuddling, 42634 

Milwaukee I GO NUTS 
FOR A GUY IN A 
BUSINESS SUIT: 34 , 6', 
1501135, Brwn hair, stached, 
enjoy quiet evenings, playing 
monopoly, and shopping at 
second hand stores. 43695 

Fox River Valley FIRST 
TIMER: 6'3, 1801bs, mid 
40s, tired of dating my VCR. 
— need loving soon, will 
return all calls. .3850 

NEW TO SCENE, need 
teacher, I'm 35, brwn hair 
hazel eyes, Call me tonight.
Let's get together for good 
times and who knows? 
.2558 

Appleton LIKE'UM BIG? 
I'M A 6'7, masc. smooth, 
blond/ gm eyes, let's talk! 
.3149 

Milwaukee HUSKY 
BUILD SEEKS SAME: 
5'10, 2001bs, MY favorite 
things: outdoors, love to hunt, 
fish, into cars too, leave msg 
.3287 

Milwaukee 30 yr old 
BM, 6'5, 2201bs. who 
enjoys the better things in 
life., Discreet BM is a plus 
.1984 

Lacrosse ADVENTURE & 
COMMITMENT; 
RELATIONSHIP 
ORIENTED: 33, 6'2, 

PLACE YOUR FREE PERSONAL AD! l-800-546-MENN (6366) 
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Lopt■_WISCONSIN'S 
&am - MANFINDER" PERSONALS 

To Instantly respond to 
any of these personal 
ads and 100's more 
anytime CAII 
1-900-740-4868 and 
enter the w number. 

WISCONSIN 

KENOSHA VERSATILE 
22 YR OLD reddish brw 
hair, blue eyes, 56, 1331bs, 
ISO counterpart. (don't be 
shy) .1786 

47, 16SLBS, 5'11, 
looking to meet stable guy 
.1887 

SOMEONE TO LOOK UP 
TO. GM 22, 56", Lt. Brn 
hair, blu/Gm eyes, 133# 
Like taller guys 6-65", 
between 22-38yrs. Like all 
kinds of music, versatile. 
Really like muscular guys. 
Long hair A+. Please call! 
.1795 

Milwaukee A 
COMMITTED KINDA 
GUY. GWM 23, looking to 
meet other young GWM's for 
good times, friendship and 
poss. LTR. I'll be waiting for 
your call! .2021 

AU CLAIRE LOVE THE 
OUTDOORS, QUIET 
EVENINGS. GWM 28, 
185#. Like to get to know 
special person and settle 
down. Basically that's it. 
Many possibilities .2049 

MILWAUKEE HURRY 
LET'S GET TOGETHER: 27 
yr old, S10, 1301bs, 
interested in reliable man 
under 30, .1331 

MADISON 35, BUTCH: 
seeks similar for good times, 
best times to call is evening. 
1+1913 

MILWAUKEE SOUTH 
SIDE: RESPONSIBLE, 

stable, 5'8, dark brw hair, 
many interests including: 
outdoors, .1915 

old, looking to meet for 
conversation, good times 
also ISO new roommate for 
large home. •4743 

"Even 

Hunks Get 

Lonely 

Sometimes..." 

You can respond to an ad by calling: 

1-900-740-HUNT 
Touch-Tone Required. 

4 8 6 8 

$1.99/Min. 18+. ManFinder 415-281-3183 

MILWAUKEE I WANNA 
MELT WITH YOU: 
WANTED: Serious, Sincere 
Meetings leading to LTR 
Preferred and would like to 
meet all interested parties, pls 
call .4596 

MILWAUKEE MADE TO 
ORDER: 38 yr old , 61, 
2101bs, brw hair/eyes, leave 
name/number & don't be 
shy..4027 

Milwaukee ZOWWYI 
NICE AFFECTION SANE 
FUN LOVER lookin for top 
guy who's into relationships. 
.4718 

PARADISE VALLEY 
ROOMMATE AND NEW 
FRIENDS WANTED: 42 yr 

Central SCHOOL ME: 37 
& looking for teacher .4888 

MILWAUKEE 
POSITIVELY FIT & FUN 
6'2, 30s, healthy AND 
positive w/lots of interests 
.4902 

MILWAUKEE GARAGE 
KEPT TS W/ LONG 
SHAPELY LEGS: Married, 
white bi-TS, call if interested. 
.4943 

MILWAUKEE GREAT 
TAN UNES: Very cute top 
510, live alone, call if your 
good looking. •1515 

MILWAUKEE I NEED 
YOU: VERY FLEXIBLE 25 yr 
old seeks flexible guy 18-26 

U
5

foir 7mo5re than lust o dare. 

MILWAUKEE I WANT TO 
MEET discreet get togethers 
wanted by cross dresser 
.1412 

Mantalk: WIWNG TO 
TRAVEL: 58, swimmer's 
built, interested in meeting 
guys 35 and under for fun 
(let's see if we have that 
special chemistry that makes 
for extraordinary lovers. 
.4800 

MILWAUKEE INTO 
WRESTUNG? I'm 5'10, 
into swimming, wrestling, 
working out, movies, call. 
171548 

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC 
BEACH: YOUNG very tan 
bttrn 510, dark hair, live 
alone, hope to hear from 
you... (impress me) .2937 

Milwaukee TOO BUSY 
TO SOCIALIZE (but willing 
to change that) Health Care 
worker: 41 yr old, masc. 6', 
2101bs, brw hair/eyes, hairy 
body, enjoy reading, 
fishing, biking. (call for hm 
number)..1066 

South Central LOTS OF 
EXPERIENCE: 55 yr old, 
58, 65Ibs, blond, blue 
eyes, seeking anyone 
interested in fun times. 
.1783 

N.E. WISCONSIN 30 YR 
OLD, 5'7, 1301bs, variety of 
interests include music, 
concerts, hope to hear from 
you. (under 35 a plus) 
.3262 

Milwaukee MASTERFUL 
MAN WANTED: please 
leave msg, I will respond 
.3801 

APPLETON VERY 
CULTURED: S10, BRW 

PLACE YOUR FREE PERSONAL AD! 1-800-546-MENN (6366) 

The generous support of CPI & FVAP by those in the 
communities we serve deserves special recognition. 

The Argonauts of Wisconsin (President Bob H. 
pictured above, left) recently presented a $1,500 check to 
CPI Accounts Manager, Cricket, for CPI's client emergency 
fund. This organization, which incidentally just celebrated 
its 19th anniversary, would like to thank Green Bay for 
supporting their fund drive. 

Another recent fundraiser, "Country Fax," purchased 
Fax machine for CPI & FVAP offices. Thank you Duane, and 
all of the businesses and individuals responsible for making 
this event a shining success. 

The second annual "Pins for People" Bowling 
Tournament also reports a successful event. Pledges are 
still coming in, and the total is expected to surpass last 
year's $1,300. Thanks Schultzie, bowlers & sponsors for 
your support of the CPI client emergency fund. 

Center Project, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1874, Green Bay, WI 54305 
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The generous support of CPI & FVAP by those in the
communities w.e serve deserves special recognition.

The Argonauts of Wisconsin (President Bob H.
pictured above, left) recently presented a $1,500. check to
CPI Accounts Manager, Cricket, for CPI's client emergency
fund. This organization, which incidentally just celebrated
its l9th anniversary, would like to thank Green Bay for
supporting their fund drive.

Another recent fundraiser, "Country Fax," purchased
F`ax machine for CPI & FVAP offices. Thank you Duane, and
all of the businesses and individuals responsible for making
this event a shining success.

The second annual "Pins for People'' Bowling
Tournament also reports a successful event. Pledges are

;te{i'ri:°S##oE.n+#sh3ctE:a!j]Se:Xbpoewci:rdst£S:;Pnassosr:afsotr
your support of the CPI client emergency fund.\

qpgo©B£*c,€7z,Ggg¥„®Bapyf#7g2„¥ffl©.
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News 

In the last issue of In Step our lead story was about the historic meeting when eight 
national LesBiGay leaders met with President Clinton in the White House Oval Office 

Supreme Court Hears Arguments on HateCrimes Law 

Wisconsin's law debated 

By Jamakaya 

Washington, DC — The US 
Supreme Court heard oral arguments April 
21 on the constitutionality of Wisconsin's 
hate crimes law. The high court's decision, 
expected in early summer, could affect 
similar laws in 29 other states as well as 
hate crime legislation pending in Congress. 

Wisconsin's hate crime statute 
provides for additional penalties for those 
found guilty of a criminal offense in which 
the victim was "intentionally selected" 
because of his or her "race, religion, color, 
disability, sexual orientation, national origin 
or ancestry." 

The case before the high court 
involves a black man, Todd Mitchell, now 
23, who was found guilty of aggravated 
battery for attacking a white teenager in 

Kenosha in 1989. Before the attack, 
Mitchell reportedly yelled: "There goes a 
white boy, go get him." Because of that 
bias aspect, Mitchell's two year sentence 
for battery was increased to four years. 

Mitchell's attorneys appealed to 
the Wisconsin Supreme Court, which 
decided in June, 1992 that the hate crime 
law was an unconstitutional abridgment of 
First Amendment rights to freedom of 
speech and expression. State Attorney 
General Jim Doyle appealed that decision 
to the Supreme Court. 

TWO WISCONSIN LAWYERS 
DUKE IT OUT 

In arguments before the high 
court April 21, Attorney General Doyle 
defended the law and Mitchell's conviction, 
while State Sen. Lynn Adelman attacked it 
as unconstitutional. 

Adelman's overall argument was 
that penalizing an individual for his or her 
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Supreme Court Hears Arguments on Hatecrimes Law

Wisconsin's law debated

By Jamakaya

Washington,   DC  -  The   US
Supreme Court heard oral arguments April
21  on  the  constitutionalfty   of Wisconsin's
hate crimes law. The high court's decision,
expected   in   early  summer,   could   affect
similar  laws  in  29  other states  as  well  as
hate crime legislation  pending in Congress.

Wisconsin's  hate,  crime  statute
provides for additional  penalties  for those
found  guilty  of a criminal  offense  in  which
the    victim    was    ''intentionally    selected"
because of his or her "race, .religion,  color,
disabilfty,  sexual orientation,  national origin
or ancestry."

The  case  before  the  high  court
involves  a  black  man,  Todd  Mitchell,  now
23,  who  was  found  guilty  of  aggravated
battery  for  attacking  a  white  teenager  in

Kenosha    in    1989.    Before    the    attack,
Mitchell  reporfedly  yelled:  'There  goes  a
white  boy,  go  get  him."  Because  of that
bias  aspect,  Mitchell's  two  year sentence
for battery was increased to four years.

Mitchell's  attorneys  appealed to
the    VVIsconsin    Supreme    Court,    which
decided  in June,1992 that the  hate crime
law was an unconstitutional  abridgment of
First   Amendment   rights   to   freedom   of
speech   and   expression.   State   Attorney
General Jim Doyle appealed that decision
to the Supreme Court.

TWO VVISCONSIN LAWYERS
DUKE IT   OUT

ln   arguments   before   the   high
court  April   21,   Attorney   General   Doyle
defended the law and Mitchell's conviction,
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Adelman's overall argument was

that penalizing  an  individual  for his  or her
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thoughts was an infringement of First 
Amendment guarantees and set a bad 
precedent for the future curtailment of 
thoughts and ideas deemed anti-social. 

"This is thought control — the 
potential for intrusion by government into 
the most private recesses of people's 
minds," said Adelman. "It punishes hate, 
animus, a belief system, a viewpoint." 

Adelman argued that if the law 
were validated, government bodies might 
feel emboldened to extend the coverage of 
such laws, leading to ever-increasing 
restrictions on free expression. He 
contended that laws initially designed to 
protect minority groups could backfire and 
ultimately be used to punish minority 
opinions. 

Doyle countered that people "are 
free to think any thought and express it in 
any legitimate manner, but it is appropriate 
to consider the reason for a crime in 
determining the sentence." 

Doyle emphasized that the 
statute was not a hate speech law that 
criminalized a new category of thought or 
expression. The statute only kicked in as a 
penalty enhancement after a person was 
found guilty of a misdemeanor or felony 
already on the books. He insisted that the 
law did not punish speech but only criminal 
manifestations of certain forms of bias. 

HOW CAN BIAS BE MEASURED? 
Adelman questioned whatcriteria 

the legal system could devise to determine 
motive if multiple factors were involved. For 
instance, he asked, how would one judge 
a robbery "motivated 1% by bias and 99% 
by greed?" He also argued that the law 
was too selective and "under-inclusive," 
noting that "it punishes some biases, but 
not others — like gender." 

Adelman's comment about 
women being excluded from the law's 
provisions was dismissed by Chief Justice 
William Rehnquist, who said the high court 
had previously ruled that legislatures "can 
address one evil at a time." It also led to a 
brief moment of levity in the courtroom 
when Rehnquist speculated: "Maybe the 
Wisconsin legislature thought there weren't 
any misogynists in Wisconsin." 

Observers in the courtroom that 
day say that some of the justices seemed 
"decidedly sympathetic" to Doyle's 
arguments. Even Justice Antonin Scalia, 
who wrote the majority opinion voiding a 

St. Paul hate crimes ordinance last year, 
challenged Adelman much more 
aggressively than expected. 

(The St. Paul law differed 
considerably from the Wisconsin statute. 
Broader in scope, it defined as a crime the 
simple display of any symbol, like a 
swastika or burning cross, that might cause 
"anger or alarm" in a person because of 
their race, religion or sex. The law was 
voided because it singled out for 
punishment mere expressions of particular 
points of view unconnected to criminal 
behavior.) 

VIANY OTHER ANTI-BIAS LAWS 
ON THE BOOKS 

When Adelman argued that 
government bodies could not "single out 
racial bias, or bias against homosexuals" to 
impose penalties on perpetrators, Scalia 
noted that federal civil rights laws did just 
that, making it illegal for employers or 
educational institutions to discriminate 
against certain groups, and mandating civil 
and criminal penalties for such bias. 

"The government may combat 
discrimination in crime just as it combats 
discrimination in other contexts," agreed 
Michael R. Dreeben, a representative from 
the Solicitor General's Office, which filed a 
brief in support of Doyle's position. 
Dreeben also warned that if the high court 
invalidated the Wisconsin law, it could 
undermine the basis for a broad range of 
anti- discrimination statutes at the federal, 
state and local levels. 

Although observers said the 
justices seemed supportive of the hate 
crimes law, that impression could be 
misleading. It is not unusual for the 
justices, particularly Scalia, to engage in 
vigorous debate with lawyers for one or 
both sides of the case before them. The 
court, with retiring Justice Byron White still 
on board through July, remains a 
conservative bastion. 

The decision on Wisconsin's hate 
crimes law is expected within the next two 
months. 
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thoughts   was   an   infringement    of   First
Amendment  guarantees   and   set  a  bad
precedent   for   the   future   curtailment   of
thoughts  and  ideas deemed anti-social."This   is  thought  control  -  the

potential  for  intrusion  by. government  into
the   most   private   recesses   of   people's
minds,"  said  Adelman.  "lt  punishes  hate,
animus,  a  belief system,  a viewpoint."

Adelman  argued  that  if  the  law
were  validated,  government  bodies  might
feel emboldened to extend the coverage of
such    laws,    leading    to    ever-increasing
restrictions      on     free     expression.      He
contended  that  laws  initially   designed  to
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Doyle countered that people "are
free to think  any thought and express  it in
any legitimate  manner, but it is appropriate
to   consider   the   reason   for   a   crime   in
determining  the sentence."

Doyle     emphasized     that     the
statute  was  not  a  hate  speech  law  that
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already on the  books.  He insisted  that the
law did not punish speech but only criminal
manifestations  of certain  forms  of bias.

HOW CAN BIAS BE MEASURED?
Adelmanquestionedwhatcriteria

the legal system could devise to deterrfiine
motive if multiple factors were involved. For
instance,  he asked,  how would  one judge
a robbery "motivated  1% by bias and 99%
by  greed?"  He  also.argued  that  the  law
was  too  selective   and   "under-inclusive,"
noting  that  "it  punishes  some  biases,  but
not others -like gender."

Adelman's     comment     about
women   being   excluded   from   the   law's
provisions was dismissed by Chief Justice
William  Rehnquist, who said the high court
had previously  ruled that legis'latures  .'can
address one evil at a time."  It also led to a
brief  moment   of  levity   in   the   courtroom
when  Rehnquist  speculated:  "Maybe  the
Wisconsin legislature thought there weren't
any misogynists  in Wisconsin."

Observers in the courtroom that
day say that some `of the justices seemed"decidedly      sympathetic"      to      Doyle's

arguments.   Even  Justice  Antonin  Scalia,
who  wrote  the  majorfty  opinion  voiding  a

St.  Paul  hate  crimes  ordinance  last year,
challenged      Adelman      much      more
aggressively than  expected.

IThe     St.     Paul     law     differed
considerably  from  the  Wisconsin  statute.
Broader in scope, it defined as a crime the
simple    display    of   any   symbol,    like    a
swastika or burning cross, that might cause
"anger or  alarm"  in  a  person  because  of
their  race,   religion   or  sex.  The   law  was
voided     because     it     singled      out     for
punishment mere expressions of particular
points   of   view 'unconnected   to   criminal
behavior.)

MANY OTHER ANTI-BIAS  LAWS
ON THE  BOOKS   .

When    Adelman     argued    that
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impose  p.enalties   on  perpetrators,   Scalia
noted that federal  civil  rights  laws  did just
that,    making   it   illegal   for   employers   ®r
educational    institutions     to    discriminate
against certain groups, and mandating civil
and  criminal  penalties  for such  bias."The   government  may   combat

discrimination   in  crime  just  as  it  combats
discrimination   in  other  contexts,"   agreed
Michael R. Dreeben, a representative from
the Solicitor General's Office,  which filed  a
brief    in     support    of    Doyle's     position.
Dreeben also warned that if the  high  court
invalidated   the   Wisconsin   law,   it   could
undermine  the  basis for a  broad  range  of
anti- discrimination  statutes  at the federal,
state  and  local  levels.

Although     observers    said    the
justices   seemed   supportive   of  the   hate
crimes    law,    that    impression    could    be
misleading.     It    is    not    unusual    for    the
justices,   particularly   Scalia,  to  engage  in
vigorous  debate  with   lawyers  for  one  or
both  sides  of the  case  before  them.  The
court, with  retiring  Justice  Byron White still
on     board     through     July,     remains     a
conservative  bastion.

The decision on Wisconsin's hate
crimes law is expected within  the next two
months.
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Ira Magaziner (2nd from left), Director of the President's Health Care Task Force, met 
with 21 representatives from AIDS Service and advocacy organizations in Washington, 
DC during the March week. (White House photo) 

AIDS Advocates Meet 
With Clinton's Health 
Care Task Force 
"Very productive meeting" 

Washington, DC — Twenty-one 
representatives of AIDS service and 
advocacy organizations met with members 
of the President's Health Care Task Force 
in late April. The meeting offered a "unique 
opportunity for organizations that represent 
the AIDS community to become part of the 
heath care reform process," remarked Mark 
Smith, Executive Vice President for the 
Kaiser Family Foundation and member of 
the President's Health Care Task Force. 

The AIDS service and advocacy 
representatives brought to the discussion 
various issues they felt were of 
considerable importance to the AIDS 
community. The focus of dialogue centered 
around several issues including the need 
for a comprehensive benefits package, the 
need for a vigorous research program, 
adequate compensation for health care 
providers, and the creation of a social 
support system for those with AIDS and 
other life threatening diseases. 

"It was a very productive meeting. 
The AIDS service and advocacy 
representatives went away confident that 
the President's Health Care working groups 
understood the issues confronting the AIDS 
community," said Mr. Smith. 

Representatives from the 
following AIDS service & advocacy groups 
were at the meeting: San Francisco AIDS 
Foundation; American Psychological ASSN; 
Natl. Assoc. of People with AIDS; Walker 
Clinic; Pediatric HIV Resource Center; Natl. 
Minority AIDS Council; AIDS Action 
Council; AmFAR; Treatment Action Group; 
Natl. Minority Gay & Lesbian Assn., and 
others. 
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AIDS Advocates Meet
With Clinton's Health
Care Task Force"Very produplive  pr9eti_ng"

Washington, DC -Twenty-one
representatives    of    AIDS    service    and
advocacy organizations met with members
of the President's  Health  Care Task Force
in late April. The meeting offered a "unique
opportunity for organizations that represent
the AIDS community to become part of the
heath care reform process," remarked Mark
Smith,   Executive  Vlce   President  for  the
Kaiser  Family  Foundation  and  member of
the  President's  Health  Care Task Force.

The AIDS service and advocacy
representatives  brought to the  discussion
various      issues   'they      felt      were      of
considerable    importance    to    the    AIDS
community. The focus of dialogue centered
around  several  issues  including  the  need
for a comprehensive benefits package, the
need  for   a   vigorous   research   program,
adequate   compensation   for   health   care
providers,   and   the   creation   of  a   social
support  system  for  those  with  AIDS  and
other life  threatening  diseas`es.

"lt was a very productive meeting .

The     AIDS     service      and      advocacy
representatives  went  away  confident  that
tuhned:::ts:::nt#:rs::::goanr;Ownot#tgh:rfrDp§

community,"  said  Mr.  Smith.
Representatives     from     the

following  AIDS service  & advocacy groups
were  at the  meeting:  San  Francisco AIDS
Foundation;AmericanpsychologicalASSN;
Natl.  Assoc.  of  People  with  AIDS;  Walker
clinic;  Pediatric HIV Resource Center; Natl.
Minority     AIDS     Council;      AIDS     Action
Council; AmFAR; Treatment Action  Group;
Natl.   Minority   Gay  &  Lesbian  Assn„  and
others.
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Video Presents Pro-Gay 
View of Military 
Controversy 

1,000 copies given to 
members of Congress 

Washington, DC — Declaring "The 
media war is on!" a grass roots group of 
Gay and Lesbian television professionals, 
backed by actress Cybill Shepherd and 
other straight supporters, delivered their 
first video volley on Capitol Hill April 20 in 
support of Gays in the military. 

The video, To Support and 
Defend, presents the "faces behind the 
issues" in the current Senate hearings on 
President Clinton's proposal to lift the 
military ban on Gays and Lesbians, 
according to co-producer Julian Siminski. 

"Most people who oppose lifting 
the ban don't realize they already have 
co-workers, close friends, even relatives 
who are Gay or Lesbian," says Shepherd in 
the introduction to the tape. "But in this 
tape you'll get to know men and women 
who are in the trenches." 

One thousand of the videos were 
presented to members of Congress on 
Capitol Hill by producers Siminski and Rob 
Wilson. Joining in the presentation were 
Captain Pamela Mindt (USNG), Army 
Captain Michael Gary, Green Beret Eugene 
Giannunzio and Air Force Sergeant 
Thomas Paniccia, all of whom are featured 
in the 30-minute tape. 

In the video, Giannunzio tells of 
a Gay soldier who lost his life while saving 
those in his unit in Vietnam. He has offered 
to present his own Purple Heart to Sen. 
Sam Nunn, chairman of the Senate Armed 
Services Committee, in honor of the Gay 
soldier who saved his life. 

"Other videos now circulating 
through Congress have preyed on 
ignorance and fear to spread stereotypes of 
Gays and Lesbians," said co-producer 
Wilson. 

"To Support and Defend is a 
dignified, honest effort to put a human face 
on this issue. So far the debates have 
neglected those most affected," noted 
Wilson. 

"This tape will provide members 
of Congress and officials at the Pentagon 
with with a rational discussion of the issues 

from some very articulate and 
well-informed soldiers, sailors and fliers," 
said Wilson. "These are outstanding people 
with brilliant records. It is important 
testimony, and they deserve to be heard. If 
representatives are truly interested in 
understanding this issue, they will want to 
watch this tape. 

The video features over 20 
interviews with individuals from all 
branches of the military, including Dr. 
Lawrence Korb, former Assistant Secretary 
of Defense who was responsible for 
administering the anti-Gay policy under 
President Reagan. 

In the video, Korb states that "the policy 
is counter- productive. We're putting out 
quality people who the military has invested 
a lot of money in, and we're reducing 
military readiness." 

There is also an interview with 
76-year-old George Cooper of the "Golden 
13," one of the first African-American men 
to go through Naval Officer Training School 
in the 1940s. Cooper says "Gays in the 
military is a change whose time has come." 

Also featured in the video are 
Army Reserve Captain Dusty Pruitt, who is 
now a minister; Petty Officer Keith 
Meinhold, whose legal challenge won him 
reinstatement to the Navy; Eliseo Martinez, 
who was an openly Gay Marine sergeant; 
and Sergeant Justin Elzie of the Marine 
Corps, who is openly Gay and serving at 
Camp Lejeune while facing discharge 
hearings. 

Elzie says at the conclusion of 
the video: "This is my duty now, to show 
that I am a loyal Marine, and to try and 
educate people...This is the truth." 

The video was produced by 
professional filmmakers in Studio City, 
California. Representatives of the National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the Human 
Rights Campaign Fund and the Campaign 
for Military Service will make sure that each 
senator and member of Congress as well 
as important military officials and major 
media outlets get a copy. 

Actress Cybill Shepherd has 
been involved in many liberal causes, 
especially feminist issues. She spoke at the 
rally during the March on Washington for 
Gay and Lesbian Rights and was a 
featured guest at the "Spring to Life" AIDS 
benefit that weekend. When asked why she 
was involved in Gay rights, Shepherd told 
the media: "I may be straight, but I'm not 
narrow." 
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One thousand of the videos were
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The   video   features    over   20
interviews     with      individuals      from      all
branches   of   the   military,    including    Dr.
Lawrence Korb, former Assistant Secretary
of   Defense    who   was    responsible    for
administering   the   anti-Gay   policy   under
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Also  featured  in  the  video  are
Army Reserve Captain Dusty Pruitt, who is
now    a     minister;     Petty     Officer     Keith
Meinhold,  whose  legal challenge won  h.im
reinstatement to the Navy; Eliseo Martinez,

#8g:Fg::n°tp;un:%jnG:yle%a:jfn:h:er#::i::
Corps,  who  is  openly Gay  and  serving  at
Camp   Lejeune   while   facing    discharge
hearings.

the  video:  'rThis  is- my duty  now,  to  Show
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narrow.

Elzie  says  at the  conclusion  of
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Debate Rages: How 
Many Gays Are There? 

Various surveys indicate 
different numbers 

Analysis by Jamakaya 

So how many of us are there? 
A spate of recent sex surveys, 

each with different methodologies and 
conflicting results, has renewed the age-old 
debate about exactly what percentage of 
the population is homosexual. 

Gay groups have denounced the 
findings as flawed and irrelevant, while right 
wing religious leaders have used the 
results to accuse the Gay and Lesbian 
movement of inflating its numbers for 
political gain. 

Gays have most frequently 
quoted the 10% figure arrived at in Alfred 
Kinsey's 1948 report. Kinsey found that 
10% of white American males were 
exclusively homosexual for at least three 
years between the ages of 16 and 55. 
Kinsey concluded that 4% were exclusively 
homosexual throughout their lives. 

The controversy broke out most 
recently with the publication of a new study 
by the Batelle Human Affairs Research 
Institute in Seattle, which found that of 
3,321 men between the ages of 20 and 39, 
2.3% had sex with another man sometime 
in the past ten years, but just 1.1% defined 
themselves as exclusively homosexual. 

A BEHAVIORAL ODDITY? 
"Finally, the truth has surfaced," 

declared Rev. Lou Sheldon, leader of the 
Traditional Values Coalition, which has 
launched campaigns against Gay rights 
laws across the US. "Homosexuality is a 
behavioral oddity, certainly not entitled to 
special protective status." 

"This study wasn't conducted in a 
vacuum," countered Robert Bray of the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. 

Bray told the New York Times: 
'We live in a society where Gay people are 
reluctant to come forward for fear of 
oppression. But even if the number is 
correct, for us the issue is discrimination, 
whether we are 1 million or 10 million or 
100 million. The issue still remains ending 
discrimination and violence against us." 

A spokeswoman for the highly 
respected Alan Guttmacher Institute, which 
published the Batelle study, said the figures 
of 2.3% and 1.1% were consistent with 
other recent surveys. 

In a government-sponsored study 
of 10,000 men in France, 4% said they had 
engaged in homosexual relations at least 
once in their lives, while only 1.4% said 
they had Gay sex in the previous four 
years. A study by the National Opinion 
Research Center at the University of 
Chicago found that 2.8% of men polled 
reported having homosexual relations in 
the preceding year. 

But other factors call into 
question the accuracy of the Batelle study's 
findings. 

FLAWS IN THE STUDY 
The questions were asked in 

face-to-face interviews rather than through 
phone calls or written surveys. All of the 
interviewers of the male subjects were 
women. The study was not entirely 
anonymous in that respondents were asked 
to supply names of family members and 
their social security numbers. 

The Batelle survey was not 
geographically designed to take account of 
the fact that Gay people tend to congregate 
in larger cities and even specific 
neighborhoods. In addition, the narrow age 
range of 20-39 could exclude large 
numbers of Gays. Robert Bray noted that 
many men in their twenties had not yet 
realized their sexual identity; many men 
come out in middle age. 

One senior scientist who 
conducted the study said the results about 
homosexuality had been completely 
misconstrued. "This was not done to count 
the number of Gays in the United States," 
Koray Tanfer told the Washington Blade. 
"It was specifically done to look at risky 
behavior among heterosexuals. If we had 
wanted to count Gays, we would have 
done a totally different study." 

In fact, the survey was designed 
to investigate sexual behaviors to 
determine which segments of the country's 
youthful male population might be at 
increased risk of contracting HIV. The most 
significant findings had to do with race, 
marital status, the number of partners men 
had, the behaviors they engaged in and 
whether they used condoms. The finding 
about homosexuality was a by-product of 
that broader purpose. It may have received 
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WISCONSIN STATEWIDE 
Bottom Line Travel (G/L Travel) Milw. (800) 933-8330 
Hag Rag (bi-monthly Lesbian/feminist paper) 
P. O. Box 1171, Madison 53701(608) 255-5090 
Horizon Travel (G/L Travel) (800) 562-0219 
In Step (bi-weekly G/L lifestyle magazine) 
225 S. 2nd, Milwaukee 53204 OFFICE: (414) 278-7840 

FAX (414) 278-5868 
King Productions (WI-USA pageant) (414) 347-0178 
Wisconsin AIDS Line (outside Milw.) 
Mon-Fri 9 to 9, Fri 9-5:30 1-800-334-AIDS 
Wisconsin Light (bi-weekly G/L newspaper) 
1843 N Palmer, Milwaukee 53212 372-2773 
WI. Legislative Hotline 1-800-362-WISC 

OUT OF STATE 
G&L Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) 
(Media Monitors) (212) 966-1700 
Helen's (Rural Social Group) (815) 344-6495 
Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF) 
(Speak Out Campaign) (202) 332-6483 
National G&L Task Force (NGLTF) (202) 332-6483 

AIDS Drug Trials (experimental) 1-800-TRIALSA 
Positive Lifestyles (G/L Mental Health Resource) 

1-800-877-6848 
10% Society at N.M.0 
Box 95, Univ. Center, NMU, Marquette, MI 49855 
P-FLAG Upper Peninsula 
P. 0. Box 2754, Kingsford, MI 49802 (906) 774-1343 
Travlur Lounge (Wm, DJ, V) 
7125 W. State St. , Rockford, IL 61102 (815) 964-7005 
The Bunkhouse (Mw, UL, D. V) 
7125 W. State St , Rockford, IL 61102 (815) 964-7005 
The Office (Mw, D) 
513 E. State St., Rockford, IL 61104 (815) 956-0344 
Berlin (Mw, DJ, V) 
954 W Belmont, Chicago 60657 (312) 348-4975 
Little Jims (M, V) 
3501 N. Halsted, Chicago 60657 (312)871-6116 
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SUNDAY, JUNE 13 
*We're looking for Baton Twirlers, Flag 

Wavers, Baloon Walkers, PomPom People. 
Call or Write us 

with your name & address, now! 

In Step Magazine 
225 South 2nd Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
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ReabnayteGE;;eAreTi#ere?
Various surveys indicate '
different numbers

Analysis  by Jamakaya

So how many of us are there?
A  spate  of recent  sex  surveys,

each   with   diferent   methodologies   and
conflicting results, has renewed the ageold
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The controversy broke out most

recently with the publication of a new study
by  the   Batelle   Human  Affairs   Research
Institute   in  Seattle,   which   found  that  of
3,321 men between the ages of 20 and 39,
2.3% had sex with another man sometime
in the past ten years, but just 1.1 °#defined
themselves as exclus.ively  homosexual.

A BEHAVIORAL ODDITY?"Finally,  the truth  has surfaced,"
declared  Rev.  Lou Sheldon,  leader of the
Traditional   Values   Coalition,   which   lias
launched   campaigns  against  Gay  rights
laws  across  the  uS.  "Homosexualfty  is  a
behavioral oddfty,  certainly  not entitled  to
special protective  status."'This study wasn't conducted in a
vacuum,"  countered   Robert  Bray  of  the
National  Gay and Lesbian Task Force.

Bray told  the  New York Times:'We live in a society where Gay people are
reluctant   to   come   fonward   for   fear   of
oppression.   But   even   if  the   number  is
correct,  for us the  issue  is discrimination,
whether we  are  1   million   or  10  million   or
100 million.  The issue still  remains ending
discrimination  and violence  against  us."

A  spokeswoman  for  the  highly
respected Alan Guttmacher Institute, which
published the Batelle study, said the figures
of  2.3%  and   1.1%  were  consistent  with
other recent surveys.

In a government-sponsored study
of 10,000 men in France, 4% said they had
engaged  in  homosexual  relations  at least
once  in  their  lives,  while  only  1.4%  said
they  had  Gay  sex   in  the   previous  four
years.  A  study  by  the   National   Opinion
Research   Center   at   the   Universfty   of
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the preceding year.

But     other    factors     call     into
question tlie accuracy of the Batelle study's
findings.

FLAWS IN THE STUDY
The   questions   were   asked   in

face-to-face interviews rather than through
phone calls  or written  surveys.  AIl  of the
interviewers   of  the   male  -subjects  were
women.    The    study    was    not    entirely
anonymousinthatrespondentswereasked
to  supply  names  of family  members  and
their social secumy  numbers.

The    Batelle    survey   was   not
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many  men  in  their  twenties  had  not  yet
realized  their  sexual  identfty;   many  men
come out in  middle  age.`         One     senior     scientist     who

conducted the study said the results about
homosexuality`    had     been     completely
misconstrued. "This-was not done to count
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''It  was  specifically  done  to  look  at  risky

behavior among Aeterosexua/s.  If we had
wanted  to  count  Gays,  we  would  have
done a totally  diferent  study."

ln fact, the survey was designed
to     investigate      sexual     behaviors     to
determine which segments of the country's
youthful    male   population    might   be   at
increased risk of contracting HIV. The most
significant  findings   had  to  do  with   race,
mar.rtal status, the number of partners men
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that broader purpose. It may have received
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MILWAUKEE (414) 
SERVICES 

Denis Jackson, M.S. (Relational training, hypnotherapist, 
HIV & Vocational Counseling) 342-4003 
J.R.K. Services (Handyman) 383-0650 
Klerk Group (Hairdressing) 
773 N Jefferson 224-1783 
Klaus & Meyers (attorneys) 
5665 S 108th, Hales Corners 53130 529-2800 
Lohman Funeral Service 
804 W. Greenfield Ave. 53204 645-1575 
Mailroom (Box Rentals) 
4721 W North 53208 444-2009 
Thomas E. Martin (trial & general law) 
161 W. Wisconsin, Suite 3189 53203 765-9413 
Milwaukee AIDS Project (MAP) 
P 0. Box 92505, 53202 273-1991 
Milwaukee Financial Planning Service 
(money management, retirement planning) 
175 N Corporate Dr. #110 Brookfield 53045 
Soap Suds Kid (cleaning) 
Jeanie Simpkins, (MS), (counseling) 
Soul Mates (G/L matchmaking) 
Wells Ink (Advertising, PR) 
Z-Hawk Productions (Leather Events) 

RETAIL 

792-1690 
265-1105 
282-6160 
881-9586 
272-2116 
672-9266 

Valeries's Gallery (art/antiques) 
1200 S 1st 53204 645-3177 
Seven Seas Aquatics (fish, birds, supplies) 
215 W Florida St. 53204 272-7966 
Clinton SL Antiques 1110 S. 1st St. 53204 941-5179 
King Vacuum Cleaner & Carpet 
6903 W North Ave Wauwatosa 53213 771-4972 
Ricco's Euro Design (furniture/accents) 
10633 W Oklahoma 321-2221 

CENTRAL WI (715) 
UWSP 10% Society 
Campus Activities Complex, Box 68 
UWSP, Stevens, Point, 54487 
LDS Brotherhood (Gay Mormons) 
P. 0. box 152, Wausau, 54402 
Mad Hatter (MW, DJ, V) 
320 Washington, Wausau 
Platwood Club (MW, D) 
701 Highway 10W, Stevens Point 
Wausau Narcotics Anonymous 
(ask for Gay meetings) 
Women's Resource Center UWSP 
336 Nelson Hall . Stevens Point 54481 

346-4366 

842-9881 

842-3225 

(715) 341-8862 

(715) 536-LIFE 

(715) 346-4851 

RACINE/KENOSHA (414) 
Club 94 (MW, DJ) 
9001 120th Ave (Hwy C & 194) Kenosha 857-9958 
JoDee's (MW, DJ) 
2139 Racine St (Hwy 32) Racine 53403 634-9804 
What About Me? (WM) 
600 6th St Racine 53403 632-0171 
Gay AA (Group 294 Meeting) 554-6611 
Gay/Lesbian Union of Racine 625 College, 54303 
Gay Lesbian Union of Kenosha 
Go Unitarian Universalist 
P 0 Box 593, Kenosha 53141 654-9427 
Southeastern WI AIDS Project (HIV/AIDS Support, 
Testing) 9627 39th Ave., Kenosha 53141 

1-800-924-6601/657-6644 
UW-Parkside G/L Organization 900 Wood Rd., 
Box 200, Kenosha 53141 595-2244 
Euromassage (non-sexual massage) 
Bradley 283-1059 

SOUTHEASTERN WI (414) 
UW-Whitewater G/L Student Union 
309 McCutchen Hall , VVhitewater 53190 472-5738 
Saving Grace Tabernacle (Bible study group) 
P 0 Box 367, Salem, Wi 53168 537-4639 

ROCK & JEFFERSON CO. 
Runway 51 (MW,D) 
Hwy 51 S, Rt. 7, Janesville 53545 (608) 756-GAYS 
MASN Satellite Office (AIDS Info) 
317 Dodge St , Janesville 53545 (608) 756-2550 
CrossRoads Bar (G/S/M/VV) 
W6642 Hwy B, Lake Mills 53551 (414) 648-8457 
Friends (G/S, WW) 
10 E Sherman Ave, Fort Atkinson 53538414) 563-2231 

WESTERN WISCONSIN 
Scruples 411 Galloway Si, Eau Claire (715) 839-9606 
N.O.W.A.P (Northwest WI Aids Project) 
505 Dewey Si , So, #208 Eau Claire 54701 

(800) 750-AIDS/(715) 836-7710 
Cavalier Lounge (MW, D) 
114 N. 5th St , LaCrosse 54601 (608) 782-9061 
LaCrosse UG Support Group (608) 782-1274 
LaCrosse Parents & Friends of Gays (608) 782-6082 
Leaping LaCrosse News Box 932, L.C. 54602-0932 
New Beginnings (mo. newsltr) Box 25, Westby 54867 
UW-Eau Claire G/L Alcoholics Support Group 

Tap Line: (715) 839-3425 Linda: (715) 839-3687 
Scruples (MW, DJ, F) 
411 Galloway St. , Eau Claire 54703 (715) 839-9606 
Spirit Rising Ecumenical Community Church 
P.O. Box 1052, Superior 54880 (218) 720-3886 
Northland Gay Men's Center 
8 N. 2nd Ave. E., Ste. 309 
Duluth, MN 55802 (218) 722-8585 

NORTH CENTRAL WI (715) 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
Box 247A, 1411 Ellis Ave. Ashland 54806 
Northland House (bed & breakfast inn) 
609 Highway 77, Pence 54550 (715) 561-3120 
Northern Wi. Lambda Society 
P. 0. Box 802, Rhinelander 54501 (715) 362-4242 
SHEM (Support, Heal, Educate) for Parents, 
Family, Friends of Gays/Lesbians/Bi's (715) 359-7432 

SHEBOYGAN AREA (414) 
Sherlock's Home (Mw, GIS, F) 
733 Pennsylvania (No phone) 
Blue Lite (Mw) 
1029 N. 8th, 53081 
Parents & Friends of Gays & Lesbians 
Shirley 458-2506 Carolyn 
Sheboygan Antiques 
336 Superior Avenue 53081 

457-1636 

467-0422 

452-6757 
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such wide publicity because the influential 
New York Times placed it in a front page 
headline and because the political issue of 
Gay rights has been so prominent in recent 
months. 

Adding further fuel and confusion 
to the debate are recent figures on 
homosexuality released by pollster Louis 
Harris and in the much publicized book, 
The Janus Report. 

FINDINGS OF HARRIS POLL 
Only a week after the Batelle 

study was published, Louis Harris & 
Associates released the results of a 
previously unpublished 1988 survey which 
found slightly higher figures. Harris had 
polled 739 men and 409 women between 
the ages of 16 and 50 and found that 4.4% 

If It Concerns You, It Concerns Us! 

529-2800 
529-6440 

ATTORNEYS 
KLAUS & MEYERS 

Warren J. Klaus & 
Michael T. Meyers 

Personal injury, workers compensation, 
wills, probate avoidance, partner's 

separation agreements, OWL real estate, 
visitations & family law, Title XIX, 

Revocable and Medicaid Trusts. 

FREE FIRST MEETING 
with attorney regarding any legal matter. 

Free Living Will 

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
Evening and Weekend Hours 

CPA Services 

\ 11)16;; \ z 

3 '7" 1,:.117.100100 • r 

5665 South 108th Street 
Hales Corners, WI 53130 

of men and 3.6% of women had had sex 
with a same-sex partner in the previous five 
years. 

The Harris findings are similar to 
the results of exit polls conducted by Voter 
Research and Surveys for the TV networks 
on election day last November. Three 
percent of the men and 2% of the women 
polled said they were Gay. Allowing for 

FREE 
FIRST 

20 MINUTE 
CONSULTATION 

KATHLEEN E. HUME 
Attorney at Law 

529 - 2129 

Fax: 529-9545 
5665 South 108th Street 

Hales Corners, WI 53130 

REAL ESTATE 
IF YOU ARE BUYING OR 

SELLING, PLEASE CALL ME 
DAVID CHESTER 

(414) 964-3900 
10% of my commission at closing will be 

donated to the AIDS charity of your choice 
when you mention this ad. 

Fed rated 
Realty roupinc 
We're your home team. 

CARRIAGE HOUSE CONDO: This 
sophisticated and unusual East Side unit 
(located behind Stone Henge) features 2 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 exposures, 
gorgeous hardwood floors, natural 
millwork, modern kitchen, plus circular 
stairs to loft bedroom and bath. A 

superior value at $97,500. 

6000 N Pt. Washington Rd., Milw. 53217 
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MILWAUKEE (414)
SERVICES

Denis Jackson, ".S. (Relational training , hypnotherapist,
HIV & Vocational Counseling)
J.RK. Senrices (Handyman)
KlaTk Crotip  (Hairdressing)
773 N Jefferson
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Lohman  Flirroral  Service
804 W.  Greenfield Ave.  53204
Nallroom (Box Rentals)
4721  W North 532o8
Thomas  E. MarGn  (trial  & general  law)
161  W. W[sconsin,  Suite 3189 53203
Nil`caukee AIDS Project (MAP)
P. 0.  Box 92505. 53202
Mil`^/aukee  Flnancial  Plannillg  S®rvlc®
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Soap Suds  Kid (cleaning)
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W®lls Ink (Advertising,  PR)
Z-Ha`wh P.oductions  (Leather Events)

RETAIL
Valeries'® Gallery (art/antiqiies)
1200 S.  1st 53204
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224-1783

529-2800

645-1 575

444-2009

765-9413

273-1991

792-1690
265-1105
282¢160
881-9586
272-21 16
672-9266

SOUTHEASTERN WI (414)
LJW-Whitewater  G/L  Student Union
309 Mccutchen Hall, Whitewater 53190              472€738

ROCK GI JEFFERSON CO.
Ruriway  51  (MW,D)

##sR`ssa'teiii:.d#®SV(jAFD5s3#f:)       (608) 756JIAys
317 Dodge st.,  Janesville 53545                (608) 756-2550
CrossF`oads  Bar (®S/MM/)
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Friends (®S,  MW
10 E.  Sheman Ave,  Fort Atkinson 5353q414)  563-2231

WESTERN W]SCONS]N
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505 Dewey St.,  So, #208 Eau Claire 54701
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Northern Wi. Lambda  Society
P. O.  Box 802,  Rhinelander 54501             (715) 3624242
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SHEBOYGAN AREA (414)
Shorlock's  Home (Mw,  G/S,  F)

Shirtey:   458-2506                                     Carolyn:   4670422

CENTRAL W[ (715)

pramsppu:°A%chi§ffejse8ompiex,Box68
UWSP,  Stovens.  Point, 54487
lDS Brotherhood  (Gay Mormons)
P.  0.  box 152, Wausau, 54402

¥2aodwaffi:i#'wDaJLsva)u

3464366

842-9881

842-3225

;ii°#EL:JuiboJ¢T9(e::ns point          (715) 341as2
Wa`isau Narcotics AnonymoL.s
(ask for Gay meetings)                                   015) 536-LIFE
Women's  Resource Cont®r UWSP
336 Nelson Hall,  Stoyens point 5448t      (715)  3464851

RACINE/KENOSHA (414)
Club 94 (MW,  DJ)
9001120th Ave (Hwy c &  194) I{enosha             857-9958
JODee's (MW,  DJ)

¥j£;A;g§;i;i#;t,:::ine 53403        ;g#    ii§§:£tsnte::if£:i:£:;a:Moo,PGha°ynse)a Lesb,£:S_,.  :::-::::
Gay/Lesbian  Onion  of Racihe 625 College, 54303

g:yutft:TaannuunT;rrsaffsf®nosha
P.  O.  Box 593,  Kenosha 53141                                654-9427
Southeastern  WI AIDS Project (HIV/AIDS  Support,
Testing) 9627 39th Ave.,  Kenosha 53141

i€oo-924J56oirs57¢644
lin/-Parkslde GVL organization  900 Wood Rd.,
Box 200.  Kenosha 53141                                           595-2244
Euromassag®  (non-sexual  massage)
B radley                                                                                  283-1059

§*e¥uyp%ari:rAAnvti:a::S53o8| 452J3757
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such wide publicity  because the  influential
New York Times placed  it in  a front page
headline and because the political  issue of
Gay rights has been so prominent in recent
months.

Adding further fuel and confusion
to    the    debate    are    recent   figures    on
homosexuality  released  by  pollster  Louis
Harris  and  in  ~the  much  publicized   book,
The Janus Report.

FINDINGS OF HARRIS POLL
Only  a  week  after  the  Batelle

study    was    published,     Louis    Harris    &
Associates    released    the    results    of   a
previously  unpublished  1988 survey which
found   slightly   higher  figures.   Harris   had
polled  739  men  and 409 women  between
the ages of 16 and 50 and found that 4.4%

If lt Conce:rue You, It Concerns U!|§!

529-2800
529-6440

Warren J. Klaus &
Michael T. Meyers

Personal injury, workers compensation,
wills, probate avoidance, partner's

separation agreements, OWL, real estate,
visitations & family law, Title XIX,

Revocable and Medicaid Tusts.

FREE FIRST MEETING
with attorney regarding any legal matter.

Free Living Will

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
Evening and Weekend Hours

CPA Services

5665 South lo8th Street
Hales Comers, VI  53130

of men  and  3.6%  of women  had  had  sex
with a same-s`ex partner in the previous five
years.

The Harris findings  are similar to
the results of exit polls conducted by Voter
Research and Surveys for the lv networks
on   election   day   last   November.   Three
percent of the men and 2% of the women
polled   said  they  were  Gay.  AIlowing   for

fflEE
FlnsT

20 MINUTE
CONSulJTATION

KATHLEEN  E.  HUME
Attorney at Law

529-2129   :
Fax:  529-9545

5665 South 108th Street
Hales Corners, WI   53130

IT YOU ARE BUYING 0RSE#H"#E%REHC#Run
(414) 964-39cO

d]O&zoteodffhy#yAEis;§ti¥#ss;£grwc#LO?:

5?e&urffiffiEF
CARRIAGE HOUSE CONDO:  This

sophisticated and unusual East Side unit
(located behind Stone Henge) features 2
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 exposures,
gorgeous hardwood floors, natural
millwork, modem kitchen, plus circular
stairs to loft bedroom and bath.  A
superior value ,it $97,5cO.

6000 N Pt. Washington Rd., Milw. 53217
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some people's reluctance to admit that fact, 
the firm estimated that the total Gay and 
Lesbian vote constituted 4% of the total 
ballots cast, a figure roughly equivalent to 
the much sought after Jewish vote. 

Humphrey Taylor of the Harris 
firm made a comment to the Times which 
is a useful advisory for anyone trying to 
make sense of the recent deluge of figures 
about Gay America. 

"Whenever you get into 
measuring anything that is potentially 
awkward or embarrassing or might be 
construed as anti-social," Taylor said, 
"people overreport socially desirable 
behavior and underreport behavior that 
might be considered anti- social." 

Overlooked Opinions, a 
Gay-owned market research firm in 
Chicago agrees. "It is well known that 
asking a person about their sexual behavior 
is threatening. . .Questions about 
homosexual behavior are even more 
threatening. Even when appropriate 
techniques are used, people do not admit 
to socially controversial behavior." 

KINSEY RESULTS MOST RELIABLE? 
Overlooked Opinions believes 

that Kinsey's methodology and results 
remain the most reliable. 

Kinsey interviewed 12,000 
individuals, four times more than the 
Batelle study and 8.5 times more than the 
University of Chicago study. In addition, 
Kinsey developed an elaborate scheme of 
inter-related questions designed to discover 
information about respondents they did not 
want to disclose. He used thoroughly 
trained interviewers and took extra steps to 
assure that the relationship between 
interviewer and respondent was well 
developed and that trust was established. 

Overlooked Opinions does not 
see a major contradiction in Kinsey's 10% 
and 4% findings and Batelle's 2.3% and 
1.1% findings: "The 1% figure is simply the 
percentage of the American population 
sampled at random that is willing to admit 
having homosexual sex to complete 
strangers. The fact that this percentage is 
smaller than Kinsey's is not problematic. 
The studies compare apples and oranges." 

THE JANUS REPORT 
The Janus Report on Sexual 

Behavior, a sex survey of more than 4,000 
people chosen to reflect a sample similar to 
the profile of the US population found in the 

1990 census, offers yet another set of 
figures. The report is named after its 
authors, Cynthia Janus, a physician, and 
her husband Samuel, a sex researcher. 

The Janus Report found that 
when all those polled were asked whether 
they ever had a "homosexual experience" 
at some point in their lives, 22% of the men 
and 17% of the women said yes. But only 
9% of men and 5% of women identified 
themselves as exclusively Gay, Lesbian or 
Bisexual. These last figures are still much 
higher than the other most recent studies. 

It is hard to decipher any clear, 
consistent conclusions from all these 
varying percentages. Because each study 
uses different samples, employs different 
methodologies and asks somewhat 
different questions, it's not really surprising 
that the results differ as well. 

The implications for the Gay 
rights movement are also hard to gauge. 
The right wing will predictably use the low 
figures to discredit us, and most Gays and 
Lesbians will probably stubbornly cling to 
the Kinsey figure to bolster our pride and 
purpose. 

Ultimately, like Robert Bray said, 
the numbers don't matter. Any population, 
no matter how large or small, that is denied 
equal opportunity and the equal protection 
of the laws is justified in seeking redress. 
The million people who displayed their 
pride and resolve in Washington April 25 
put the nation on notice. And one million 
proud, self-aware and politically committed 
people can have an impact far beyond their 
numbers. 

JILL S. GILBERT, CPA

Al"ORNEY-AT-LAW 

• 
Counsel to G.L.B.V.A. 
Wills, Trusts, Powers of 
Attorney, Property Law 
Issues, Taxation & 
Business Matters, 
Employment Law. 

Offices Located at: 5810 West Oklahoma, 
Suite 204, Milwaukee and W62 N248 

Washington, Cedarburg 

321-9733 
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MILWAUKEE (414) 
RELIGIOUS 

Cross Lutheran Church (Reconciled in Christ) 
1821 N 16th St 344-1746 
Dignity (G/L Catholic Church) 
P 0 Box 597, 53102 444-7177 
Lutherans Concerned 
P. 0 Box 11864, 53211 481-9663 
MAP Spiritual Care 
P. 0. Box 92505, 53202 273-1991 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Community Church (UFMCC) 
P. 0. Box 1421, 53201-1421 332-9995 
Plymouth Church-UCC (Open & Affirming) 
2717 E Hampshire 964-1513 
The Sanctuary (Ecumenical, non-denominational) 
1636 W National 647-9199 
SL James Episcopal Church 
833 W. Wisconsin Ave 271-1340 
UCCUGC (United Church of Christ) 
P. 0 Box 07168, 53201 645-2678 
First Unitarian Society(Unitanan Universalist Church) 
1342 N Astor 273-5257 
Village Church (Reconciled in Christ) 
130 E. Juneau Ave 273-7617 

MEDICAL 

ACE-HI (Complimentary AIDS Therapy) 449-4939 
Brady East STD Clinic (BESTD) (VD, HIV testing, 
hepatitis screening) 1240 E. Brady 53202 272-2144 
Gay Men's HIV+ Support Group 
BESTD Clinic 272-214-4 
Milwaukee AIDS Project (MAP) 
315 W Court St 53202 
Office/Staff 273-1991 
AIDS Information 273-2437 
Wisconsin Community-Based Research Consortium 
(Experimental HIV/AIDS Drug Program) 
315 W. Court St., 53212 273-1991 
Women's Alternative Health Clinic 
1240 E Brady 53202 272-2144 
Women's Downtown Health Center 
735 N Water, Suite 600 53202 277-9278 

COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS 

Alternate Lifestyles BBS 
(Gay listings, messages) 933-7572 
Back Door BBS (GayCom messages, chat, news, 
games IBM file transfers, netmail) 744-9336 
Crossroads BBS (4 lines, chat, matchmaking, 
files, netmail) , 672-8885 
Dr. Pervitis DYM-BBS (e-mail, matching, 
sub boards) 873-2838 
Dr. Pervitis Wildcat BBS (e-mail, graphics, 
sub-boards) 873-1680 
GLINN Multi-Board Super System (news, personals 
guides, files, on-line games, graphics) 289-0145 
Starcom BBS (user descrp., files, echo mail) 873-6969 

BARS 
9 BJ's (Mw) 819 S. 2nd 53204 645-8330 
1 Ballgame (Mw, V, D, F) 196 S. 2nd 53204 273-7474 
3 Boot Camp (M, UL) 209 E. National 53204 643-6900 
4 C'est La Vie (Mw, D) 231 S. 2nd 53204 291-9600 
5 Club 219 (M, DJ, V) 219 S. 2nd 53204 271-3732 
7 Dance, Dance, Dance (Mw, DJ) 
801 S 2nd 53204 383-8330 
6 1100 Club (MW, UL, DJ, F) 
1100 S. 1st Street 53204 647-9950 
2 Fannie's (Wm, D, F) 
200 E. Washington 53204 643-9633 
7 Grubb's Pub (MW, F) 807 S. 2nd St. 53204384-8330 
20 Kathy's Nut Hut (VVM, G/S. F, D) 
1500 W. Scott 53201 647-2673 

7 La Cage (Mw, DJ, V) 801 S 2nd 53204 383-833C 
17 Loose Ends (GS, MW, F) 
4332 W Fond du Lac 442-8469 
10 M&M Club (MW, F) 124 N Water 53202 347-1962 
8 Cafe Melange (MW, G/S, F) 
720 N. Old World 3rd St 53203 291-9889 
14 Nitengales (Wm, DJ, V, F) 
2022 W National 53204 645-1830 
19 The Other Place (MW. F) 
117 E Greenfield Ave 53204 672-3987 
15 Your Place (YP) (Mw, D) 813 S 1st 53204647-0130 
21 ReneZ Co-Z Corner (VVM, F, D) 
709 N 35th 53208 342-1470 
20 Station 2 (Wm, D) 1534 W Grant 53215 383-5755 
22 Tina's R71 (MW, DJ) 
834 W North Ave 53205 562-2511 
13 This Is It (M) 418 E Wells 53202 278-9192 
12 3B's Bar (Mw, D) 1753 S. KK 53204 672-5580 
18 Triangle (M, V) 135 E. National 53204 363-9-412 
20 Vuk's Place (Mw) 2033 S 13th 53204 672-4333 
11 Wreck Room (M, UL) 266 E Erie 53204 273-6900 

RESTAURANTS 
6 1100 Club (breakfast, lunch, dinner) 
1100 S 1st Street 53204 647-9950 
Alioto's On Jackson (lunch, dinner, cocktails) 
1038 N Jackson 289-3171 
10 Glass Menagerie (lunch, dinner, cocktails) 
124 N Water 53202 347-1962 
7 Grubb's Pub (Daily 5pm-on, after hours Wed-Sat) 
807 S. 2nd Street 53204 384-8330 
8 Walker's Point Cate (open 7 30-after hours) 
1106 S 1st St 53204 384-7999 
19 The Other Place (3pm-Close) 
117E Greenfield 53204 672-3987 

HELP LINES 
Gay Information Svcs. (referrals) 
Gay People's Union Hotline 
Gay Bash Hotline (confidential) 
Helpline (Crisis Counseling) 
Wisconsin AIDS Info Line 

SERVICES 

444-7331 
562-7010 
444-7331 
271-3123 
273-AIDS 

Able Amazon Handywork (Home Repair) 263-2889 
Alternative Connections (G/L matchmaking) 765-1233 
A-Rest-A-Pest (exterminating) 1(800)SAY-BUGS 
Bottom Line Travel (Travel Agency) 
3610 N Oakland Ave 53211 964-6199 
Buds By Brenda (Flowers/FTD) 
Bay Shore Mall 961-2352 
Cannonball Graphics (ad design/typesetting)384-5434 
Catered Affair (Catering) 223-4610 
David Chester/Federated Realty 964-3900 
The Experience (2 1/2 Day Workshop) 792-1691 
"Family" Realtor (MLS) Sandy 774-2168 
Financial Planning Services 445-5552 
Forest Home Cemetary/Michael Koszuta 
2405 W Forest Home 53215 645-2632 
Theodore I. Friedman, PhD (Psychotherapist) 
2266 N. Prospect, Suite 206 53202 272-2427 
Gay/Lesbian International News Network (GLINN) 
P. 0 Box 93626, 53203 (Fax 289-0789) 289-7777 
Gay & Lesbian Mental Health Services 
Sinai Samaritan Medical Center 937-5000 
Jill S. Gilbert (Attorney) 
5810 W Oklahoma Ave Ste 204 53219 321-9733 
Havilcek & Assoc. (Advertising, P R ) 
1749 N Prospect 53202 271-5819 
Horizon Travel (Member IGTA) 
N81 W15028 Appleton, Men Falls 53051 255-0704 
Kathleen E. Hume (Attorney) 
5665 S. 108, Hales Corners 53130 529-2129 
Hurricane Womyn's Productions 
P 0 Box 71268, 53211 
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ballots cast,  a figure  roughly equivalent to
the much sought after Jewish  vote.

Humphrey  Taylor  of  the   Harris
firm  made a comment to the Times which
is  a  useful  advisory  for  anyone  trying  to
make sense of the recent deluge of figures
about Gay America.•.Whenever      you      get      into

measuring    anything    that    is    potentially
awkward   or   embarrassing   or   might   be
construed    as   anti-social,"    Taylor   said,"people     overreport     socially     desirable
behavior   and   underreport   behavior  that
might be 8€Sjf,eon3dk:3tj-So°;jian'.i"on s,     a

Gay-owned    market     research    firm     in
Chicago   agrees.   "lt   is   well   known   that
askingrapersonabouttheirsexualbehavior
is      threatening...Questions      about
homosexual    behavior    are    even    more
threatening.      ,Even     when     appropriate
techniques are used,  people do not admit
to  socially  controversial  behavior."

KINSEY RESULTS  MOST RELIABLE?
Overlooked    Opinions    believes

that   Kinsey's   methodology   and   results
remain the most reliable.

Kinsey      interviewed      12,000
individuals,    four   times    more   than   the
Batelle study and 8.5 times more than the
University  ot  Chicago  study.   In  addition,
Kinsey developed an elaborate scheme of
inter-relatedquestionsdesignedtodiscover
information about respondents they did not
want   to   disclose.    He   used   thoroughly
trained interviewers and took extra steps to
assure   that    the    relationship    between
interviewer    and    respondent   was    well
developed and that trust was established.

Overlooked  Opinions  does  not
see a major contradiction  in Kinsey's  10%
and  4%  findings  and  Batelle's  2.3%  and
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sampled at.random that is willing  to admit
having    homosexual    sex    to    complete
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The studies compare apples and oranges."

THE JANUS REPORT
The  Janus  R®port  on  Sexual

Behavior, a sex survey of more than 4,000
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1990  census,  offers  yet  another  set  of
figures.   The   report   is   named   after   its
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higher than the other most recent studies.
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varying percentages.  Because each study
uses diiferent  samples,  employs diferent
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UItimately,  like Robert Bray said,
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proud, self-aware and politically committed
people can have an impact far beyond their
numbers.
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MILWAUKEE (414)

RELIGIOUS
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4332 W. Fond du Lac                                             442€469
10M&WI club (MW,  F)  124 N. Wator53202      347-1962
e Cafo Me[ange (MW,  ®S,  F)

Cress Lutheran  cliurch  (Reconciled in christ)                       720 N. Old world 3rd st 53203                             291-9889
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MEDICAL

ae vuk's place (Mw) 2o33 S.  i3th 532o4         6724333
11 Wreck Room  (M.  LJL) 266 E.  Erie 53204     273€900

RESTAURANTS
e 1100 Club (breakfast,  lunch, dinner)
1100 S.1st street 53204                                        647-9950
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1038 N.  Jacksori
io Gia88 M.n.a.rl. (lunch, dinneri cocktails) 347.,962
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MADISON (608) 
BARS 

2 Club 3054 (WM, DJ, V) 
3054 E Washington 53714 
1 Rod's (Mw, UL, D) 
636 W. Washington (rear) 53703 
1 The New Bar (MW, DJ, V) 
636 W. Washington (upstairs) 53703 
3 Phaze II (GS, MW, F, D) 
117 W Main St 53703 
4 Ray's Bar & Grill (MW, F) 
2415 Winnebago 53704 
2 Wings 3054 (MW, UL) 
3054 E Washington 53714 

241-4977 

255-0609 

256-8765 

255-5029 

246-3949 

244-8870 

BULLETIN BOARDS 
The Party BBS (msgs, files, echo mail) (608) 258-9555 

ORGANIZATIONS 
ACT-UP/Madison P. 0. Box 2023, 53701 251-7985 
Bi? Shy? Why? (Bisexual Support) 
P O. Box 321, 53701 265-3344 
Different Spokes (G/UB bicycling club) 241-8184 
LAVENDER (Lesbian domestic violence 
support group) 255-7447 
Lesbian, Gay, Bi Campus Center (Office, lounge, 
resource center) 336 W. Dayton 53703 265-3344 
Gay/Lesbian Phone Line 255-4297 
Gay/Lesbian Information Recording 
(ask for tape #3333) 263-3100 
Gay/Lesbian Resource Center 
P 0 Box 1722. 53701 
Nothing to Hide (Gay cable) 241-2500 
Alcoholics Anonymous 222-8989 
Badgerland Narcotics Anonymous 257-1747 
Frontiers Gay Men's Outreach (Men's organ.) 
310 E Wilson St 53703 241-8184 
G/L Educational Employees 
do The United 255-8582 
Gay Fathers c/o United 255-8582 
Gay Outdoor (recreation group) 
310 E. Wilson, 53703 
Kissing Girls Productions (Lesbian Cultural Events) 
P 0 Box 609, 53716 
Parents & Friends of Gays & Lesbians 
P 0 Box 1722, 53701 
Madison Wrestling Club 
P 0 Box 8234, 53708 244-8675 
New Harvest Foundation (G/L Foundation) 
P 0 Box 1786, 53701 
10% Society (student organization) Box 614, 
UW Mem Union, 800 Lanqdon. 53706 262-7365 
Unicorns (Levi/Leather Club) 
P 0 Box 536, 53701 265-6256 
The United (education, counseling. advocacy) 
14 W Muffin, Ste 103, 53703 255-8582 
Womonsong 246-2681 

RELIGIOUS 
Integrity/Dignity Box 730, 53701 
Affirmation (L/G United' Methodists) 
9127 University Ave 53701 

MILWAUKEE (414) 

ORGANIZATIONS 
ACT-UP/Milwaukee P 0 Box 1707, 53201 769-8708 
Alcoholics Anonymous (req. Gay meetings) 272-3081 

Beer Town Badgers (UL social club) 
P 0 Box 166, 53201 
Big & Bear Men (social) 
PO Box 1252, 53201 (Rob) 933-4761 
Black & White Men Together 
P 0 Box 12292, 53212 265-8500 
Black Gay Consciousness Raising 933-2136 
Brand New Queer Cable TV Show 
P 0 Box 93951, 53203 
Brothers Loving Brothers (Gay male support) 
1330 N 22nd St., 53205 
Castaways M.C. (Levi/Leather club) P 0 Box 1697, 
53202-1697 
Counseling Center (Gay & Lesbian Support & discussion 
Groups) 2038 N Bartlett, 53202 271-2565 
Cream City Chorus P. 0 Box 1488, 53201 344-9222 
Cream City Cummers (Gay J/0 Club) 
4701 W. Lisbon #805, 53208 
Cream City Foundation (CCF) 
2821 N 4th St #217B, or, Box 204, 53201 265-0880 
Cream City Squares 
(G/L Square Dancing Club) 963-1436 
Different Drummer Theatre Alliance (G/L Theatre Co) 
P. 0. Box 92756, 53202 347-0673 
DUOS (G/L Couples Social Group) 
P. 0 Box 21651, 53221 425-9778 
Fest City Singers (Gay choral group) 
P 0 Box 11428, 53211 263-SING 
Front Runners/Walkers 
(G/L Runners/Walkers) 774-2668 
Galano Club (chemical free recovery club) 
2408 N. Farwell 276-6936 
Gaylaxians (G/L sci-fi group) 
do Emory Chumess, 2705 N. Shepard 53211 
GAM MA (sports/social) 
P 0 Box 1900, 53201 963-9833 
Gay/Lesbian Community at UWM 
Box 251, 2200 E Kenwood 53201 229-6555 
Gay People's Union P 0 Box 208, 53201 562-7010 
Gay Youth Milwaukee (regular peer group meetings) 
P 0 Box 09441, 53209 265-8500 
Gay Men's Discussion Group (Bill) 271-2565 
Gay Men's Support Group (Bill) 271-2565 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of America-
M ilwaukee 342-6543 
Girth & Mirth/Milwaukee P 0 Box 862, 53201-0862 
Holiday Invitational Tournament (G/L bowling event) 
P. 0. Box 899, 53201 672-8960 
Lambda Rights Network (political action, legal defense) 
Box 93252, 53203 871-4761 
LAM M (Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee) 
P. 0 Box 93323, 53204 264-2600 
Log Cabin Club (G/L Republicans) 332-4549 
Maritime Association (GMMA) 258-2802 
MLGPC (Pride Week Committee) 
P 0 Box 93852,53203 342-2330 
MGALA (MU Graduates) 

P 0 Box 92722, 53202 256-1347 
Milwaukee Bondage Club (SM/BD) 
4701 W Lisbon #805, 53208 
Narcotics Anonymous (request Gay mtgs.) 543-4850 
People Living With AIDS Coalition 
315 W Court, 53212 273-1991 
Oberons (Levi/Leather club) Box 07423, 53207 
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG) 
(Support group meets monthly, call Sandy) 962-9320 

836-8886 Queer Nation (Queer Action) 
P 0 Box 93951. 53203 643-5833 

258-2353 Saturday Softball Beer League (SSBL) P 0 Box 
92605, 53202 
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) 276-6936 
Silver Space (Group for Older Lesbians) 
P 0 Box 371, Elm Grove 53122 271-2565 
Third Coast Gaylaxians (Sci-Fi fans) 
do 2705 N Shepard, 53211 
TV/TS Club (Newsletter & events) 
P. 0 Box 93560, 53203 256-1399 
Ujima (African Am. Support/Social, Call Eric) 
P. 0. Box 183, Milwaukee 53202 277-7671 
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Census Reveals First Data 
On Gay Households 

We're better educated 

Washington, DC - Preliminary 
data culled from the 1990 US Census and 
published in USA Today reinforce the 
widely held beliefs that Gays and Lesbians 
are better educated than their straight 
brothers and sisters and that Gay male 
couples earn substantially more than 
heterosexual married couples. 

For the first time ever, the 1990 
census asked questions about the 
households of unmarried couples, both Gay 
and straight. Previously, the census only 
collected data on households run by legally 
married couples and households comprised 
of roommates (making no distinction about 
whether the roommates were actually 
domestic partners). 

In the 1990 census, 88,200 Gay couples 
and 69,200 Lesbian couples indicated that 
they shared a household. The total of 
157,400 Gay and Lesbian households 
constitutes less than 1% of the total of 91 
million US households found in the census. 
Unmarried straight couples living together 
represented 3.1 million households, or 
about 3% of the total. 

Gay leaders were quick to point 
out that the census data is not reflective of 
the entire Gay and Lesbian community in 
the US. 

'We didn't expect the numbers to 
be any higher than they are," Ivy Young of 
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
told the Washington Blade. Young heads 
NGLTF's Family Project. 

"The Census Bureau really didn't 
do its job at all," said Young. "They didn't 

publicize the new question, and didn't even 
explain it. And for our community 
particularly, there are always issues of 
confidentiality and security." 

While no one believes these first 
census figures accurately reflect the total 
number of Gay Americans, the data 
regarding the household incomes and 
education levels of the Gay and Lesbian 
couples who responded to the census 
seem to reinforce some widely held 
perceptions. 

The average household income 
of Gay male couples was $56,863. This 
exceeds the income of straight married 
couples whose average annual earnings 
were $47,012. 

The average annual income of 
Lesbian couples was less than that of both 
Gay male and straight married couples -
$44.793. This figure fairly accurately 
reflects the economic reality that women in 
America earn only about 75% of what men 
earn. 

The lower income level of Lesbian 
couples is even more disturbing because 
the census data indicates that of all the 
groups surveyed - straight married 
couples, unmarried straights, Gay male 
partners and Lesbian couples - by far the 
highest percentage of college graduates 
are Lesbians. 

A whopping 38.1% of the 
Lesbians surveyed said they were college 
graduates. Among Gay men surveyed 

VU ez, 
BOOZE BUST 
Thursdays 1 1 pm-lam 
$5 All the Rail You Can Drink 

futures." Call for an appointment and seminar schedule for 

MANAGEMENTrrSUCCESSFUL MONEY MANAGEMENT and FINANCIAL 
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL RETIREMENT. 

GA4ifwate.kez Cfinancinig pfannin9 

175 North Corporate Drive, Suite 110 
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53045 

(414) 792-1690 

RONALD D. CARTER, Ph.D., PRESIDENT 

SUCCESSFUL "Helping Gay and Lesbian Americans plan their financial 

MONEY 
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Census Rewials First Data
On Gay Hpuseholds

I     .Ei=

We're better educated
1=

Washington,  DC - Preliminary
data culled from the 1990 US Census and
published   in   USA   Today   reinforce   the
widely held beliefs that Gays and Lesbians
are   better   educated   than   their   straight
brothers  and  sisters  and  that  Gay  male
couples    earn    substantially    more    than
heterosexual  married  couples.

For the first time ever. the  1990
census     asked     questions     about     the
households of unmarried couples, both Gay

#e&t:ajgdhatta:rnexj:#§tyho:E:r#nnbsyu,:goal,'y

Ffarror:e:#aig:e,sma:fi#unsoegi:i?nsct=Tpan;soeudt
whether   the   roommates   were   actually
domestic partners).

andn6ts,2689L°e:3rasnus#'|:8?n€r%gduB|ea:
tih5e7¥488ar8dayaa::uSLeehs°#;nThh:u:°e#:,d°sf

constitutes  less than  1% of the total  of 91
million  US households found in the census.
Unmarried  straight  couples  living  together
represented   3.1    million    households,    or
about 3% of the total.

outthatthga%t:::ed:t::srenoqtu,i:#et&ivp:i::
the entire  Gay`and  Lesbian  communfty  in
the  US. 'We didn.t expect the numbers to
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told the Washington BIade. Young heads
NGLTF's  Family  Project.'The Census Bureau really didn't

do  its job  at all,"  said  Young.  'rThey didn't

publicize the newquestion, and didn't even
explain     it.     And     for     our     communfty
particularly,   there   are   atways   issues   of
confidentialfty  and  securfty."

While no one believes these first
census figures  accurately  reflect  the  total
number   of   Gay   Americans,    the    data
regarding   the   household   incomes   and
education  levels  of the  Gay  and  Lesbian
couples  who   responded   to   the   census
seem    to    reinforce    some    widely    held
perceptions.

The  average  household  income
of  Gay  male  couples  was  $56,863.  This
exceeds  the  income  of  straight  married

#eur8'%i7Yoh.°2S.e  average  annual  earnings
The  average  annual  income  of

Lesbian couples was less than that of both
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reflects the economic realfty that women in
America earn only about 75% of what men
earn.    .

The   lower   income   level   of   Lesbian
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partners and Lesbian couples -by far the
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34.7% were college graduates. By 
comparison, only 18.3% of married 
heterosexuals and just 12.7% of unmarried 
straights had college degrees. 

The census statistics suggest 
that previous findings about Gay men 
having large disposable incomes are 
probably true. And the conventional 
wisdom that Gays and Lesbians are better 
educated than other population groups 
might also be credible, although that 
finding may be bolstered somewhat by the 
fact that educated Gays and Lesbians were 
more likely to have filled out the new 
category on the census form. 

The census also determined that 
the average age of Gay couples living 
together is 34.4. For Lesbian couples the 
average age was 34. These figures are a 
good deal lower than that for married 
straights, whose average age was 45.1. 

USA Today actually hired an 
academic consultant to sift through the 
voluminous facts contained in the Census 
Bureau's computer data banks. The 
findings about Gays and Lesbians 
published so far are just a fraction of the 
statistics that will be released in the coming 
months. 

BOoklets Outline Legal Issues 
Directed at Gays, Lesbians & 
PWA's 

New York — Lambda Legal 
Defense and Education Fund — the 
nation's premier advocate for the legal and 
civil rights of Lesbians, Gay men, and 
people with HIV — announced the latest 
additions to its highly-acclaimed publication 
series: 

• Life Planning: Legal Documents 
& Protections for Lesbians & Gay Men is a 
comprehensive overview on how Lesbians 
and Gay men can protect themselves and 
their relationships with existing laws and 
legal documents. In easy to understand 
language and with real-life examples, this 
44-page book explains the basics of wills, 
power of attorneys, cohabitation and 
parenting agreements, and funeral 
arrangements. This publication, written by 
law professors and former Lambda Board 
members Pat Cain and Rhonda Rivera, 
was made possible by a generous 
contribution from Jeffrey Soref, and is 
available for $7.50. 

• Health Care Reform: Lessons 
from the HIV Epidemic is an extensive 
policy report on health care reform, calling 
for the enactment of comprehensive 
legislation and arguing that the experience 
of people living with HIV provides a 
blueprint for measuring meaningful and 
effective reform. The 186-page report was 
written by Lambda's AIDS Policy Staff 
Attorney Michael T. Isbell and was 
submitted to President's Task Force on 
Health Care Reform. A comprehensive 
guide for all those interested in health care 
reform, available for $15. 

• OUT on the Job, OUT of a Job.. 
An Overview of the Employment Rights of 
Lesbians & Gay Men is an excellent 
introduction to the kinds of employment 
discrimination faced by Lesbians and Gay 
men, and provides a comprehensive guide 
to legal protections, anti-discrimination 
laws, and other remedies. Written by Staff 
Attorney Evan Wolfson, this booklet is very 
accessible while still providing the extensive 
legal citations for the researcher. Available 
for $6. 

• HIV & Family Law: A Survey is 
the most exhaustive survey available of the 
family law issues associated with the HIV 
epidemic. This publication provides a broad 
overview of HIV-related issues concerning 
divorce, child custody and visitation, foster 
care and adoption, guardianship, domestic 
relations, parental authority, and 
reproductive freedom. This insightful paper, 
authored by AIDS Policy Staff Attorney 
Mike Isbell, is an excellent addition to your 
family law and HIV libraries and is available 
for $10. 

• The Little Black Book: This One 
Can Keep You Out of Trouble is the 
definitive booklet for non-lawyers on public 
sex and police operations and what to do 
about them. This useful and informative 

contd. on page ► 14 

POPULAR NEWS 
225 North Water St 

278-0636 - Milwaukee 
ADULT VIDEO TAPES & 

MAGAZINES 
ADULT TOYS • PEEP-SHOWS 

Sam-Midnight, 7 Days/Week 
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The Guide 
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1/2 Men, 1/2 Women 
Prefer Men Only 

Men, Women Welcome 
Prefer Women Only 

Women, Men Welcome 
Gay & Straight Mixed 

Levi/Leather 
Dancing 
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Food Service 

FOX VALLEY (414) 

BARS 
6 Pivot Club (MW, DJ,V) 4815 W Prospect (Hwy BB) 
Appleton 54915 730-0440 
5 Grand American Restaurant & Bar (F,G/S) 
1200 W. Kimberly Ave Kimberly 54136 731-0164 
7 Rascals Bar & Grill (MW, F) 
702 E. Wisconsin, Appleton 54911 954-9262 

ORGANIZATIONS 
PFLAG Fox Cities 
Box 75, Little Chute, 54140 
Fox Valley AIDS Project 
120 N Morrison, #201, Appleton 54911 
UW-Oshkosh 10% Society 
207 Reeve Union, UW-O, 54901 
G.W.E.E.D.A. (Greater Wis. Educational Economic 
Development Alliance) P 0 Box 8286, Oshkosh 54903 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
UW-0 Counseling Center 424-2061 
Synergy (AIDS Support Network) 
P 0 Box 2137, Fond du Lac 54935 235-6100 
Fox Valley G/L Parents 727-1975 
Lawrence Univ./Gay, Lesbian, Bi Group 
(Lawrence University InfoDesk) 
Box 599, Appleton 54912 (Jessica) 832-7563 
WI Mens League (Networking/Social) 876-1109 

749-1629 

733-2068 

TM 

GREEN BAY (414) 

BARS 
3 Brandy's II (Mw. UL) 
1126 Main St 54305 
1 Nepalese Lounge (MW, DJ) 
515 S Broadway 54301 
2 The 90's (MW, V) 1106 Main 54305 
2 Za's (MW. DJ, V) 1106 Main 54305 
4 Sass (WM) 840 S Broadway 54301 

ORGANIZATIONS 

432-3917 

432-9646 
435-5476 
435-5476 
437-7277 

Angel of Hope (MCC Church) 
P 0 Box 672, 54305 496-8688 
Argonauts of Wisconsin (UL Social Club) 
P 0 Box 22096, 54305 
Gay AA (Meeting Weekly) 494-9904 
Bay City Chorus P 0 Box 1901 
Green Bay 54305 494-5029 
Center Project, Inc. [CPI] (HIV Test/Counsel) 
824 S Broadway, 54304 437-7400 
HIV/AA (weekly meetings) Todd 435-5639 
Northern Womyn, Inc. (Lesbian SupporUsocial Group) 
Box 10102. Green Bay 54307-0102 
Parents & Friends of G/L 499-7080 
Positive Voice P 0 Box 1381, 54305 465-2343 

MADISON (608) 

MEDICAL 
Madison AIDS Support Network (support & counseling) 
P 0 Box 731, 53701 (303 Lathrop St) 238-MASN 
Blue Bus STD Clinic (Monday, Thursday) 
1552 University Avenue 53701 262-7330 
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34.7%     were     college     graduates.     By
comparison-,     only     18.3%     of     married
heterosexuals and just 12.7% of unmarried
straights  had college degrees.

The   census   statistics   suggest
that   previous   findings    about   Gay   men
h`aving    large    disposable    incomes    are
probably    true.     And    the     conventional
wisdom that Gays and Lesbians are better
educated   than   other   population   groups
might   also    be    credible,    although    that
finding  may be bolstered somewhat by the
fact that educated Gays and Lesbians were
more   likely   to   have   fiHed    out  the   new
category on the census form.

The census also determined that
the   average  age  of  Gay  couples   living
together is  34.4.  For Lesbian  couples the
average age was 34. These figures  are a
good   deal   lower   than   that   for   married
straights,  whose average age was 45.1.

USA   Today   actually   hired   an
academic  consultant   to   sift   through   the
voluminous facts contained  in the Census
Bureau's    computer    data    banks.    The
findings      about     Gays     and     Lesbians
published  so far  are just a  fraction  of the
statistics that will be released in the coming
months.

Booklets Outline  Legal  Issues
Directed  at Gays,  Lesbians &
PWA:s

New  York   -   Lambda   Legal
Defense   and   Education    Fund   -   the
nation's premier advocate for the legal and
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additions to its highly-acclaimed publication
series:
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comprehensive overview on how Lesbians
and Gay men can protect themselves and
their  relationships  wth  existing  laws  and
legal  documents.   In  easy  to  understand
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powe'r   of    attorneys,    cohabitation    and
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law professors and fomier Lambda Board
members  Pat  Cain  and  Rhonda  Rivera,

%anstribTt:g:  frpo°:S `3:effre?y s:ref?e:::° i:
available  for $7.50.

` Heath  Care Reform:  Lessons

g:#cyfeepoHrt/¥nEhp:.gfi#':rj:r:fno#e:ij*;
for    the    enactment    of    comprehensive

#Siifib#;:;!Ivi#b9#::g.::ifi;!g::Pe!#;ee§iaij
&#ia€dYichpar::jd:ht,s'Si3'!kaFnodrcew::
Heath   Care   Reform.   A  comprehensive
guide for all those interested in hearth care
reform,  available  for $15.

` OUT on the Job, OUT of a Job:
An Overview of the Employment Rkyhts of
Lesb/.ans   &  ,Gay   Men   is   an   excellent

Lnitsr:r?#!£tTontofatfedkj;dLses°bfjaenTP::EmGean;
men, and provides a comprehensive guide
to    legal    protections,    anti-discrimination
laws,  and other remedies. Written  by Staff
Attorney Evan Woltson, this booklet is very
accessible while still provid.ing the extensive

i39as16?itationsfortheresearcher.Available
`HIV & Family  Law: A Survey ts

the most exhaustive survey available of the
family  law issues associated  w.th  the  HIV
epidemic. This publication provides a broad
overview of HIV-related  issues concerning
diyr:rr:dcahj'8p%uosnt:8¥aarE?a:j§#pt;°dn6:°esstt?:

relations,     parental     authority,     and
reproductive freedom. This insightful paper,

##t°,rsebde,P¥sfhDesx:#%a§tda#onA£°rynoeuyr

£F|#dFwandHIvlibrariesandisavaiiabie
` The Little BIack Book: This One

?:a!nnartf:eefoho!%tj%:too.:n::afi#?3"#:;S,:!!i:
about  them.  This  useful  and  informative

contd. on page .  14

PoptJLAR .TEWS
27282.5o6N3°6apffia#rftee

ADUILT VIDEO TAPES &
MAGAzlus

ADULT TOYS . PEEP-SHOWS
Sam-Mldnlght, 7 Days/Week
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1\"`/                                          1/2 Men,1/2 Women

#m        ::::::;::#pir!ii.i3#:f:i

GREEN BAY (414)

BARS

3  Brandy'e  11 (Mw.  L/L)
1126 Main St.  54305

!j                       DIsk Joe::'dBs:#,¥   !'ii§iig#[°iy:v;i:i¥;M;a:#;#£5:
FOX VALLEY (414}

BARS

e Pivot Club (Mw,  DJ,v) 4815 W.  Prospect (Hwy 88)
Applcton 54915
5 Grand American F`osfaLlraut & Bar (F,®S)
12cO W.  Kimberly Aye.,  Kimberly  54136
7 Ftascale Bar & Crlll (MW,  F)
702 E. Wisconsin, Appleton 5491 1

ORGANIZATIONS
PFLAC  Fox Citles
Box 75,  Little Chute.  54140
Fox Vulle)/ AIDS Project

ORGANIZATIONS

£.n8?!B¥x¥7¥LMf8Churoh)
ArgonaLlts  Of Wisconsin  (LJL Scoial Club)

7inbj4O        p. O.  BOx 22096, 54305

432-3917

432-9646
435-5476
435i5476
aeiilJTJ7

496J3688

Gay AA (Meeting weekly)                                      494-9904
73|ol64       gig:lga;h£#5 P. °. BOX 1901                     494.5029

954-9262       %4n8.rBpr::j#!yl,na!Co4PIHH'V Tesvc°unse') 437.74oo

HIV/AA (weekly meetings) Tedd                            435-5639

•     go#8%2YTg%:,i:;.iLg39€Tos2uPporvsocial Group)
Parents & Friends  of G/L                                   499-7080

749.1629        Positive voice p. O.  Box 1381. 54305              465-2343

ffi*i::£S;nid£°S6€t®#ton 54911           733.2ee
207 Reovo Union, UW®,  54901

MADISON (608)
g:Y;:ELDe*Afi&afo; pvy8.. EBdoux¥2-8g:bEs#o:T iigo3                                    M E-D I CAL

fay%%5:uann8eij:B¥ertn,8rroup

SYF:E!x(2]%9,SF:Pndp°guNLea¥°5r4k335
Fox Valley GVL  Parents

##9nkF1!p!:i::orsT#:9!!£i%,;i:;OUP

424-206i       ¥.a8iis£:xA7lg{: §:7ng?r3#3¥ELrkrofs#.3ort & ¥##sgN'

235¢100        Blue  Bus STD clfnlc (Monday,  Thursday)   '
727-1975         1552 university Avenue 53701

832-7563
876-1 1 09

262-7330
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GWM 38, 6'3", 220 lbs. Brown hair and eyes. 
mustache, straight acting, enjoys many sports. 
working out. Very romantic, masculine seeks GWM 
20-30 yr. old very masculine. Into similar activities for 
fun and possible long term relationship. I live in N.E. 
Illinois, P.O. Box 606, Lake Forest, IL 60045. 

Secure Your Future — Enjoy the present. Spend 
the next few years as my companion-assistant 
involved in world travel and exciting overseas 
business ventures, in return for a significant vested 
nest egg. I am a GWM, attractive, wealthy, middle 
aged but very active entrepreneur. U B 21-35, 
handsome, smooth, slim, healthy non-smoker 57" to 
5'10" (Tom Cruise look a plus) with a sharp mature 
mind and great personality. Size and experience 
unimportant, honesty, character and ambition are. 
Send photo, detailed physical description, resume to: 
J.J.M. Box 150, 10710 Kenwood Road, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 45242. 

slave Seeks Master — Punish me, humiliate me, 
enslave me. abuse me. slave seeks Master to serve 
all needs. Write to: Ron Aihrs, 1001 W. Glen Oaks 
LA., Suite 202-11, Mequon, WI 53092. 

Wisconsin Bares — A Bi and Gay Male Nudist 
Group. Enjoy Social nudity and meet new friends. 
For information send a SASE to: P.O. Box 1684, 
Kenosha, W153141-1684. 

Wanted: GWM 40+ for relationship with GWM 54. I 
like quiet times, cuddling & lovemaking. You, 
rigorously honest. Can you give and receive 
unconditional love? Begin by writing P.O. Box 304, 
VVhitewater, WI 53190. 

Man Wanted, Wanted, Wanted. 60 yr. old GVVM, 
wheelchair bound would like to pleasure a slender 
Black or White male. No hour too early or too late. 
Very oral. (414) 633-2521. Write: Frank G., 2044 Erie 
St. , Racine 53402. 

Attractive GWM 35, in-shape, 5'10", 165 lbs. 
Straight acting, clean cut, healthy, non-smoker, 
adventurous outdoor/indoor type, sense of humor, 
many interests, seeking similar 21-37 for fun, 
friendship, relationship? Photo appreciated, discretion 
assured. Please write: Randy, P.O. box 164, 
Richfield, WI 53076. 

GWM 35, 6'1", bk/br. looking for loving, caring, 
honest, sincere, romantic GWM, 30-40 to spend 
special times with and perhaps build a lasting 
friendship/relationship together. I'm not into bars and 
prefer time alone with one very special person. I 
enjoy music, movies, dining out, travel and writing 
letters. Physically I like a man with a mustache and 
or beard and a hairy chest. The warm weather is fast 
approaching and it's a great time to be together. All 
letters will be answered. A photo would be 
appreciated. P.O. Box 141, Jefferson, Wi 53549. 

Big And/Or Bear Men — Social club forming just for 
you. Call and find out what brotherhood, and 
friendship is all about. Call Rob at (414) 933-4761. 

Goodlooking GWM, 36, 51", 175, submissive 
bottom, with a friend who enjoys watching him 
making it with other guys, seeks partners (especially 
BM's) who are trim and about same age or younger. 
Write: Boxholder, P.O. Box 10393, Milwaukee, WI 
53210. 

Attractive GWM, older (50), 5'8" tall, 165 lbs. Greek 
seeks meaningful and/or lover relationship with 
younger male (25-42). I'm mature, educated, stable, 
horny. P.O. 83173, Milw., WI 53223. 

Fond du Lac, Yes, Fond du Lac! GWM mid twenties, 
6'1", 175 lbs. Relationship orientated, intelligent. 
attractive, professional, sexual and kinky with Mr. 
You? Seeks masculine, broad shouldered, attractive, 
well endowed top man in the Fond du Lac area. 
Milwaukee, Madison and Green Bay okay. Closer to 
Fond du Lac better. Leave a message and I'll return 
your call. (414) 584-9115. 

SUBSCRIBE 

1/2 Year (13 Issues) $15 
Full Year (25 Issues) $25 

Send payment with name, 
address, zip to: 

In Step Magazine 
225 South 2nd Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53204 

Graffiti 
AJS: Happy 28th Birthday. Be happy. BAM 
Penny De Haven: Happy Birthday (May 17) you'll 
ALWAYS be a favorite. Don (Milw.) 
Special Thanks To: ZA, his staff and all patrons I had a 
great time and will be seeing all of you real soon. 

Thanks Again, Dance 
Wisconsin: Glad to see so many of you at the MOW 
Wasn't it an experience? We'll all remember it the rest of 
our lives. Ron, In Step 
To All the Womyn: That helped carry the LAMM Banner, 
thank you. DC will never be the same. Stephanie 
Skippy: You missed the event of a lifetime. I'm glad I got 
to experience it with your twin. Steph 
Mom: You've taught me that everyone is equal. You came 
with me to DC and stood up for that belief. I Love You 

Stephanie 

Sponsored by Milwaukee's 
Cream City Foundation 

Major Sponsorship by 
Miller Brewing Company 

and 
Continental Airlines 

Continental 

Shake 
Rattle 
&Roll! 

Casino Night '93! 

SUNDAY, MAY 16, 4-8Pm 
PARK EAST HOTEL 

TICKETS: $10 advance, $15 at the door 
Admission Includes: Food, Beer, Soda, Gambling Chips, 

Entry to Grand Prize. 

PROMOTIONAL SPONSORS* 
M&M Club 

This Is It 
BJ's 

Wreck Room 
Vuk's Place 

Partners 
3B's Bar 

1100 Club 
Triangle 
Ballgame 

`Tickets can be purchased at the above sponsors thru May 12e, 

------- 1n±`,a,&
¢±-±=:---pr--      -     :
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pamphlet explains the connection between 
the prejudices caused by sodomy laws and 
entrapment operations and how that affects 
homophobic court decisions in every area 
from employment to child custody. 
Authored by Staff Attorney Evan Wolfson 
and the former editor of Out Week 
Magazine Gabriel Rotello, the booklet was 
underwritten by the H. van Ameringen 
Foundation and is available FREE! Bulk 
orders are available for community 
organizations, grass-roots groups, 
advocacy agencies, and other educational 
enterprises. 

"While our litigation efforts have 
been the backbone of much of the success 
in advancing Lesbian and Gay rights, 
Lambda has also been instrumental in 
educating the Gay and Lesbian community 
on legal rights as well as educating the 

legal system on Gay and Lesbian issues. 
These publications — in attractive, 
readable formats for lawyers and non-
lawyers alike — will further those efforts," 
stated Lambda's Executive Director Kevin 
Cathcart. 

To order these publications or 
receive review copies, please contact 
Lambda Legal Defense, 666 Broadway, 
Suite 1200, New York, NY 10012, or call 
Penny Perkins, Public Education 
Coordinator, at (212) 995-8585. 

Celebrating its Twentieth 
Anniversary Year, Lambda is the nation's 
oldest and largest organization devoted to 
the legal and civil rights of Lesbians and 
Gay men. Since 1983, when Lambda 
brought and won the first AIDS 
discrimination case, the organization has 
become a national leader on combatting 
discrimination against people living with 
HIV. 

Clinton Appoints Three 
More Out LesbiGays 
Lehman, Hunter, Richard 

Washington — COALITION '93 
announced the appointment of R. Paul 
Richard as Deputy Staff Secretary to the 
President at The White House. Mr. Richard 
is the first openly Gay man to occupy an 
office in the West Wing of the White House. 
Bruce Lehman was announced as the 
President's choice for Assistant Secretary 
of Commerce and Commissioner of Patents 
and Trademarks. Nan Hunter was named 
Deputy General Counsel at the Department 
of Health and Human Services. 

R. Paul Richard is a 1976 
graduate of the Georgetown University Law 
Center and was the Deputy Issues Director 
for the Clinton/Gore campaign in Northern 
California. He has also served as the co-
chair of the San Francisco based AIDS 
Legal Referral Panel. 

Bruce Lehman is an expert in the 
field of intellectual property law, and a 
partner at the law firm of Swidler and 
Berlin. Lehman previously served as a chief 
counsel for a House Judiciary 
Subcommittee and was instrumental in 
legislative issues regarding intellectual 
property law in the 1970-80's. 

Nan Hunter is a well known civil 
rights lawyer and associate professor at 
Brooklyn Law School. She was previously 

with the American Civil Liberties Union and 
was instrumental in the founding of the Gay 
Rights and AIDS Project at the ACLU. 

"President Clinton continues his 
commitment to appointing the best qualified 
people to serve out country," stated Andrew 
E. Barrer, COALITION '93 Director. 'We 
could not be happier to see these highly 
regarded professionals join other openly 
Gay and Lesbian appointees." 

COALITION '93 is a coalition of 
nineteen of the largest national Gay and 
Lesbian organizations including the Human 
Rights Campaign Fund, National Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force and the National 
Center for Lesbian Rights. 

U K e;S 
BOOZE BUST inatc-
Thursdays 1 1 pm-1 am 
$5 All the Rail You Can Drink 

EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 

MALE 
DANCERS 
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Indrirt"f"/t1Pril 
GraphicUNesign 

• Desktop Publishing • 
• Business Cards • 

• Newsletters • Flyers • 
• Letterhead • Ad Slicks • 

For an Appointment Call: 

384-5434 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9am - 6 pm 

Male for Sale — By the hour...cleaning! Fantastic 
house/office cleaner available. I'm thorough, 
affordable, reliable, honest, experienced. 
Bonded/insured. Great references. Personalized, 
smiling service. Call Paul...the "Soap-Suds Kid" 265-

1105. 

UGS 
1 EXTERMINATING-800  . sA Y -B    

-A-PEST 
729-2847 

Southeast WI 
Gay Owned & Operated 

License #96093379 

Counseling 

Couple Growth/ Relational Empowerment & 
enhancement training; trained hypno-therapist; HIV 
counseling; vocational counseling (American Bd. of 
Vocational Experts- Diplomate). I take insurance & 
am willing to negotiate fees. Call Denis Jackson, MS 
at (414) 342-4003. 

COUNSELING FOR: 
• Relationships 
• Sexual Identity Issues 
• Individual Therapy 

JEANIE E. SIMPKINS, M.S. 
282-6160 

People Women/Women 
Where Can I find a respectable, career-oriented, 
sociable, fun-loving woman ages 27-37? Enjoy: Gay 
Pride, outdoors, music, movies, quiet times, romance 
& children. I'm a GWF 29, from Milw. I meet these 
specs. can you? Cat me. leave a message I will 
return your call. (414) 384-5542, Mary. No calls after 
10pm. No men, TS/TVs, heavy drugs, please don't 
call. 

GWF 19, Seeking friendship or relationship. I'm 
outgoing, caring and spontaneous. Looking for GWF 
ages 19-25, same. No drunks, 9414) 637-5120. 

People Bi 

Middle-age Male married to a lovely young woman 
(25 yrs. younger than me) unable to fill her insatiable 
needs. Seeking men to make her wildest sexual 
fantasies come true. Write: P.O. Box 340611, Milw., 
W 53234-0611. 

People TV/TS/CD 

CROSSDRESSERS! An exciting, useful service! 
Includes Personals for contacting others; Fabulous 
Fantasies; A complete Infoguide; Directory of 
Catalogs, True Experiences; Much More! Hear full 
details (recorded). Call 1(404) 333-6455 (24 hours). 

People Men/Men 

Green Bay Sentimental GWM 33, 5'9 1/2" 160# 
seeking monogamous life companion and friends who 
enjoy sport motorcycles, outdoors, camping, nature. 
Al, P 0 Box 9481, Green Bay, WI 54308. 

Seeking Significant Other: GWM 59", 148 
conditioned athlete, 40's looks 30's, HIV neg., seeks 
slender younger monogamous mate. College 
graduate enjoys auto racing, camping, hiking, 
running, lifting, shows, animals, music - everything. 
All replies with photo will be answered or returned-
D.D., P.O. Box 806, Green Bay, WI 54305-0806. 

Sizzling Hunks Live!! 1-800-284-2739. $3.50/min. 
Wild Gay Party Line, $2/min. or 1-900-745-0833, 18+. 

GWM 22, Strawberry blond, 130 lbs., 5'6" looking for 
a sweet, hot loving 20-38 versatile, that's not into one 
night stands. Likes dancing, working out and quiet 
night at home. I love cuddling. Dennis, P.O. Box 336, 
Kenosha, W1 53141 

GWM, 40, 6' Slender and very smooth bottom 
looking for a top, any race, for safe, hot times. I'm 

also very oral. I also like group fun. Will travel. 

Please write to: Box Holder, P.O. Box 311, Appleton, 

WI 54912. 

GWM, 46, North Side Chicago. Seek young 
intellectuals 18-30 from Milwaukee/Madison 
university and art circles. Artists, art majors. Am 
affectionate and doting and seek men who are 
articulate socializers but can confront the Aloneness 
of the artist or poet. In-city friend also to young 
Bohemians in rural areas. I was raised on a farm. All 
answered. Leave your name and number for Robert 
at (312) 509-4936. 
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i§ih:ii!Lb#f:#§|[t:i::i;;I;CshEfaenvo:#*;d;y;
Magazi.ne Gabriel Rotello, the booklet was
underwritten    by   the   H.   van   Ameringen
Foundation   and  is  available   FREE!  Bulk
orders     are     available     for     communfty

:[%3#€;tis::;jes:raansds;rt3::sedug:otj:£S]
enterprise:ivhj]e our litigation  efforts  have

been the backbone of much of the success

Lnamagg:n:i:ga+::bLaenenaTfstre:yenTg,htf#
educating the Gay and Lesbian communfty
on  legal  rights  as  well  as  educating  the

+ehgea:esys;euT,j&ntj:nasyan±L?nsb!aanul.:S#:,.
readable   formats   for   lawyers   and   nan-

:at%edrsL:#kbedFsWE#et#thiveergj%:oerffReii':
Cathcart,

To  order  these  publications   or
receive   review   copies,   please   contact
Lambda  Legal  Defense,  666  Broadway,
Suite  1200,  New York,  NY  10012,  or call
Penny     Perkins,      Public     Education
Coordinator,  at (212) 995-8585.

Celebrating      its     Twentieth
Anniversary Year,  Lambda  is the  nation's

t§r:;[S:t#ndaa#:i::e£L°:{9%n§t:hge#:fi::::::j[gt§

discrimination   case,  the  organization  has
become  a  national  leader  on  combatting
discrimination   against   people   living   with
HIV.

Clinton Appoints Three
More Out  LesbiGays
Lehman,  Hunter,  Richard

Washington - COALITION  '93

i:8nto#!ri:tgrieEu#hpso!an#::::r#r¥R#gru:
:SfflYc|eej:rtshte°#:::ywFnagyoTta:EL?t:C#XsaeT
Bruce   Lehman   was   announced   as   the
President's  choice for Assistant Secretary
ofcommerceandcommissionerofpatents
and  Trademarks.  Nan  Hunter was  named

gfeE:glt€eannedra+::uannss'eatifees?epartment
R.    Paul    Richard    is    a    1976

!r:a#.:t:R::ft!h:e,s:ge,:rBig:u:¥:I::n:T:es:D.%ehL:ao:
California.  He  has also  served  as the  co-
chair  of  the  Sam  Francisco  based  AIDS

::,:a'o:e[fne?r:r:e¥::!#:#:frni:#:rtaj:dth:
partner   at  the   law   fim   of  Swidler  and

::#i#;trf%nrpreavjouHs;yusseervedjaa?c%j:;
Subcommittee   and   was   instrumental   in

per:i::abIviaNW;S#e:S:,:?!s6f!:i,|nnt:tenctc|:,I,
rights  lawyer  and  associate  professor  at
Brooklyn Law School.  She was previously

with the American Civil Liberties Union and

Rfgsh!t:S#dTiTDfas!#j:i°uaTdtLneg£:tT3.Gay"President Clinton  continues his

F:gBPEe;:a,:she:£:e;a:]p!!#ti#.es:3:t:tq.A,i!i;!

ggu;drad#tL!r§b±:Fii#;J§§is§jE:e:S::,:h!:::¥f

ijng:eh:t;:ei:oi#a:![:ga:tiao:.¥Sd::n[::!:::tn:a:'Pii#n:ai
Center for Lesbian  Rights.

roonyIVN#rfK#ufro
Thursdays  1 1 pin-1 am
$5 All the Rail You Can  Drink
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fe[iT[-n=![1ff.Glaphic I}esigr
• Desktop Publlshlng .

• Business Cards .
• Newsletters . F`lyers .

• Letterhead . Ad Slicks .
For an AppointmeTtt Call:

384-5434
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9am - 6 pin

Male  for  Sale -  By the  hour.,.cleaningl  Fantastic
house/office     cleaner     available.     I'm     thoroygr`,

8fof:dr:#:dredr: "€%i'  rep,::ensct6s. e5::ri::,%e£:
smiling §ervlce. Call Paul...the ':Soap-Suds Kid" 265-
1 1 05.

®::
EXTE""AT"G

P[§T   1.80ll.SAT-BIIIis
72®.2,,7-    SoutheastwI

Gay Owned & Operated
License #96093379

Counseling

Couple     Growth/     Relational     Empowerment     &
enha[icement  training:  trained  hypncLtherapist:  HIV
counseling:  vocational  counsellng  (American  Bd.  Of
Vocational  Experts-  Diplomate).  I  take  insurance  &
am willing to negotiate fees. Call Denis Jackson, MS
at (414) 3424oo3.

COUNSELING FOF]:
•    Relationships
•    Sexual ldmtity I8sues
•   hdividul Therapy

JEANIE  E. SIMPKINS,  M.S.
282-6160

People WomenAVomen

#°#|e?iunn.:a:i:8£#Snng::`2.7.#Ern®inriye:rtGead;
Pride, outdoors, music, movies. quiet times, romance
& cllildren.  I'm  a  GWF  29,  from  Mitw.  I  mect these
Specs.  can  you?  Call  me,  leave  a  message.  I  will
return your call. (414) 384-5542. Mary.  No calls after
lopm.  No men,  TS/tvs,  heavy drugs,  pieaee don't
call

)

:utng:otni:.casri#gkinangd#+dt:k=u¥.Lred?k`ktts,hipalirm
ages 19-25, same. No drunks, 9414) 637-5120.

People Bi

Wllddloago  Male  married to a  lovely young `roman
(25 yrs, younger than me) unabl® to fill her insatiable
needs.   Seeking  men  `o  make  her  wildest  sexual
fantasies come true. \^frite:  P.O.  Box 340611. Mite..
Vvl 53234usl 1.

People rviTsic!D
CROSSDRESSERSI   An   exclt]no,   useful  seivice!
lnclLides  Personals  for  contacting  others:  FafukNJ8
Fantasies;    A    complete    lnToguide;    Directory    Of
Catalogs,  True  Experiences;  Much  Moral  Hear full
details (reeorded), Call  1 (404) 333-6455 (24 hours).

People Men"en
Green  Bay  S®ntlm®ntal  G\M^  33,   5'9  1/2"  160#
socking monogamous life compank}n and friends who
enjoy sport mctoroycles,  outdoors, camping,  nature.
AI,  P.O. Box 9481, Green Bay, Wl 54308.

Seeklng     Slonmc.nt    Otl`or:    G\^M    5'9]'.     148
conditioned athlcto. 40's looks sO's, HIV neg.. seeks
slender    younger     monogamous     mate.     College
graduate    enjoys    auto    racing,    camping.    r`iking,
runnlng,  lifting,  shows,  animals,  music  - overyth]ng.
All  replies  with  photo  will  be  answered  or returned:
D.D.,  P.O.  Box 806. Green Bay, Wl  543050806.

Slzzllng  Hunks  Llvel!   1eoo-284-2739.  $3.50/min.
Wiid Gay Party Line, $2/min. or 1-900-745-0833, 18+.

CWM 22, Strawbeny blond,1sO Iba., 5'6" lcoking for
a sweet, hot loving 20-38 versatile, that's not into one
nigrit  stands.  Likes  dancing,  working  out and  qiliet

&j8*:3#.°the.5'3't°;,e.Cuddling.Dennis,P.o.Box336,

CWM,   40,   6'   Slend®r  and   very   smooth   bottom

L%:inJef;r.a::p:aaTg.iffe,fgo.r.:ge,,u:.o`#fftsfajLE
Please write to: Box Holder, P.O. Box 311, Appleton,
Vvl  54912.

CWM,    46,    North    S[d®   Chlcago.    Seek   yoilng
intellectuals     18-30     from     Milwaukee/Madison
universfty  and  art  circles.  Artists,   art  majors.   Am
affectionate   and   doting   and   seek   men   who   are
articulate 8ocialn:ors but can confront the ALonenes§
of  the  artist  o\r  post.  Incfty  frfend  also  to  young
Bohemians in rural areas. I `A/as raised on a farm. All
onsvered. Leave your name and number for Robert
at (312) 5og4936.
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Business Opportunities Services 

Business partner needed — Florist, painter, 
sculptor, etc. High quality arts/crafts designer/artist 
and doll maker/designer needs partner for very 
unique, high class country gift store. Been in 
business seven years, need help, too much business 
for us to handle, hope to open September. Send 
letter of introduction to: Cherry Hill Country Road 
Show. P.O. Box 341842, Milw., WI 53234. 

Interested in Re-habbing a Walkers point 3 story? 
Need financial & or sweat equity investors. Have 
construction skills, or extra $ sitting around? Put it to 
work for our community. Write: P.O. Box 23, Palmyra, 
WI 53156. 

Boy-Land T-Shirts now available. $10 each. Help 
support the nation's hottest new openly Gay all-male 
performing group. Also, new record label seeking 
additional investors. Contact Al Martin at E&M 
International Records. (414) 263-7700. 

Travel 
Gay Men's Retreat — SW Michigan June 3-6. 
Hiking, canoeing, drumming, community circles, hot 
tub, daily massages, full moon festival. Participant-led 
workshops. Meals, lodging, $110-$140. Youth/Men 
18-81 welcome. Call Earl (312) 348-3254 or Ed (616) 
685-5028. 

Bed 61 Breakfast 
Eagle Cove Bed & Breakfast — Rustic, ridgetop 
retreat 65 miles SE of Minneapolis overlooking the 
Mississippi River. Country setting near bike trails. 
Antiques, boating, and eagles. Reservations required. 
(612) 822-0276, (800) 467-0276. 

Notices 
Man Lost — 1974 — Eastside, Michael Sean B.. 
A/K/A "Daddy" Sorry I moved to Madison. Call Bob, 
A/K/A "Berle" (414)871-0790. 

Organizations 

Celebrate Sobriety! A new group is forming for 
recovering Gay and Lesbian alcoholics/addicts. 
Secular Organizations for Sobriety is a support group 
for those not entirely comfortable with traditional 
religious/spiritual approaches. For information call 
Richard (414) 442-1132. 

5uffte-1-
.f— HIRE AN 

AMAZON 

/,'"  ABLE AMAZON HANDYWORK 
Painting. Plumbing. Carpentry 

Apt. ro Repel( I 13•plsc• 

Free Estimates Cell 263-2889 

Handyman Specializing in minor electrical and 
plumbing repairs, ceiling fans installed, faucets 
replaced and more. Flexible hours. Reasonable 
rates. Call Joe at JRK Services 383-0650. Please 
leave message. 

LOHMAN 
FUNERAL SERVICE 

JOE KOCH, Sr. - Owner / Director 
- Inquiries Invited -

804 W. Greeenfield Ave. 
Milwaukee • 645-1575 

Forest holm Gm.etfrq 
Michael Koszuta 

Director of Family Service 

2405 WEST FOREST HOME AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE, WI 53215 

414/645-2632 

VCR Services... Complete VCR repairs, $38.86. 
Includes: basic parts, cleaning, lube, and warranty. 
Cleanings $18. Also buying broken VCRs. Low cost 
TV/Stereo repairs, estimates always free! 
Pickup/delivery available. Questions? Call (414) 277-
XXXX (9999). 

Buds. by Brenda 
Flowers with a Flair 
Commercial Accounts • Party Work 
Catering • Weddings • Funerals 
World Wide Delivery 

4", rat mates Hada cord> occepowl 
aver the prang er we

BAY SHORE MALL 

(414) 961-2352 
1 1800) 323-BUDS 
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$1.25- Million Activist 
Bequest-EndOWs 
Stonewall Awards 
One of Largest Ever Among 
Gay Organizations 

Chicago — A pioneering $1.25 
million bequest was announced last month 
to endow The Anderson Prize Foundation, 
which makes annual $25,000 "no strings" 
awards to people who work for Gay and 
Lesbian causes. 

A bequest from the estate of Paul 
A. Anderson, a Chicago futures trader and 
philanthropist who established the 
foundation, it is one of the largest individual 
gifts ever made in the Gay and Lesbian 
community. Mr. Anderson died last 
November in San Francisco of AIDS related 
complications. 

The bequest was announced by 
Allen A. Schuh, an attorney who succeeded 
Mr. Anderson as president of the 
Foundation and was his companion for 13 
years. 

"Paul recognized the 
responsibility of Gay and Lesbian business 
men and women to their community," said 
Mr. Schuh. "There is a growing movement 
among these individuals to become more 
vocal and visible in support of essential 
human rights," Mr. Schuh said. "In addition 
to recognizing past individual efforts, the 
Stonewall Awards aim to inspire new 
leadership inititatives that will educate all 
Americans and heighten awareness of Gay 
and Lesbian issues." 

The awards, which started in 
1991, are made regardless of sexual 
orientation, race, ethnic origin, age or 
gender. Application cannot be made for the 
awards. Nominees are named by an 
anonymous panel and winners are selected 
by a Foundation committee and previous 
awardees. In 1993, one winner will be 
designated from each of four regions of the 
U.S. — East, West, South and Midwest. 

Outrageous 
Thursdays 

9P"'-Midnight 
Tap Beer Bust 

50' Rail, Soda, Wine 

815/965-0344 

Rockford's Hot 
Party Place 

1-90 to Bus. 20 513 E. State Street 
Clocktower Exit Rockford, IL 

• 
• 

Zittk Ansa, 
"CHICAGO'S LATE 

NIGHT SPOT TILL 4 AM" 

3501 North Halstead 
Chicago, IL 

(312) 871-6116 

The neighborhood bar 
of the future 

954 W Belmont 
Chicago, IL 60657 

312-348-4975 

8 Degrees 
Below 
Normal 

IMPROV COMEDY CO. 
FRIDAY, MAY 7, 10:30PM 

SAT, MAY 15 
TOGA 
PARTY 

4815 W. Prospect Ave. 
(Hwy BB) • Appleton 

The Town of Menasha Police Deportment & The Pivot Club 
Requires EVERYONE to Present a Vold Photo ID upon 001/

entering the club 
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Business Opportunities
BLislness    partner   needed    -   Florist.    painter,
sciilptor,  etc.  High  quality  arts/crafts  designer/artist
and   doll   maker/designer   needs   partner  for   very
unique,    hkyh   class   country   gift   store.    Been    in
business seven years, need help. too much business
for  us  to  handle,  hope  to  open  September.  Send
letter  of  introduction  to:  Cheriy  mll  Country  Road
Show.  P.O.  Box 341842,  Mite., WI 53234.

Intorested  ln  R®-liabblng  a Walkers  point 3 story?
Need  financial  &  or  sweat  equfty  investors.  Have
construction skills, or extra S sitting around? Put it to
work for our community. VVIte: P.O. Box 23, Palmyra,
Vvl  53156.

s¥py#ntgoTn-£#Jnishn&Wesivna:£bjeb€ns,}°di;Can,.L#e£
performing   group.  Also,   ne`A/  record  label  seeking
additional   investors.   Contact   AI   Martin    at   E&M
lntomational Records.  (414) 263-7700.

Travel
Gay   Men's   Retreat  -  SW  Michigan   June  3-6.
Hiking,  canceing,  drumming,  community  ciroles,  hot
tub, daily massages, full moon festival. Participant-led
workshops.   Meals,   lodging.   $110-$140.  Youth/Men
18-81  welcome.  Call Earl (312) 348-3254 or E'd (616)
685-5028.

Bed & Breakfast
Eagle  Cove  Bed  a  Breakfast - Rustic,  ridgetop
reti.eat  65  miles  SE  Of  Mirineapolis  overlooking  the
Mississippi   River.   Country  setting   near  bike  trails.
Antiques, beating, and eagles, Reservations required.
(612) 822-o276. (8oo) 467ro276.

Notices
Man  Lost  -  1974 -  Eastside,  Michael  Sean  a.,
A/K/A .'Daddy" Sony I  moved to Madison.  Call  Bob.
A/K/A "Berte" (414)871-0790.

Organizations
Celebrate  Sobrletyl   A  new  groiip  is  foming  for
recovering    Gay    and    Lesbian    alcoholics/addicts.
..Secular Organizations for Sobriety is a support group
for  those   not   entirely   corrfortable   whh  traditional
religious/spiritual   approaches.   For   infomation   call
Richard  (414) 442-1132.

Services

AZ
'        ,,-- I                .:          .-.--..--  __,           :            -

Handyman    Specializing   in   minor   electrical   and
plumbing    repairs,    ceiling   fans    installed,    faucets
replaced   and   more.   Flexible   hours.   Reasonable
rates.  Call  Joe  at  JRK  Services  383-0650.  Please
leave message.`

LOHMAN
FUNERAL SERVICE

JOE KOCH, Sr. -Owner I Director
- Inquiries Invited -

804 W. Greeenfield Aye.
rmlwaukee . 645-1575

romst flone ¢£mrfuv

:-::-i:--:_:

JVLichael Kosztifu
Director of Family Service

2405 WEST FOREST HOME AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, Wl   53215

414/645-2632

VCR  Servlces...   Complete   VCR   repairs,   $38.86.
Includes:  basic palts,  cleaning,  lute,  and \rarTanty.
Cleanings $18. Also buying  broken  VCR§.  Low cost
TV/Stereo     repairs,     estimates     always     free!
Pickup/delivery available. Questions? Call (414) 277-
X" (9999).
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$ 1.25 ` Mi]Iioh Activist
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million  bequest was announced last month
to endow The Anderson Prize Foundation,
which  makes annual $25,000 "no strings"
awards  to  people  who  work  for  Gay  and
Lesbian causes.

A bequest from the estate of Paul
A. Anderson, a Chicago futures trader and
philanthropist     who     established     the

:°#gdeatj:rnijt:a:i:?iteheG#Snt#g#aai
communfty.      Mr.     Anderson     died     last
November in Sam Francisco of AIDS related
complications.

The bequest was announced by
Allen A, Schuh, an attorney who succeeded
Mr.     Anderson     as     president     of    the
Foundation  and was his companion for 13
years.

Paul      recognized     the
responsibilfty of Gay and Lesbian business
men and women to their communfty,"  said
Mr. Schuh. 'rThere is a growing movement
among these  individuals  to  become more
vocal  and  visible   in  support  of  essential
human rights," Mr. Schuh said. .'In addition
tsotor:::gRieiA#ap::t:nidJviiga'inesg:,Es,nt::

leadership  inititatives  that will  educate  all
Americans and heighten awareness of Gay
and  Lesbian  issues."

The   awards,   which   started   in

:i:it:art.=#'p,r=:£nefhgnna*gt'i:Sg+n::ea:g::Xtuh%
awards.    Nominees   ale   named   by   an
anonymous panel and winners ape selected
by  a  Foundation  committee  and  previous
awardees.   In   1993,   one   winner  will   be
designated from each of four regions of the
U.S. -East`. West, South and Midwest.

AVV Oddrevgcous
Thlzrsdaj5
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kford's Hot

Party Place
llso f® Bus. ae                       513 E. Stde street
Clocltover Exit                              Reekfo rd
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NATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS 

Gay Jews to march in Israel 
parade 

New York, NY — Members of 
Congregation Beth Simchat Torah, a Gay 
and Lesbian synagogue, will be allowed to 
march in the Salute to Israel Parade which 
takes place in New York City May 9. 

Two months ago, the Gay 
congregation had approached the event's 
sponsors, the American Zionist Youth 
Federation, to request a spot in the annual 
parade. In a controversy similar to that 
which enveloped the St. Patrick's Day 
Parade in the past few years, Orthodox and 
conservative Jewish groups opposed the 
Gay temple's inclusion. 

The Gay Jews vowed not to take 
the issue through the courts, and both 
sides engaged in constructive negotiations 
to arrive at a compromise. Congregation 
Beth Simchat Torah will march under the 
banner of the Association of Reform 
Zionists of America. 

The parade is a major event in 
New York's Jewish community, drawing 
hundreds of thousands of people each 
year: It commemorates the founding of the 
state of Israel in 1948. 

Financial Scandal Rocks 
Shanti Project 

San Francisco, CA — Two top 
administrators of the Shanti Project, the 
nation's largest provider of housing to 
people with AIDS, resigned in April after the 
group's Board of Directors learned it could 
not account for almost $2.7 million in 
government grants. 

Executive Director Eric Rofes and 
Deputy Executive Director Melinda Paras 
resigned after the financial discrepancies 
were revealed. Rofes led Shanti during a 
rapid period of growth since 1989, including 
the opening of the largest housing facility 
for PWAs in the country. An interim director 
has been appointed and the group is trying 
to determine exactly what happened with 
the funds. All unapproved expenditures will 
have to be reimbursed. 

The Shanti Project may also be 
facing a class action suit by PWAs who say 
they were denied services. 

Lesbian Loses Case Against 
AT&T 

New York, NY — The Lesbian 
partner of an AT&T employee, who sued 
the company to obtain the death benefits 
paid to employees' spouses after her 
partner died, has lost her case in a New 
York court. 

AT&T has a policy which forbids 
discrimination based on sexual orientation 
or marital status. When Marjorie Forlini 
died in 1988, her partner of ten years, 
Sandra Rovira, applied for the death 
benefit for herself and her two children, 
which both women raised. When AT&T 
denied the benefit, which amounted to a 
year's salary, Rovira sued. 

Judge Robert Patterson Jr. ruled 
that the federal Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act, which regulates 
employee benefit programs, restricted 
eligibility to the legally married spouses and 
dependent children of the deceased. He 
said the federal law superseded AT&T's 
personnel policy, which only applied to 
living employees and not their spouses or 
dependents. The judge also noted that 
Forlini had failed to identify Rovira as her 
spouse on any company documents. 
Forlini's insurance policy referred to Rovira 
only as "friend." 

Cornell Won't Open Separate 
Gay Dorm 

Ithaca, NY — The President of 
Cornell University has rejected a student 
proposal that would have set aside a 
separate floor of one of the school's 
dormitories for Gay and Lesbian students. 

In March, the student 
government, responding to complaints of 
anti-Gay harassment around campus, 
approved a resolution calling for the 
separate Gay quarters. Proponents saw it 
as a means of ensuring the security of Gay 
students. Opponents argued that 
segregation was not the answer and that 
the separate floor might actually become 
more of a target for bigots on campus. 

President Frank H.T. Rhodes 
vetoed the idea, saying: "I have the 
deepest reservation about the increasing 
tendency within the campus to define 
ourselves in terms of groups or factions." 

Classies Ad Order Form 
PLEASE PLACE MY AD IN TUE FOLLOWING IN STEP "CtAssiEs- SECTION: 
❑ Accounting U Camping 0 Insurance ❑ Organizations U Resorts 

❑ Bed/Breakfast ❑ Counseling U Legal U People U Roommates 

13 Bulletin Board U Employment U Mail Order ❑ Pets U Services 

Business U Health Services ❑ Moving/Storage U Psychic U Shopping 

Opportunity ❑ Housing ❑ Miscellaneous ❑ Publications ❑ Travel 

U Buy/Sell ❑ Instruction U Notices ❑ Real Estate 

BOLD LEAD IN (Maximum 25 letters) 

'Your signature, area code and DAYTIME verifying phone number must be supplied (if published in your 
ad). 'Your signature for a People (personal) ad attests that you are of legal age and your request is to 
meet other people at no expense on their part. All ads must be accompanied byyavment and mailed 
or delivered to In Step Magazine. No classified ads accepted by telephone or fax. 

Placed by. 

'Signature. 

PRICING YOUR AD . 
Charge for one issue (30 words or less) is $8.00 

Multiply 204 times the number of words OVER 30 

Total for First Issue  

Times number of issues ad should run  

Enclosed is cash, check or money order for: $ 

MAIL OR DELIVER TO: 

IN STEP MAGAZINE 
225 South 2nd Street • Milwaukee, WI 53204 

 Phone: ( 

• 
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► contd. from page 79 

Housemate, Neenah. Discreet GF/M. Share 8-room 
ranch Own bath, bedroom furnished or unfumished. 
One mile to Hwys. 41 and 45. $250, utilities, garage 
included. Deposit, references. (414) 722-6915 after 
6pm. 

Roommate or Lover wanted at 1426 59th St., Apt. 
#3, Kenosha VV) 53140. I have an efficiency 
apartment. $137.50 a month plus $137.50 security. 
Plus one half cable, phone and food. Utilities included 
in rent. Call 1-(414)-654-1779, GVVM only. 

Roommate For My beautiful 3 bdrm Bay View home. 
Fireplace, furnished, heat included, off-street parking. 
Nice yard, newly renovated, $250.00 a month plus 
security. Please call (414) 342-7640. Ask for Michael. 

Looking for Room to Rent in Milwaukee for the 
Summer, maybe permanently. Seeking clean, neat 
roommate. I have great reference, able to move in 
today. Able to pay cash plus any deposits, etc. Call 
Dan at (414) 633-3951. 

Housing 
Sherman Park Well maintained 2 bedroom upper. 
Formal dining room, remodeled kitchen and bath. 
Natural woodwork, hardwood floors. Garage with 
opener. Secure. $450.00 plus deposit, 871-2989. 

Wauwatosa, July 1. 2 bdrm. upper. Carpeting, nat. 
woodwork. Appliances, washer/dryer. Garage & 1 
space. Yard and garden plot. $525 plus security, $15 
discount for yardwork. 258-2298, 259-4206. 

Rooms for Rent — Sleeping rooms only. Available 
now for month to month rental. $150-$225 per month 
according to size. Northern Walkers Point area. Walk 
to bars. Call 276-8890. 

For Rent: 3 bedroom, Dining Room, fireplace, 
porch, upper flat. Nice view. Washington Heights 
(West). No Pets! Available June 1 or July 1. $470/1 
month sec. dep. 476-1269. 

Real Estate 
I Understand Your special needs. Please see my 
display ad in the News Section of this issue. David 
Chester, Federated Realty. 964-3900. 

NW Milw. Condo. Excellent condition, skylight and 
vaulted LR, Balcony, pool. Appliances/window 
treatments incl. Well kept. A lot for $27,000. Call 
MaryKay Pierce, Spanbauer Realty, 962-1199. 

„vNisivILY" AFF4
A Marketing or Purchasing A I

Your Home or Condominium? 
Looking out for your "special" interests. 

I'm just a phone call away. 
Your "Family" Realtor 

Sandy 414/774-2168 

Property Managers too busy, leaving the area for an 
extended period of time? We will manage your 
condo, home, rental properties for you. Please 
contact CMJ Property Managers — P.O. Box 71182. 
Milw., W 53211. 476-6241. 

Employment 
Gay/Lesbian Company seeking sales people! 
Flexible hours & high income potential. 
Requirements: Drug-free, professional appearance, 
personable, great attitude. Sales experience helpful. 
Please send resume to: AC-IS, P.O. Box 93729, 
Milwaukee, WI 53203. 

Residential/Commercial Cleaning Service looking 
for conscientious, responsible person for daytime 
cleaning with company owner. References preferred. 
Wages based on experience. Immediate opening. 
Call The Dust Collectors at 964-6886. (Milw.). 

Full Time Pet Store clerk. Fish, birds, reptiles. 
Experience necessary. Apply in person; Seven Seas 
Aquatics, 215 W. Florida St. Milw., 272-7966, M-F 
12-8, S-S 12-6. 

Home party demonstrators needed for high quality, 
fun, unique arts/crafts. Home parties, all items 
handmade, easy to sell, no investment, you pick 
nights to work. Send resume to Cherry Hill Country 
Road Show, P.O. Box 341842, Milw., WI 53234 

Buy/Sell 

Moving Sale: Large selection of household items. 
Old record albums, large size ladies clothing 
decorative stuff and the like. May 8 & 9. 923 North 
2nd Street, Suite 605, 9am-5pm. 

Mail Order 

The Good Stuff in the brown bottle; genuine 
aromatic amyl carburetor cleaner. The real thing! For 
order form, send SASE to: Occupant #196, 3712 N. 
Broadway, Chicago, IL 60613 

Poppa's Aromatic Amyl Polish Remover. The real 
thing. Original formula. Free details, send SASE. 
Poppa's Aromatic, 8204 Lefferts Blvd., Suite 368,Kew 
Gardens, NY 11415. Get your powerful little bottle! 

Antiques 

fittMo./xAr~.1ra 

P1, 4526757 

336 Superior Avenue Mon. Tue. Wed. Fri. Sat. 
Sheboygan, WI 53081 9 am to 5pm 

Closed Thursday & Sunday 
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Holocaust Museum Contains 
Gay Artifacts 

Washington, DC — The US 
Holocaust Memorial Museum, which 
opened its doors to the public on April 26, 
features information on Gay and Lesbian 
victims of the Nazi extermination policy. 

The museum contains specific 
information on at least nine Gay men and 
one Lesbian who were victimized, and 
more general information about the 
mistreatment of homosexuals under the 
Nazi regime. Artifacts include the pink 
triangles worn by Gay prisoners, photos of 
Gay men in the camps and at least one 
taped interview with a Gay survivor of the 
Holocaust. 

The museum continues to look 
for donations of any relevant materials on 
the persecution of Jews, Gays and other 
minorities under the Nazis. The Holocaust 
Memorial Museum is located at 100 Raoul 
Wallenberg Place, S.W., Washington, DC 
20024-2150. 

Firebombs Planted at Gay 
Bars in South and Midwest 

Jacksonville, NC — Police are 
investigating a firebomb which exploded at 
the rear of Friends Lounge, a Gay bar near 
the US Marine base of Camp Lejeune, 
North Carolina. Meanwhile, police are trying 
to determine who planted two firebombs at 
a Gay bar in Minneapolis, Minnesota. No 
one was injured in the incidents. 

In Jacksonville, police recovered 
three bottles containing gasoline in the area 
behind the bar. Some trees behind the bar 
were damaged by fire and the back of the 
building was scorched. 

The bar owner reports receiving 
many threatening calls both before and 
after the bombs were discovered. Local 
Gays have speculated the violence might 
be linked to resentment over President 
Clinton's plan to lift the ban on Gays in the 
military. 

In Minneapolis, only one of the 
bombs detonated but caused no damage. 
Police, who have not found those 
responsible, have declined to classify it as 
a hate crime, but the Gay and Lesbian 
Action Council has logged it into their 
records as an anti-Gay attack. 

Rev. Lew Broyles 
Pastor 

MILWAUKEE 
METROPOLITAN 

COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 

Welcomes You 
SUNDAY SERVICES, 11" 
Astor Hotel, Bach Room 

(924 East Juneau) 

MOTHER'S DAY 
SPECIAL EARLY SERVICE 

Sun, May 9, 9:30am 

Holy Unions/Right of Blessing 
Homosexuality & Scripture 

OFFICE: Milwaukee Metropolitan 
Community Church 

PO. Box 1421 
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1421 

For information call: 414/332-9995 

In Madison contact Jessie: 608/845-5409 
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Housemato,  Ne®nah.  Discreet GF/M.  Share 8-room
ranch,  Clam bath, bedroom furnished or unfumished.
One mile to H`nys. 41  and 45. $250, utilities,  garage
included.  Deposit,  references,  (414)  7226915  after
6pm.

Rcommat®  or Lover vranted  at  1426 59th  St.,  Apt.
se,    Kenosha   Wl   53140.    I    have   an   ,emciency
apartment.  $137,50 a  month  plil§  $137.50  security.
Plus one half cable, phone and food. Utilities included
in rent.  Call  1-(414r654-1779. G\^m only,

Roonimat® For My beautiful 3 bdm Bay Vie`Ar riome.
Ffroplace, fun ished, heat included , off-street parking.
Nice  yard,  newly  renovated,  $250.00 a  month  plLls
securfty. Please call (414) 342-7640. Ask for Michael.

Looklng   for  Room  to  Rent  in  Mihmaukee  for  the
Summer,  maybe  permanently.  Secking  clean,  neat
roommate.  I  have great  reference.  able to  move  in
today. Able to pay cash  plus any deposits,  etc.  Call
Dan at (414) 633-3951.

Housing
SI`®rman  Park Well  maintained  2  bedroom  upper.
Formal  dining  room,  remodeled  kltclien  and  bath.
Natural  wood\rork,   hardvrood   floors.   Garage  whh
opener. Secure,  sO50.00 pllls deposit, 871-2989.

Vvauvratosa,  July  1.  2  bdrm.  upper.  Carpeting,  nat.
`roodverk.  Appliances,  washer/dryer.   Garage  &  1
space. Yard and garden plot, $525 plus security. $15
discount for yard`rork. 258-2298, 259-4206.

Rooms  for R®nt - Sleeping rooms  only. Available
now/ for month to month rental. $150-$225 per ITionth
according to size, Northern Walkers Point area. Walk
to bars. Call 276-8890.

For   Rent:   3   bedroom,    Dining   Room,   fireplace,
porch,   upper  flat.   Nice  view.   Washington   Heights
O^lest).  No  Pets!  Available June  1  or July  1.  en70/1
month sec.  dep. 476-1269,

Real Estate
I  understand  YOLir  special  needs.  please  see my
display  ad  in the  Ne`A/s  Section  Of this  issue,-  David .
Chester, Federated Reatty. 964-3900.

NW Mllw.  Condo.  Excellent condition,  skylighl and
vautted     LR,     Balcony,     pool.     Appliances/window
treatments  incl.  Well  kept.  A  lot  for  $27,000.  Call
MaryKay  Pierce,  Spanbauer Realty,  962-1199.

>,.#tlnL?;'u,#fq`+
Your Home or Condominium?

Locking out for your "apecial" in[erests.I'mjustaphonecallaway.Hjj]_§©syao#F4T4j#,;E:Z];:r8

Property Managers too busy. leaving the area for an
extended   period   of  time?   \^fe  will   manage   your
condo,   home.    rental   properties   for   you.   Please
contact CMJ Property Managers -P.O. Box 71182.
Miiw.,  wi  5321 1 ,  476no24i .

Employment
Gay/L®sblan    Company    seeking    sales    peoplol
Flexible      hours      &      high      income      pctential.
Requirements:  Drug-free,  professional  appearance.
personable, great attitude.  Sales experience helpful,
Please  send  resume  to:  AOIS,   P.O.  Box  93729,
Mitwaukee, Wl 53203.

R®sldentlal/Commerclal   Cleaning  Service  looking
for  conscientious,  responsiblo  person  for  daytime
cleaning `^fth company o`mer. References preferred.
\^fages  based  on  experience.   Immediate  opening.
Call The Dust Collectors at 964-6886,  (Mite.).

Full   Tlm®   Pot  Store   clerk.   Fish,   birds,   reptiles.
Experience necessary. Apply in person: Seven Seas
Aquaties,  215  W.  Florida  St.  Mite.,  272-7966,  M-F
12€, S-S  12-6.

Home party demonstrators rreeded for high qiialfty,
fun,   unique   arts/crafts.   Home   parties,   all   Items
handmade,   easy  to  sell,  no  lnvestiTient,   you  pick
nights to work.  Send  resume to Cherry Hill  Country
Ftoad Show.  P.O.  Box 341842,  Mite., Wl 53234.

Buy/Se]]
Movlng  Sale:  Large  selection  Of  household  items.
old    I.ecord    albums.    large    size'  ladies    clothing.
decoi'ative stuff and the like.  May  8  &  9,  923  North
2nd Street,  Suite 605, 9am-5pm.

Mail Old.er
Tr`e    Good    St`iff   in   the   bro\^m    bottle;    genuine
aromatic amyl carburetor cleaner. The real thing! For
order tom,  send SASE to: Occupant #196, 3712 N.
Broad`^/ay,  Chicago,  IL 60613.

Poppa's  Aromatic Amyl  Polish  Remover,  The real
thing,   Original  formula.   Free   details,   send   SASE:
Poppa's Aromatic, 8204 Lefferts BIvd., Su.rte 368,Kew
Gardens,  Ny 11415.  Get your po\uerful little bettle!

futiques

-'        :         .'336SuperiorAvSheboygan,WlCl

I'6 S#tiTffiJ
"r,

enue Man. Tue. Wed. FJi. Sat.
5sO81 9 am to 5pm

osed Thursday a Sunday
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Holocaust Museum Contains
Gay Artifacts                \

Washington,   DC  -  The   US
Holocaust     Memorial      Museum,      which.'
opened its doors to the public on April 26,
features  information  on  Gay and  Lesbian
victims  of the  Nazi extermination  policy.

The   museum  contains   specific
information  on  at least nine Gay men and
one   Lesbian   who   were   victimized,   and
more     general     information     about    the
mistreatment   of  homosexuals  under  the
Nazi   regime.   Artifacts   include   the   pink
triangles worn by Gay prisoners, photos of
Gay  men  in  the  camps  and  at  least  one
taped  interview with  a Gay survivor of the
Holocaust.      `

The  museum  continues  to  look
for donations  of any relevant materials  on
t#Fnopfu¥:Cuu:j£:I?hfeJfr%Sisffhy:fi:foft::

Memorial Museum is located at 100 Raoul
Wallenberg  Place,  S.W.,  Washington,  DC
20024-2150 .

FBjgersb:nmbssouE#anatned#dGwaeyst

Jacksonville,  NC - Police  are
investigating  a firebomb which exploded at

#:r3asr°#:jj::d3aLs°eunogfe5:£;yLbe:.:::::
North Carolina. Meanwhile, police are trying
to determine who planted two firebombs at
a  Gay bar in  Minneapolis,  Minnesota.  No
one was injured  in the  incidents.

In Jacksonville, police recovered
tbher;Fng°t#':Sba¥.nsaoj#:gtr%:§°E:;jLndththeeabeaar

#l:i#T!%esdc:ycfi:ed.andthebackofthe

manythreTt:n?na;°#i:rg%?h°rtbse%%jv::8
after  the  bombs  were  discovered.   Local
Gays have speculated  the violence  might
be   linked   to   resentment  over  President
Clinton's  plan to lift the ban on Gays in the
military.

In  Minneapolis,  only  one  of the
bombs detonated but caused no damage.
Police,     who     have     not    found     those
responsible,  have declined to classfty it as
a  hate  crime,   but  the  Gay  and  Lesbian,

fe::or:s ::Tannci:n?i::a)ogT:!k.it  into  their

Rev. Low Broyles
Pastor

MmwAUKI=E
METROPOLITAN

coMMUHur
CHURCH

Welcomes You
StJNDAY SERVICES,  I |AV
AItor Hotel, Bach Room

'(924 East Juneau)

MOTHER'S BAY
SPECIAL EARLY SERvicE

Sun, May 9, 9:30am

Holy unions/Right of BIessjng
Homosexuality & Scripture

drcE:  Miivvaukee Metopolitan
Communftychurth

PO. Ben  1421
M.twaukee, Vm  53201-1421

For informid®h cap;  41 4C32-9995
bl Madlson eerhact Jess[e: 608re45-5409
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SBA Holds Reception for Gay 
Business Leaders 

Washington, DC — More than 
150 Gay and Lesbian business owners 
attended a first-of-its-kind reception at the 

Small Business Administration (SBA) held 
in conjunction with the March on 
Washington for Gay Rights. The reception 
was initiated by the SBA's Gay employees' 
group, but was endorsed by top 
administrators. 

"In the past, many Gay and 
Lesbian business people have felt that the 
federal government is not there for them," 
SBA official Don Kraft told the Washington 
Post. 'We're trying to show them that the 
door is open to them too." Kraft suggested 
that the SBA could someday inaugurate 
assistance programs for Gay businesses 
similar to the kinds offered to other 
minorities. 

Also on the Newswire... 
Dallas, TX — Sixteen-year-old 

Aryk Lewis has been forbidden to wear a 
t-shirt that says "I'm not Gay, but my 
boyfriend is" at his high school. An image 
of two men holding hands is on the shirt. 
Lewis was told the shirt was "indecent," 
"distracting" and "offensive" and, as such, 
violated the school's dress code. 

Washington, DC — After years 
of saving and planning, the Metropolitan 
Community Church of Washington, a Gay 
and Lesbian congregation, has opened a 
new $1.5 million facility. At the dedication 
of the ministry center at 5th and Ridge 
Streets, N.W., Rev. Larry Uhrig said the 
building "signifies an end- to years of 
hiding." He said the glass, steel and stone 
structure was a "symbol of openness and 
light." 

Denver, CO — Anti-Gay posters 
have been showing up at Gay-owned 
businesses in Denver and Colorado 
Springs recently. One poster calls for Gays 
to be put to death "as prescribed in the 
Bible," others contained recruitment 
messages for the Ku Klux Klan. Gay 
activists say the posters are part of the 
wave of hatred unleashed by passage of 
the anti-Gay referendum last November. 
The referendum is being appealed in court. 

Washington, DC — Members of 
Queer Nation met recently with White 
House aide Bob Hattoy to ask that a 
special prosecutor be appointed to the 

case of the sailor being court-martialed for 
the death of fellow sailor Allen Schindler. 
The activists said they suspected that 
Naval officials had not conducted a 
thorough investigation and doubted that the 
prosecution would mount a vigorous case. 

— Briefs Compiled by Jamakaya 

STATE NEWS BRIEFS 

Family Group Launches 
Boycott of Johnson Wax 

Racine —More than 100 people, 
representing the Racine chapter of the 
American Family Association, picketed 
outside the national headquarters of the 
S.C. Johnson Co. in Racine April 17 
protesting the company's commercial 
sponsorship of TV shows that are allegedly 
"violent and profane." 

The boycott of Johnson Wax 
products was initiated by Christian Leaders 
for Responsible Television, or CLEAR-TV, 
a national coalition of conservative groups. 
The group plans to distribute 20 million 
leaflets to 200,000 churches across the US 
and to utilize 650 Christian-owned radio 
stations to promote its boycott. 

Officials at Johnson Wax deny 
sponsoring violent or sexually explicit 
programming and say they carefully 
analyze each episode of each program 
they sponsor before committing their ads. 
They have refused to advertise on The 
Simpsons and Saturday Night Live 
because of the potentially objectionable 
material on those shows. 

we Outrageous 
Thursdays 

9°"'-Midnight 
`I Tap Beer Bust 

50' Rail, Soda, Wine 

K14',,  e4
r41BOOZE BUST lic 

Thursdays 1 1 pm-lam 
$5 All the Rail You Can Drink 
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longer be thwarting your combustibility. No 
later than May 20, you'll be fully capable of 
starting a new fire under your butt. 

CAPRICORN (DEC. 21-JAN. 19): It's not a 
good time to burst a blood vessel straining 
to color inside the lines. In fact, you should 
probably just skip coloring books 
altogether. Similarly, you should shun 
multiple choice tests, pigeonholes, job 
descriptions that make you feel like you're 
not yourself, and schedules that make you 
want to rip the phone out. As an antidote to 
creeping influences of this nature, I suggest 
you sing as loudly as you want, never once 
worrying if you're on key. Or grab some 
crayons and draw a picture of your utopia, 
complete with a giant cork-lined room 
where you can make all the 
beautiful messes you want. 

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18): Would you 
do me a favor and try to find it in your heart 

to believe in reincarnation? Just for this 
week is all I ask. Would you indulge me a 
little more and pretend that in one of your 
past lives you were an archeologist or a 
miner or a very funky dancer? 

If you'll humor me in these 
matters, I can practically guarantee that 
you'll have a special talent for getting to the 
bottom of things this week. You'll be able to 
to dig deeper than you've ever dug before. 

PISCES (FEB. 19-MAR. 19): It's a good 
time to sing your own songs and right your 
own wrongs and be your own wife and 
save your own life. It's not such a good 
time to play follow the leader, get bogged 
down in sniveling details, or nurture your 
ugly duckling fantasies. 

Book Four of your life story is 
finished, you see. While you're waiting for 
Book Five to begin, go to the mall and buy 
a T-shirt that reads, "If at first you don't 
succeed, change the way you define 
success." 

© copyright 1993 by Rob Brersny • 

YOU CAN CALL ROB BREZSNY, DAY OR NIGHT, FOR YOUR 

EXPANDED WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 
1-900-903-2500 

$1 .99 per minute. 18 & over. Touchtone phone required. C/S (415) 281-3120 

Glossies 
Roommates 

Non-smoking GWM: To share my large lower 
Eastside home. Home is furnished except for two 
10'X 11' carpeted rooms one with door to porch. Rent 
includes laundry, dishwasher, parking, all utilities 
except phone $375.00/mo. plus security deposit. 765-
0658. 

Non-Smoking GWM to share large house near 55th 
and Wisconsin Ave. House is furnished except your 
room. Rent includes washer/dryer, heat, central air. 

dishwasher, cable, and utilities. $250.00, 476-7464. 

Male Roommate to share N.W. Side, furnished 3 
bedroom apartment. Need your own bedroom 
furniture. Pool, sauna, etc. in season. $225 plus 
share of utilities. Renee at 536-8689. 

Eau Claire GWM seeking roommate, student 
preferred. Nice 2 bedroom apartment to share. 

walking distance from UVVEC. Priced for the student. 
and furnished. Use of computer and such. Off street 
parking. Call Robert at (715) 834-4941 after 6pm. 

69th & Silver Spring GWM 31, furnished except 
bedroom & phone.Your furniture welcome. Full 
kitchen, dining, sunny, parking, storage. yard! Erik 
527-4123, $205. 

Northeast (Madison) GM looking for roommate only 
M/F, NS. quiet area. Share kitchen/bath. Have own 
living space. $275 plus 1/2 utilities. Avail after May 
1. Call Dave (608) 241-5630. 

Looking for a clean neat dependable person with 
stable job to share nice 6 Bdrm house in the 
Waukegan area with one other. Rent very 
reasonable. Laundry facilities, big kitchen. Please call 
(708) 263-9378 leave message if necessary and 
indicate area code and phone number. 

contd on page ► 80 
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SBA Holds Reception for Gay
Business Leaders

Washington,`-DC  - More  than

£58n8eadyaafirr€t.t?.itg!.ak?ndbur:g:epst?oho:tn&r:
Small  Business Administration  (SBA)  held
in     conjunction     with     the     March     on

¥§b;i::::a:E:i§[fi;:;:::py:S:B;[St::;:{h;:e#€Ea¥t:;:S:
federal government is not there for them,"
SBA official Don Kraft told the Washington

i:a!:#::#to:tin::Ftis°:Of:9e¥a:;ftejs:ua:utg8:Sr{a:ti
assistance  programs for Gay  businesses
similar    to    the    kinds    offered    to    other
minorities.

Also on the Newswire...
Dallas,  TX  -  Sixteen-year-old

Aryk  Lewis  has  been forbidden  to  wear a
t-shirt   that   says   "l'm   not   Gay,   but   my
boyfriend  is"  at his  high  school.  An  image
of two  men  holding  hands  is  on  the  shirt.
Lewis  was  told  the  shirt  was  ''indecent,""distracting" and "offensive"  and, as such,
violated  the school's dress code.

Washington,  DC - Af(er years
of  saving  and  planning,  the  Metropolitan
Communfty Church of Washington,  a Gay
and  Lesbian  congregation,  has opened  a
new $1.5  million  facilfty.  AI the  dedication
of  the  ministry   center  at  5th  and  Ridge
Streets,   N.W.,  Rev.  Larry  Uhrig  said  the

§t##ctg::eH'£;8gn'#§#oS,:anfgtoe:e:na#:d::i::Oaf
light.

Denver, CO -Anti-Gay posters

:::Fne3:::  i:owjnegnv:,p  :;dGacy:?oy:3g

tsopr£:g;I:%n8Ba?hn:aps°;tneers#j'|Sefd°r:nGathy:
Bible,"      others     contained      recruitment
messages   for   the   Ku   Klux   Klan.   Gay

#:viv:S:Sf£%etdheuni:::eh:daB;#sa°5ethoef

flee:enfit-r:#.u§r#::##;itaL::ofn::a:ue:I;
Queer   Nation   met   recently   with   White

Fpoeuc:.:, a#.eseE:tb.,Hfgo:pJ:in::5  Sat,h:

#esed:i#eoiafi:3:£e:na9io¥X#:i:asrt:ah[ienqigr:

#:a,ac8Vtisctj:,ssajhdadthenyotsu&Pnedcutectdedtha:
thorough investigation and doubted thatthe
prosecution would mount a vigorous case.

-Bri€ts-Compiled by Jamakaya

STATE NEWS  BRIEFS

FBao%ttGRIofpctuJn§±n%en:h#oopegple.

representing   the   Racine   chapter  of  the
American    Family    Association,    picketed
outside  the  national  headquarters  of  the
S.C.    Johnson    Co.    in    Racine   April    17
protesting     the     company's    commercial
sponsorship of l\/ shows that are allegedly"violent  and  profane."

The   boycott   of   Johnson   Wax

PorrodRuecst;ownas;bj,nejti#Fedv%yo:,I:srtj6[EAefifff:
a national coalition  of conservative groups.
The  group  plans  to  distribute   20  million
leaflets to 200,000 churches across the US
and  to  utilize   650  Christian-owned   radio
stations  to promote  its  boycott.

Officials   at  Johnson  Wax  deny

;%gnrsa°:j#ngvj°;enndt   S;y setxhueay"y cae,Xep#fiS
analyze  each  episode  of  each  program
they sponsor before committing  their ads.
They  have  refused  to  advertise   on   777e
Simpsons     and     Saturday     Night     Lfye
because  of  the  potentially   objectionable
material  on those shows.

AVV orpayryconys
Thuredzrys

gpm.mdnlgbt`  Oi  Tap Beer Bust

50. Rail, Soda, Wine

DconyIVNwkK#ife
Thursdays  llpm-lam
$5 All the Rail You Can Drink
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i:tnegretrh::###y¥:,i,rb:Wt;Sfb;'Lpb.ieNo°f
starting  a new fire  under your butt.           `

;.oA:::!!.::s%b`#Tit::i!#,¥ag£:::g:ah:;3if

i!i!i#:e.r::I:,it,"a*i!i:e,:iT:;:#!,,:s;:iii
not yourself,  and schedules that make you

g;:.:t!:i;j':ns#iu:eu#::;f;t#!:#.Tvts::rg:g%
:r:ysjnnsgaj:dy3::r;a°:ickt:¥;gfry%ruarbutso°pTa?

:°h:rp:e;:uW#maakg:aan,ithc:rk-linedroom
beautiful  messes you want.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB.18): Would you
do me afavor and try to find  it in your heart

`to  believe  in  reincarnation?  Just  for  this

week is all  I ask. Would you indulge  me a
little  more and pretend that in one of your

#::jj:?Say:ury#:?yadna:£h;ologistora
lf   you'Il    humor   me    in    these

F:a#!:LFaov,:ha:s:pse¥:sfti¥if!#ii#aetg,t#:t
to dig deeper than you've ever dug before.

PISCES  (FEB.  19-MAR.  19):  It's  a  good

!iv:et,i::£g,3y#:affiu::a;ei:::I::n:g:s:oiju:ce#!gy:a:ui
down  in  sniveling  details,  or  nurture  your
ugly duck'3nogoianFt::ies.f  your  life  story  is

finished,  you see. While you're waiting  for

;:T£:i'§,etic°aht:#end's:h°;ltf°;fai:}a:}u#dd8§#
success.''

© copyright  1993 by Rob Brezsny         T

Classics
Roommates

Nan-smoklng    CWM:   To   share   my   large   lower
Eastside  home.  Home  is  furnished  except  for  t\ro
10'X 11' carpeted rooms one with door to porch. Rent
includes   laundry,   dishwasherL   parking,   all   utilities
except phone $375.00/mo. plus security deposit. 765-
0658.

Nob-Smoking  CWM to share large house near 55th
and Vvisconsin Aye.  House  is furnished except your
room.  Rein includes vraslie[/dryer.  heat, central  air,
disrwrasher, cable. and utilities, $250.00. 476-7464.

Male  Roommate  to  share  N.W.  Side,  fumished  3
bedroom    apartment.    Need    your  .o\m    bedroom
fumitiire.  Pcol,   sauna,  etc.   in  seasori,   $225  plus
share Of utilities.  F`enee at 536-8689.

Eau    Clalre   GW»    seeking    roommate,    student
preferred.   Nice   2   bedroom   apartment   to   share,

`ralking distance from UWEC. Priced for the student,
and furnished. Use of computer and such.  Off street
parking. Call Robert at (715) 8344941  after 6pm.

e9tri  a  SIIver  Spring  G\^M  31,  fumisned  excop't
bedroom   &   phone.Your   furniture   welcome.    Full
kitchen,  dining,  sunny,  parking,  storage,  yard!  Erik
5274123, $205.

Northeast (Madlson) GM looking for roorTlmate only.
WF,  NS.  quiet area.  Share kitchen/bath.  Have o`m
living  space.  $275  plus  1/2  utilities.  Avail.  after  May
1. Call Dave (608) 241-5630.

Iooklllg  for a  clean  neat de¢endable  person  wlh
stable  job  to   share   nice   6   Bd.in   house   in   the
Waukegan     area    with    one    other.     Rent    very
reasonable. Laundry facimies, big kitchen. Please call
(708)   263-9378  leave  message   if  necessary  and
indicate area code and phone number.

contd. on page .  80
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ACT-UP to Picket Visit by Dr. 
Anthony Fauci 

Milwaukee — Members of ACT 
UP/Milwaukee plan to participate in a 
peaceful picket outside commencement 
ceremonies for the Medical College of 
Wisconsin on May 15. The reason for the 
protest is that the College is awarding an 
honorary degree to Dr. Anthony Fauci. 

Dr. Fauci is Director of the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases and the National Institute of 
Health's Office of AIDS Research. He has 
been one of the government's chief 
spokesmen on the AIDS epidemic. ACT UP 
is targeting Fauci as a symbol of the 
government's inadequate response to 
AIDS. 

The picket line is set for 
approximately 1 p.m. outside Bruce Hall of 
the Mecca Convention Center in downtown 
Milwaukee. 

Marquette Gays Hold 
Successful Blue Jeans Day 

Milwaukee — On April 14, 
members of REASON, a Gay and Lesbian 
group on the Marquette University campus, 
held its first annual "Blue Jeans Day." The 
group encouraged those who support Gay 
rights to wear blue jeans in solidarity with 
the cause. 

Members of REASON said the 
day was very successful and that despite 
some homophobic comments from students 
who teased those wearing blue jeans, the 
event helped to raise consciousness. A 
panel discussion about Gay issues was 
also well attended. 

The previous day, REASON 
members met with Marquette 
administrators, the second such meeting 
since a sit-in at the office of MU President 
Father Albert DiUlio in March. 
Administrators once again refused to add 
sexual orientation to the school's 
anti-discrimination policy, but agreed to add 

MILWAUKEE 
PRIDE 

WEEKEND 
June 12 & 13 

anti- Gay harassment to the list of 
prohibited behaviors in the student 
handbook. 

Election for Assembly Seats 
Set for June 29 

Madison — Governor Tommy 
Thompson has set June 29 as the date for 
special elections to fill the three State 
Assembly seats left vacant when their 
occupants won the April elections to the 
State Senate. 

The election will fill the Assembly 
seats formerly held by Peggy Rosenzweig 
(R-Wauwatosa), Joe Wineke (D-Verona) 
and Dave Zien (R-Eau Claire). Democrats 
have a slight majority in the Assembly, but 
Gay leaders have emphasized the 
importance of increasing that margin to 
assure progressive votes on Gay and 
AIDS-related issues. 

Forum on Gays and Religion 
Held at UWM 

Milwaukee — A forum at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee April 19 
examined the role of religion in the lives of 
Gays and Lesbians. 

Participating in the event were 
Chris Glaser, author of Uncommon 
Calling: A Gay Man's Struggle to Serve 
the Church, Rev. Jan Doleschal, a 
Lesbian and pastor of the Brown Deer 
United Church of Christ, and Rev. 
Margarita Suarez, pastor of the New Hope 
United Church of Christ in Milwaukee. 

The forum was sponsored by 
several campus ministries, the B'nai B'rith 
Hillel Foundation and the Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Community at UWM. 

— Briefs Compiled by Jamakaya 

EVERY 

WEDNESDAY 

MALE 
DANCERS 
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The Gay Side 
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ACT-UP to Picket Visit by Dr.
Anthony Fauci

Milwaukee - Members of ACT
UP/Milwaukee    plan   to    participate    in    a
peaceful   picket   outside   commencement
ceremonies   for   the   Medical   College   of
Wisconsin  on  May  15.  The  reason  for the
protest  is  that  the  College  is  awarding  an
honorary degree to  Dr. Anthony  Fauci.

Dr.     Fauci    is    Director    of    the
National  Institute  of Allergy  and  Infectious
Diseases   and   the   National   Institute    of
Health's  Office  of AIDS  Research.  He has
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is   targeting    Fauci   as   a   symbol   of  the
government's    inadequate    response    to
AIDS.

The     picket     line     is     set    for
approximately  1  p.in. outside  Bruce Hall of
the Mecca Convention Center in downtown
Milwaukee.

Msaugqcueesttsfeu|GBa|yuseTe°#sDay

Milwaukee    -    On    April    14,
members of REASON, a Gay and Lesbian
group on the Marquette University campus,
held  its first annual "Blue Jeans Day." The
group encouraged those who support Gay
rights  to wear blue  jeans  in  solidarity  with
the cause.

Members  of  REASON  said  the
day was very successful  and that despite
some homophobic comments from students
who teased  those wearing  blue jeans,  the
event  helped   to   raise  consciousness.   A
panel  discussion   about  Gay  issues  was
also well  attended.

The    previous    day,    REASON
members      met     with      Marquette
administrators,   the  second  such  meeting
since a sit-in  at the  office  of MU President
Father      Albert      Diulio      in      March.
Administrators  once  again  refused  to  add
sexual      orientation      to      the      school's
anti-discrimination  policy, butagreedto add
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antL    Gay    harassment   to    the    list    of
prohibited     behaviors     in     the     student
handbook.

Election for`Assembly Seats
Set for June 29

Madison  -  Governor  Tommy
Thompson has set June 29 as the date for
special   elections   to   fill   the   three   State
Assembly   seats   left   vacant  when   their
occupants  won  the  April  elections  to  the
State Senate.

The eledion will fill the Assembly

iR.ajJsaf:i::or:ya)|eLdo:y£:ngegkyeR(°DS.evnezr¥:ig)
and  Dave Zien  (R-Eau Claire).  Democrats
have a slight majority  in the Assembly,  biit
Gay     leaders     have     emphasized     the
importance   of  increasing   that  margin   to
assure   progressive   votes   Qn   Gay   and
AIDS-related  issues.

FH°er#dmat°nufiffysandReligion

Milwaukee  -  A  forum  at  the
University of wisconsin-Milwaukee April 19
examined the role of`religion  in the lives of
Gays and  Lesbians.

Participating   in  the  event  were
Chris     Glaser,     author    of    Uncommon
Calling: A Gay  Man's Struggle to Serve
the    Church,     Rev.    Jan    Doleschal,    a
Lesbian   and   pastor  of  the   Brown   Deer
United     Church     of    Christ,     and     Rev.
Margarita Suarez, pastor of the New Hope
United  Church  of Christ  in  Milwaukee.

The   forum   was   sponsored   by
several  campus ministries,  the  B'nai  B'rith
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'         -Briefs compiled by Jamakaya
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Be a Machiavelli in Mother 
Teresa's clothing. Make a Faustian deal 
with a devil's upstanding alter ego. 

LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): I regret to say 
that real heroes are now extinct, killed off 
by celebrities and other fake heroes. But 
you could soon become the next best thing 
to a hero. I'm having prophetic visions of 
you beating your fear of looking bad, your 
fear of success, your fear of being alone in 
your old age, your fear of turning into your 
parents, your fear of impulsively reciting a 
nursery rhyme when called upon to answer 
an important question, your fear of having 
food on the corner of your mouth and not 
knowing it, your fear of being thought of as 
a fraud even though you're not, and at 
least 17 other fears, too numerous to 
mention here. 

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22): It's National 
"Go Bowling with an Authority Figure Who 
Makes You Nervous" Week. Coincidentally, 
it's also National "Irrationality Can Be Fun 
If It's Not Taken Too Far" Month. If you 
choose to celebrate these two festive 
occasions together, be careful not to let 
your nervousness and irrationality get 
mixed up. You wouldn't want to end up 
launching a bowling ball at the shins of an 
authority figure who makes you nervous. 

If I had been in charge, I would 
have named this National "Irrationality Can 
Be Righteous If It's Done with Poise" 
Month and National "Go Hiking by a River 
with an Authority Figure Who Makes You 
Nervous" Week. 

LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22): You could be 
cynical and call it "A Ritual Mating Dance in 
the Human Zoo." You could be 

aft melodramatic and call it "Diving into the 
Wreck at the Bottom of the Tunnel of 
Love." Or you could be hopeful and call it 
"A Second Honeymoon on the Cutting 
Edge of Monogamy." Just don't call it "The 
Pouty Narcissist Exchanges Love Scowls 
with the Whiny Codependent beyond the 
Valley of the Planet of the Apes." 

If I had my way, you wouldn't call 
it anything yet. You'd be lounging amidst 
the spring wildflowers sipping champagne 
at dusk and brainstorming about how the 
two of you can collaborate on a project 
that's bigger than the both of you. 

SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21): If I were a 
typical astrology columnist, I'd entertain you 
with demagogic oversimplifications. I'd 
secretly relish the power I had to thrill you 
with provocative half-truths. "The forces of 
light are about to square off against the 
forces of darkness," I'd say glamourously. 
But luckily for you, my karma forbids me 
from being so manipulative. The fact is, 
what you're in the middle of is more like the 
forces of paisley and polka dots lining up to 
engage the forces of plaid and crazy quilt. 
There's a little bit of beauty and a little bit 
of ugliness on each side. 

What's your role in this fashion 
meltdown? Think kaleidoscope. 

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC. 20): I see 
some similarities between you and a pack 
of matches that got damp. But you're not 
so soaking wet that you won't light again 
after you dry out. You have Rob Brersny's 
Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee: In 
ten days or less, excessive moisture will no 

contd. on page ► 79 

Life's a Drag 
©By Bob Arnold 

"I can't wait 
'til that nasty bitch finds out 
her biological clock is only a 
Timex!" 

Looking for Mr. Right? 
AIDS is a lifetime relationship. 

GET- youA

PL'AY SAFE-. 

GET 
RETESTED

BEST 
C • I .•I•N•I•C 

Brady East STD Clinic • 1240 East Brady Street • Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Anonymous 
HIV 

Traveling 
Testing 
Clinic 

Tr (414) 272-2144 
Anonymous HIV Testing 

Every Monday and Wednesday 
6pm to 9pm 

-by appointment-
At the BESTD Clinic 

Friday, 
May 14 

Wreck Room 
5pm-8pm 

Thursday, 
May 20 
M&M 

8pm-12am 

Tuesday, 
May 25 
Club 219 

9pm-12am 
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choose   to   celebrate   these   two   festive
occasions  together,  be  careful  not  to  let
your   nervousness    and    irrationalfty    get
mixed  up.  You  wouldn't  want  to  end  up
launching  a bowling ball  at the shins of an
authority  figure who makes you nervous.

If  I  had  been  in  charge,  I  would
have` named this National "Irrationalfty  Can
Be   Righteous   lf   lt's   Done   with   Poise"
Month  and  National  "Go Hiking  by a River
with  an Authority  Figure  Who  Makes You
Nervous" Week.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22): You could  be
cynical and call it"A Ritual Mating Dance in
the      Human      Zoo."      You      could      be
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Love."  Or you  could  be  hopeful  and  call  it"A   Second   Honeymoon   on   the   Cutting

Edge of Monogamy." Just don't call it "The
Pouty  Narcissist  Exchanges  Love  Scowls
with  the Whiny  Codependent  beyond  the
Valley of the  planet of the Apes."

If I had my way, you wouldn't call
it anything  yet.  You'd  be  lounging  amidst
the spring  wild flowers  sipping  champagne
at.dusk and  brainstorming  about  how the
two  of  you  can  collaborate   on  a  project
that's  bigger than  the  both  of you.

SCORPIO (OCT.  23-NOV.  21):  If I  were  a
typical astrology columnist,  I'd entertain you
with    demagogic   oversimplifications.     I'd
secretly  relish  the power I  had to thrill  you
with provocative half-truths.  'The forces of
light  are- about  to  square  off  against  the
forces of darkness," I'd  say glamourously.
But  luckily  for  you,  my  karma  forbids  me
from  being  so  manipulative.   The  fact  is,
what you're in the middle of is mole like the
forces of paisley and polka dots lining up to
engage the forces of plaid and crazy quilt.
There's  a  little  bit of beauty and  a  little  bit
of ugliness  on each side.

What's  your  role  in  this  fashion
meltdown? Think    ka/e/.doscope.
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'93 March On Washington 
From a Wisconsin marcher's 
point of view 

Feature by Ron Geiman 

On Friday, April 23, I boarded a 
plane at Mitchell Field with my "sister" Nel 

Johnson, for the beginning of our trip to 
Washington D.C. for the April 25 March On 
Washington for Gay, Lesbian, Bi and 
Transgender Rights and Liberation. I had 

been hyping the march for well over a year 
in the pages of In Step, starting off with 

little one inch teasers in bold type that 
read, "D.C. in '93" then in early '92 we 
added "March On DC, April 25, 1993". You 
could go through back issues from '92 on 

and probably find something about the 
March in nearly half of them. 

Then came the Clinton campaign, 

and his Fall '92 Los Angeles Gay/Lesbian 

fundraising dinner where he vowed to "Lift 
the Ban" and include us in his vision for the 
country. Clinton's subsequent election and 
swearing in gave my community hope for a 
more inclusive America. Clinton's early 
disclosure that he planned to issue an 
executive order that would lift the military 
ban against Gays and Lesbians brought out 
the most vile homophobic reaction 
imaginable. We reeled under their hateful 
accusations and twisted arguments. Then 
we got indignant. 

A week later, Nel and I decided 
we had to go. Fortunately, my work 
schedule cooperated, it wouldn't be a 
"production weekend" for the magazine. 
We obtained air reservations, and we 
booked our hotel. Even in early February, 

we had difficulty reserving a suite, but we 
got the last one the official March 
reservation had set aside. We warned our 
friends to make plans immediately if 

theythought they might go. Some listened, 
others didn't, and came to regret it. Once 

the Senate hearings began, more of us 

across the land became even more 

determined than before to show our 
strength in DC. I'm not so sure that so 
many would have gone to DC without that 
extra stimulus brought about by the homo-
haters. 

FRIDAY 
We picked out several other 

potential family members on the 40 seat 
plane that carried us to our transfer in 
Cleveland. But the Cleveland airport, as a 
hub for Continental, was swarming with lots 
of "family"! A huge Colorado contingent, 
charged up after passage of a referendum 
that revoked local Gay rights laws, where 
encamped at our gate. Our flight wasn't for 
another hour, but we estimated that 90% of 
the passengers on the first plane were 
family members off to DC. (It wasn't hard 
to tell, they were bedecked in "Rescind 
Proposition 2" buttons, ribbons and t-shirts. 
By the time our flight left, the gate area 
was again nearly all Gay people. It was 
awesome to board that plane with such a 
warm and cheerful crowd. Everyone was 
wearing big smiles, and full of questions, 
like 'Where are you from?" and "How many 
people do you have coming?" 

It was my first hint that maybe we 
just would reach a million or more strong in 
DC! I pulled out my press information and 
Nel and I checked out the list of 290 events 
connected with the weekend's activities. 
We thought, oh, let's do this, and this, and 
go to that. We were determined to do three 
major things. We wanted to go to the 
"Hands Around The Capitol" AIDS rally on 
Saturday at noon, at the Taps service 
planned at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Saturday at 6. We also planned the whole 
day Sunday for the March. (We made them 
all, and you can read the news coverage 
elsewhere in the NEWS section.) 

The joyous planeload applauded 
the captain's lift off, and cheered when we 
landed at National Airport in DC. We flowed 
down the jetway and poured into the 
terminal, where we saw hundreds more of 
our kind, coming in from points all over the 
USA. 

We were the majority at the 
airport and it felt safe, warm and wonderful. 
That feeling was to last all weekend. No 
matter where we went, even to the non-
Gay neighborhood local grocery store, that 
feeling of "there's more of us then of them" 
held true. It really was an uplifting feeling. 
I've been to The Castro in San Francisco 
and Chicago's huge Gay Pride Parade 
many times, but I had never felt so 
comfortable, so "at home" as I did in DC 
that entire weekend. 

We finally got a cab, directed him 
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Real 
Astrology 
By Robert Brersny 

Week Of May 6 

ARIES (MAR. 20-APR. 19): The bitching 
and moaning are dying down, but that only 
makes the Big Squeeze all the more 
confounding. There's more teasing than 
pleasing going on around here if you ask 
me. Want my advice? Don't take maybe for 
an answer. Negotiate with a wild look in 
your eye. Learn more about unpredictability 
by studying three-year-olds. Do whatever it 
takes to get past the symbolic gestures to 
the real feelings. The more you let people 
stall now, the farther you'll have to crawl 
later. 

TAURUS (APR. 20-MAY 20): This 
message is brought to you by the Miracle 
Hotline, the world's first clearinghouse for 
miracles. As you may know, thousands of 
miracles occur every day. And yet most are 
ridiculed or unreported by the media. Why? 
Maybe because miracles are a threat to the 
cult of science, which grips our culture with 
a system of thought control as exhaustive 
as the Catholic Church's stranglehold over 
midieval Europe. Many miracles seem to 

violate natural law, and in so doing suggest 
that our understanding of natural law is too 
narrow. Other miracles don't appear to be 
supernatural at all, yet stir an ineffable 
sense of wonder that transforms forever the 
beliefs of those who witness them. 

To report your miracles, call (415) 
995-2670. 

GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): Let's explore 
some of the ways you can exploit your 
fascinating problems to get what you want. 
1) One of the best uses for problems is as 
attention-getting devices. 2) Many people 
will actually love you more when you have 
big gnarly problems than when you're 
boringly well-adjusted. 3) If you're an artist, 
problems are often handy for inspiring 
creative masterpieces. 4) If your problems 
are weird enough, they could win you a 
spot on Donahue or Oprah. 5) Last but not 
least, problems can force you to grow when 
you've become comfortable with the dull 
ache of mediocrity. 

CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22): First there 
was the Zen of one hand clapping. Next 
there was the Zen of pop psychology 
selling. Later there was the Zen of 
trickle-down economics, the Zen of a drug 
war run by coffee and booze addicts, and 
finally the Zen of Rush Limbaugh's 
obsessive attraction to Hillary Clinton. Now 
this world-famous archetype is paying you 
a benign but curious visit, as you come 
face to face with the Zen of scaling the 
food chain. If you thought politics make 
amusing bedfellows, just wait till you see 
what Zen politics make. 

— European Hair Design 
— Hair Color & Color Correction 

773 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET 

224.1783 
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Pne?hneh¥Ejgn8sthoefTnarscthefp:rsvy:#j:;e:ayweitahr
little   one  inch   teasers   in   bold  type  that
read,   .'D.C.   in   '93"  then   in  early  '92  we

388,edd:'oMtahrrcohug#gacc'k|8:'L::'f:o9:3.';2Y3:

frnadrcfr,:b:T:h2:riyfi£?#feso:iThe!h#:na::upta,tghne,

and  his  Fall  '92  Los Angeles  Gay/Lesbian

#:dE:jns,i,nagn8jj::furd:huesr?nhh:sV:j¥j::tf:r"tLri:
country. Clinton's subsequeT`t election  and
swearing in gave my communfty hope for a
more   inclusive   America.   Clinton's   early

:isec:°u:i:reeotrT%trthheatpJaonu|£ijfttih:Ssmuifjtaaryn
banagainstGaysandLesbiansbroughtout
t:Tce:::n:a,i.i;s#:rLe:s::Td:#:upkcheeh:rsehaaTtiigi

We got jndAg#k later,  Ne| and I  decided

we   had   to   go.   Fortunately,    my   work

fcr:Oed:u::{e;?#ceod¥,i:t#effrar:o:u::inn::gnabz:nwe:
booked  our hotel.  Even  in  early  February,

;;th:£edjTacsut'tyorneese%i:g:#ai'bM:r¥:
reservation  had set aside. We warned our
friends    to    make    plans    immediately    if
toht:gr:ogjg::t:h:#jgELteg:6:eogT:t,]its,teon:£

the  Senate  bearings  began,  more  of  us
across    the    land    became    even    more
determined    than    before    to    show    our

#e::ygs#l#fuE:bv,::john:e::bo.si[c:#:he:#ott:s:o:
haters.

FRIDAY
We   picked   out   several   other

potential  family  members  on  the  40  seat
plane   that   carried   us  to   our  transfer   in
cleveland.  But the cleveland  airport,  as a
hub for Continental,  was swarming with lots
of  "family"I   A  huge  Colorado  contingent,
charged up after passage of a referendum
tehnactar#eft'::ra:ai:.y6j8rhiSgLatwwsas#tef;er

another hour, but we estimated that 90% of
the  passengers  on  the  first   plane  were

i:mtg¥,,i::ybewr:r:ffbt:d::ke(!t#ai:a:shcinr8
Proposition 2" buttons, ribbons and t-shirts,
By  the  time  our flight  left,  the  gate  area
was  again  nearly  all  Gay  people.   It  was
awesome to  board that  plane with  such a
warm  and  cheerful  crowd.  Everyone  was
wearing  big  smiles,  and  full  of questions,
like 'Where are you from?" and ''How many
people do you  have coming?"

lt was my first hint that maybe aye
just would reach a million  or more strong in
DC!  I  pulled  out my press information  and
Nel and I checked out the list of 290 events
connected  with  the  weekend's  activities.
We thought,  oh, let's do this,  and this,  and
go to that. We were determined to do three
major  things.   We  wanted   to   go  to  the"Hands Around The Capitol" AIDS rally on

i,i;#i;a;a;thfnr%{ha£L;rc[h:a:*:::a::f::ei#
all,  and you  can  read the news coverage
elsewhere  in the  NEWS section.)

thecaptai:.:eiiJ;°yo°ffYsa:'€nc:I::rde3PwP*aeund£:
landed at National Airport in DC. We flowed

fe°#Tnat|?ewj:*awye::£hpu°nudrreeddsjn+%rethoef
our kind, coming  in from points all over the
USA.

We   were   the   majority   at   the

ijhxpa?ieae|j:;tf:I:Satfoe']:satTna#e:k°enndd:i::
matter  where  we  went,  even  to  the  non-

3.:#gej:fh,i,:.:e?:,i,dbo:?:o:fr:s;#ryFn:gtfe:eh,#:
l've  been to The  Castro  in  San  Francisco
and   Chicago's   huge   Gay   Pride   Parade
many   times,    but   I   had   never   felt   so
comfortable,  so  "at  home"  as  I  did  in  DC
that entire weekend.

We finally got a cab, di.rected him
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Real
Astrology
By Robert Brezsny

We-ek Of May 6

ARIES  (MAR.  20-APR.  19):  The  bitching

inadkems°atfijengBajrgedsy;nuge8:ewna,Pu!ht:atm°#;:
confounding.   There's   more  teasing   than

#::iJnagntg#8d:Tcea;°5::.tht:Lee#eaf%i
an  answer,  Negotiate  with  a  wild   look  in
your eye. Learn more about urfpredictability
by studying three-year-olds.  Do whatever it
takes to get past the  symbolic gestures to

:ht:,[renao'j:et#:gf;rtThhe?To°ur?,yh°auv:e:opec%|ei
later.

TAURUS     (APR.      20-MAY     20):      This
message js brought to you  by the  Miracle

#?rt:i:I:'s.th;svy%rJd:afiyrsktn:'#jhn8:s°aunsdesf:i

i#,'ji3.::u:n:r:;mi!e.i:b:;af::edam::;:#[af
curt of science, which grips our culture with
a system of thought control  as exhaustive
as the Catholic Cliurch's stranglehold  over
midieval  Europe.  Many  miracles  seem  to

violate natural law, and in so doing suggest
that our understanding of natural law is too

::;r:,:;,3t,:fraTira3|?'eysefos|,':aapnp:i:;3b?:
sense of wonder that transforms forever the
beliefs  of those who witness them.

To reportyourmiracles, call (415)
995-2670.

GEMINI (MAY 21UuNE 20):  Let's  explore
some  of  the  ways  you  can  exploit  your

:a)S8j#:t:nfgthper°bb:€tmusste°sgf:;#oaji:°musYsa:ts
attention-getting  devices.  2)  Many people
will  actually  love you more when you  have

!|!Ln!r#yei,;P:r3,:u:e:Bn8h!a'na!n)o?LP,:n:nnsy?a:i,;rt:
creative  masterpieces.  4) lf your problems

:beotwoenjrBo:::::h6rt8:¥a;?:)dL#byu:unoat

}eoaus,tjeprb°eb::#Sec::+::Crtea¥?eut£,tghr°t#:R
ache of mediocrity.

CANCER (JUNE  21+ULY 22):  First there

!hei::tgh:a:s:tiehr:ft::iehoaLn:psoC#%P:;i::Yoeg:y:
trickle-down  economics,  the Zen of a drug
war run  by coffee  ancl booze addicts,  and
finally     the    Zen     of    Rush     Limbaugh's
obsessive attraction to Hillary Clinton.  Now
this world-famous archetype is paying you
a  benign  but  curious  visit,   as  you  come
face  to  face  with  the  Zen  of  scaling  the
food  chain.   If  you  thought  politics   make

#:tszn8nbpeod,i:#Owmsaj::twaittillyousee

\-,

(I ,- i
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Leather 
Worlds 
By Tony Terry 

What's In A Name? 
In the Leather World the 

parameters of relationships tend to be more 
clearly defined than in any other area of the 
LesBiGay community. Many leather people 
are not satisfied with relationships that 
mimic traditional straight marriages. A lot of 
us simply want more. 

The way we refer to these 
relationships — the terms we use to 
describe them — offer a great deal of 
information on how we look at ourselves 
and our partner(s), and how we envision 
the interplay between us. 

MASTERS & slaves 
Perhaps the most common 

misconception of Leather Relationships is 
that we all are or want to be Masters or 
slaves (the word "slave" is not capitalized, 
and slaves are usually not allowed to 
capitalize their own name or the pronoun 
"I" when referring to themselves). While 
there is no conclusive survey to refer to, 
my experience leads me to believe that 
less than 5% of the leather population (and 
probably closer to 1 or 2%) is now or ever 
has been involved in a serious, ongoing 
Master/slave relationship. 

There are undoubtedly many 
more individuals who fantasize about such 
scenarios and/or enact these situations 
from time to time (or more frequently), but 
few are willing to live these roles on a day 
to day, permanent basis. Of those who are 
willing, most find that maintaining the 
energy level and degree of focus necessary 
to keep the relationship running is very 
difficult. 

This does not mean that such 
relationships are not possible, in fact for the 
last three years there has been an annual 
International Master and slave Competition 
(the first such contest was won by two 
men, the second by two women, and the 
third by a female Master and her male 
slave, aptly demonstrating how pansexual 
the leather community has truly become). 

There is usually a certain amount 
of awe and at least a little twinge of envy 
when one witnesses a truly dedicated 
Master and slave couple doing what they 
do best. Perhaps that's why the casual 
observer may think we would all like to 
have such a situation ourselves. 

DADDY AND BOY 
Usually less restrictive and more 

open to individual interpretation than a 
Master/slave relationship, Daddy/Boy 
relationships and their variations comprise 
the fastest growing group in the spectrum 
of alternative relationships. Women 
frequently embrace the titles and rolls of 
Daddy/Boy and apply them to their own 
relationships as well. 

The traditional model of the 
Daddy/Boy scenario is that of an older, 
more experienced man who is the top, and 
a younger man who is the bottom. The 
Daddy looks out for, teaches, and offers 
guidance to the Boy, frequently training him 
to eventually take on the roll of Daddy to 
another Boy at some point in the future. 
(This should not be confused with a "Sugar 
Daddy", while this does occur in some 
relationships, it is far from the norm.) 
Sexually, a Daddy/Boy relationship can run 
the gamut from strictly "vanilla" to heavy 
SM and Master/slave rolls. 

While the older, dominant Daddy 
and the younger, submissive Boy are 
considered to be the norms, there are 
many variations. The Daddy and Boy may 
share a versatile nature and eagerly 
exchange the rolls of top and bottom when 
the mood hits. It's also not unusual for the 
Boy to be sexually dominant, yet still 
appreciate and enjoy the strength and 
guidance of a more mature, experienced 
Daddy. 

Even the age factor is far from 
absolute, it has been my privilege to be the 
proud Daddy of two fine Boys in long term 
(albeit not live-in) relationships, both of 
whom are more than ten years my senior. 

The common ground is that 
Daddies and Boys tend to be nurturing, 
mutually respectful, and sensitive to each 
other's wants and needs; at the same time 
they can be less possessive and prone to 
jealousy than in a more traditional "Lover" 
relationship. 

Finally, because of the power 
exchange inherent in alternative 
relationships, sexual experimentation and 
the breaking down of barriers and taboos 
seems to be much easier than in more 
traditional relationships. 
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to our hotel, then sat back for the ride. He 
was from the third world, and didn't speak 
English to well, so we just sat back and 
pointed out the landmarks and historic 
monuments on the drive to Chevy Chase. 
I had hoped to see the cherry trees in 
blossom, but they were past their peak. 
Even the daffodils were drying up. But we 
saw tulips, thousands of them, and it was a 
nice relief from our procrastinating Spring 
here in Milwaukee. 

Our hotel was quite nice, with an 
interior atrium overlooking a shopping 
pavilion on the lower levels. We realized as 
we were checking in that all the others 
waiting to do the same, were family, too. 
We learned from the desk clerk that about 
75% of the hotel guests were there for the 
March. 

We unpacked, and relaxed, and 
waited for friends who had driven out the 
night before. Once those three arrived, we 
left their car and oriented ourselves to the 
Metro subway system. The escalator that 
greeted us on street level was the second 
longest in the world at 270 feet, and it 
seemed to go down forever. (Persons with 
vertigo, be forewarned!) We had our sights 
set on the Dupont Circle area, 
Washington's prime Gay/Lesbian 
neighborhood and party central for the 
weekend. The Metro had very clear 
signage, and we got to our destination in a 
hurry. (I guess that's why you call it rapid 
transit, we wouldn't know we don't have 
any of it here!) The escalators up to street 
level brought us out directly into the open 
air and waning light of the evening. Tens of 
thousands of us were there. Vendors were 
everywhere with tables of un-official Gay 
and Lesbian themed t-shirts, other items to 
display our pride, and some typical touristy 
stuff. Our people were everywhere. We 
were all colors, sizes and ages with one 
thing in common. That commoness brought 
us together in a way I had never 
experienced before. Awesome best 
describes it. The love and energy flowed, 
and it felt like utopia. 

For hours we walked, and talked, 
and greeted people we had never met 
before, yet felt a kinship with. We finally 
found a table at an outdoor cafe, ordered 
some food, and sat and watched our 
people stream by. The night quickly grew 
late and we had to depart before the 
subway system closed down. Once back at 
the hotel, our Milwaukee friends, Larry 

Verkyn, Mark Pellowski and Ron Stahr 
departed and we collapsed, wanting to be 
fresh for the Saturday noon rally. I think we 
all dreamed of what the world could be. 

SATURDAY 
The Guys came to meet us for 

breakfast, and by 11 we were off to the 
Capitol, again by subway. The subway now 
had large crowds of people, mostly Our 
Kind Of People, and again we were 
amazed at the sheer numbers. When we 
arrived in the Mall area (the Capitol 
anchors the eastern end of the Mall and 
the Linoln Memorial anchors the western 
end) people were streaming towards the 
Congressional seat of power. We later 
learned over 30,000 of us gathered around 
the Capitol grounds for the peaceful 
"Hands Around The Capitol" action. We 
swarmed the building, filled the main steps, 
and draped rainbow flags over the stone 
balustrades. Eventually, the mob became 
focused on the speakers, who extorted us 
to surround the capitol and turn our backs 
to the building that had, for so long, turned 
its back on Persons With AIDS/HIV. 
Whistles and chants filled the air and every 
seven minutes, alarm clocks were set off to 
note the death of another person from 
AIDS. 

After time, the loop had been 
completed, not just by hands, but by 
crowds of people, some places 2-3 deep. 
Thousands of yards of red ribbon was then 
unraveled and held by participants, 
connecting us all in memory and in a 
conviction for change. 

When organizers announced the 
building was surrounded, the crowd roared 
its approval, and filed back to the front of 
the building were AIDS activists and icons 
spoke about government indifference. (You 
can read a more "newsy" version of the 
action elsewhere in the NEWS section.) 
Seeing people like Michael Petrelis and 
Larry Kramer up close and personal was a 
real treat. I even got to tease Larry about 
doing a last minute re-write of his speech 
while he sat there on the Capitol steps 
waiting his turn. "Mr. Kramer, you've 
probably spent half your life doing re-writes, 
and here you are at it again!" 

By the way, we "rescued" about 
a 6 foot piece of that ribbon. I figure it's an 
artifact, and will be a cherished memory 
down the road. 

As the rally ended, we split from 
our friends, and agreed to meet them at 
the 6pm Taps Service at The Wall. Nel & I 
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Leather
Worlds
By Tbny Teny

What's ln A Name?
ln     the     Leather     World     the

parameters of relationships tend to be more
cleariy defined than in any other area of the
LesBiGay Community. Many leather people
are   not  satisfied   with   relationships   that
mimic traditional straight marriages. A lot of
us simply want more.

The   way   we    refer   to   these
relationships   -   the   terms   we   use   to
describe  them  -  offer  a  great  deal  of
information  on  how we  look  at  ourselves
and  our  partner(s),  and  how  we  envision
the  interplay  between  us.

IVIASTERS & slaves
Perhaps    the    most    common

misconception  of Leather Relationships  is
that  we  all  are  or want  to  be  Masters  or
slaves (the word "slave" is  not capitalized,
and   slaves   are   usually   not   allowed   to
capitalize  their  own  name  or the  pronounIll"  when   referring   to   (hemselves).   While

there  is   no  conclusive  survey to  refer to,
my  experience  leads  me  to  believe  that
less than 5% of the leather population (and
probably closer to  1  or 2%) is  now or ever
has  been  involved  in  a  serious,  ongoing
Master/slave  relationship.

There    are    undoubtedly    many
more individuals who fantasize  about such
scenarios  and/or  enact  these   situations
from time to time  (or more frequently),  but
few are willing  to  live these  roles on  a day
to day, permanent basis. Of those who are
willing,    most   find    that    maintaining    the
energy level and degree of focus necessary
to  keep  the   relationship   running  is  very
difficult.

This  does  not  mean-that  such
relationships are not possible, in fact for the
last three years there has been an annual
International Master and slave Competition
(the  first  such  contest  was  won  by  two

tT:r:';hyea§ef:°+nad,ebyM¥s:eY°aT:nhearndmtah[:
slave. aptly demonstrating  how pansexual
the  leather community  has truly become).

There is usually a certain amount

#h:#eoanned#it|eeass:eas'j¥'etr#}ng:e3{£Te#
Master and slave  couple  doing what they
do  best.   Perhaps  that's  why  the  casual
observer  may  think  we  would  all   like  to
have such a situation  ourselves.

DADDYANDBOY     -
Usually less restrictive  and more

#aesie:/°s,:38!V!drei;t;ion;#:tat!3nadtdhya/Bo;
relationships  and their variations  comprise
the fastest growing  group in the spectrum
of     alternative      relationships.      Women
frequently  embrace  the  titles  and  rolls  of
Daddy/Boy  and  apply  them  to  their  own
relationships  as well.

The   traditional    model   of   the
Daddyreoy  scenario  is  that  of  an  older,
more experienced man who is the top, and
a  younger  man  who  is  the  bottom.  The
Daddy  looks  out  for,  teaches,  and  offers

tg.uig:enn%;S|;h:aR:y6:e,fi:e,n.t,I,y::abn:E#i,i
another  Boy  at  some  point  in  the  future.
IThis should not be confused with a "Sugar
Daddy",   while   this   does  occur  in   some
relationships,    it   is   far   from   the   norm.)
Sexually, a Daddyreoy relationship can run
the  gamut  from  strictly  "vanilla"  to  heavy
SM and Master/slave  rolls.

While the older, dominant Daddy
and   the   younger,   submissive   Boy   are
considered   to   be  the   norms,   there   are
many variations.  The Daddy and Boy may
share   a   versatile    nature    and    eagerly

:hxechmaonogdeipit:.r?t!:S£,fsto°Eoatnudnbu:#Irfott::
Boy   to   be   sexually   dominant,   yet   still
appreciate   and   enjoy   the   strength   and
guidance  of a  more  mature,  experienced
Daddy.

Even  the  age  factor  is  far  from
absolute,  it has been my privilege to be the
proud Daddy of two fine  Boys in long term
(albeit   not   live-in)   relationships,   both   of
whom are more than ten years my senior.

The    common   ground   is   that
Daddies  and  Boys  tend  to  be  nurturing,
mutually  respectful,  and sensitive  to each
other's wants and needs; at the same time
they can be less possessive and prone to
jealousy  than  in  a more traditional  "Lover"
relationship.

Finally,   because  of  the  power
exchange      inherent     in      alternative
relationships,  sexual experimentation  and
the  breaking  down  of barrieis  and taboos
seems  to  be  much  easier  than  in  more
traditional  relationships.                                    T
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to our hotel,  then sat back for the ride.  He
was from the third world,  and qidn't speak
English  to  well,  so  we just  sat  back  and
pointed   out   the   landmarks   and   historic
monuments on the drive to  Chevy Chase.
I   had  hoped  to  see  the  cherry  trees  in
blossom,  but  they  were  past  their  peak.
Even the  daffodils  were drying  up.  But we
sawtulips, thousands of them, and itwas a
nice  relief from  our procrastinating .Spring
here  in  Milwaukee.

Our hotel was quite nice, with an
interior    atrium    overlooking    a    shopping
pavilion on the lower levels. We realized as
we  were  checking   in  that  all  the  others
waiting  to  do  the  same,  were  family,  too.
We learned from the desk clerk that about
75% of the hotel guests `nere there for the
March.

We unpacked,  and relaxed,  and
waited  for friends  who had  driven  out the
night before.  Once those three arrived, we
left their car and oriented  ourselves to the
Metro  subway system.  The escalator that
greeted us on street level was the second
longest  in  the  world  at  270  feet,   and  it
seemed to go down forever. (Persons with
vertigo,  be forewamed!) We had our sights
set     on     the      Dupont     Circle     area,
Washington's     prime     Gay/Lesbian
neighborhood   and   party   central   for   the
weekend.    The    Metro    had    very    clear
signage,  and we got to our destination  in a
hurry.  (I  guess that's  why you  call  it  rapid
transit,  we  wouldn't  know  we  don't  have
any of it here!) The escalators  up to street
level brought us out directly  into  the open

tariro:::nwd:n:£gu:g£:r°ef:=:I:Yevn::3bTsewse%
everywhere with  tables  of un-official  Gay
and Lesbian themed t-shirts,  other items to

8{:#.ayo°u:rg:8;ieanwde::meev##:t,%Trtrtye
were  all  colors,  sises  and  ages with  one
thing in common. That commoness brought
us    together    in    a    way    I    had    never
experienced      before.      Awesome     best
describes  it.  The  love  and energy flowed,
and  it  felt  like  utopia.

For hours we walked, and talked,

g#org:e;::dfe,Teaopk'iens#i:#tE.nfi:e:nT,fyt
found  a table  at an  outdoor cafe,  ordered
some   food,   and   sat   and   watched  `our

Pa::P'aen§treviaemhbayd|:edn#trtqb`:*i¥egrt::
subway system closed down. Once back at
the   hotel,   our   Mitwaukee   friends,   Larry

¥:;kayrtngd#w:e:I:,%Spks!eda,n:apt?nng%abher
fresh for the Saturday noon rally.  I think we
all dreamed of what the world  could  be.

SATURDAY
The  Guys  came to  meet  us  for

breakfast,  and  by  11  we  were  off  to  the
Capitol, again by subway. The subway now
had  large  crowds  of  people,  mostly  Our
Kind   Of   People,    and   again   we   were
amazed  at the  sheer numbers.  When we
arrived    in    the    Mall    area    (the    Capitol
anchors  the  eastern  end  of the  Mall  and
the  Linoln  Memorial  anchors  the  western
end)  people  were  streaming  towards  the

t!:?ng::as:sif?'g;i#dos8L:::oa|i:re?::o!tid:•'Hands  Around  The  Capitol"   action.   We

swarmed the building, filled the main steps,
and  draped  rainbow  flags  over the  stone
balustrades.  Eventually,  the  mob became
focused on the speakers, who extorfed  us
to surround the capitol and turn our backs
to the building that had, for so long, turned
its    back    on    Persons   With    AIDsmlv.
Whistles and chants filled the air and every
seven minutes, alarm clocks were set off to
note  the   death   of  another  person  from
AIDS.

After  time,   the  loop   had  been
completed,    not   just   by   hands,   but   by
crowds of people,  some places 2-3 deep.
Thousands of yards of red ribbon was then
unraveled     and     held     by     participants,
connecting   us   all   in   memory   and   in   a
conviction  for change.

When organizers announced the
building was surrounded, the crowd roared
its  approval,  and filed  back to the front  of
the building were AIDS activists  and icons
spoke about government indifference. (You
can  read  a  more  "newsy"  version  of  the
action   elsewhere  in  the  NEWS  section.)
Seeing   people  like   Michael  Petrelis   and
Larry Kramer up close and personal was a
real treat.  I  even got to tease  Larry about
doing  a  last minute  re-write of his speech
while  he  sat  there  on  the  _Capitol   steps
waiting    his    turn.    "Mr.    Kramer,    you've
p+obablyspenthalfyourlifedoingre-writes,
and  here you are at it again!"

:rt6ifi°£,tpa';d¥:3itg:ty:bTcfe::::Sh%ud:rd;:?£:a;
down the  road.

As the rally ended, we split from
our friends,  and  agreed  to  meet  them  at
the 6pm Taps Service at The Wall.  Nel & I
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Michael Petrelis, of ACT-UP DC. 

Playwright Larry Kramer lashed out at 
President Clinton during his speech at 
Hands around the Capitol. 

were off to the downtown March On 
Washington Office to get my official MOW 
credentials. 

The MOW out-did themselves 
cooperating and reaching out to the media. 
The '87 March was virtually ignored by the 
straight press, and this year, visibility was 
the key word. They wanted the word to get 
out about us, about our diversity, about our 
"everyday-ness". Credentials in hand, we 
lingered in a small park for an hour, people 
watching, and realized that even in this 
relatively non-Gay part of town, there were 
so many of "us" that again, we were in the 
majority. It was a fact we didn't get used to 
for the entire weekend. 

We headed back to the Metro 
and a trip to the Federal Triangle area 
where we bumped into Chicago friends, 
Jamie and Gary (Greta of the South) 
Chichester, outside the old Post Office 
Pavilion. Hugs and kisses later, we decided 
we were getting a little pooped, and hoped 
a cab to the area of the Vietnam Memorial, 
even though we were several hours early. 

Both Nel and I are Vietnam-era 
veterans, and neither of us had ever 
experienced The Wall in person. The 
experience was moving, and we were both 
hushed by the solemn-ness of it. Nel lost a 
leg and had other injuries from his tour 
there, and he lost numerous comrades-at-
arms. We remembered, and were healed. 

Afterward, we strolled around the 
Lincoln Monument grounds. Both the 
Lincoln and Vietnam Memorial areas were 
swamped with people, and even in touristy 
DC we were again the vast majority of the 
crowds. We've both been to DC in the past, 
and had toured all the other memorials and 
walked the streets of history. We found a 
bench in the sun and waited for the Tap 
Service to begin. 

You can read the full news 
version of what happened during the 
planned Taps Service elsewhere in this 
section, but let me say that, in my opinion, 
the National Park Service Police over-
reacted to what would have been a solemn, 
peaceful rendering of respect for Americas 
dead. They blocked a GLVBA honor guard 
that was trying to enter the walkway past 
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Due to an 
error in planning, signals were crossed. 
The police weren't sure what they were up 
against, and the veterans weren't aware of 
the parameters of their permit. 

Things could have gotten nasty. 
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mean something. 
So you can understand my shock 

when she asked after Washington. 
"Are you going?... Why are you 

going?" 
"I have to." She answered. "It's 

important." 
Wow. I know dozens who never 

went to the 1987 march, who, five months 
ago weren't considering going to this one. 
People who are leaving their feather boas 
and flannel shirts at home. Who are going 
respectfully and relentless to the seat of 
their government to petition it in our 
historical right of assembly for their liberty 
and justice for all. 

By now, you know how many 
showed up. The March On Washington is 
history. Herstory. Ourstory. In 20-20 

OPEN: 
Mon-Frl 

at 6—
Sat at 7—

Sun at 10—

THE 

I 
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C 
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SSBL BRUNCH 
May 15, 9Am-1 pm

$ 5
 .1 

foresight, I can tell you, we were impressive 
in our numbers. Amazing in our restraint. 
Dedicated in our determination. I leave 
tomorrow. My car is packed, my road map 
marked, and my objective perfectly clear. 
To be a countable speck in an aerial 
photograph in front of The Capitol. 

Me and a few million of my 
closest friends have every intention of 
capturing the Capitol. Without firing a 
shot. 
O1993 by Shelly Roberts. 

(Shelly Roberts is a nationally syndicated 
columnist, and author of The Dyke 
Detector, Paradigm Publishing. Look for 
her new book. Hey, Mom, Guess What...? 
150 Ways To Tell Your Mother, coming in 
November.) 

DADDY CONTEST 
1 OPm - May 8 

Daddy Weekend Brunch 
Sat & Sun. 

Bar opens 8am; Brunch 9" 
Breakfast Buffet $5 

Meet Len Broberg, 
Mr. Intl Male Leather at 

Noon on Sunday 

COMING ATTRACTIONS 
Colts Fundraiser, June 19th 

1100 CLUB CONGRATULATES THE 
COLTS ON THEIR 2-0 SEASON! 

Please Join us for their games. 

Sat., May 8th 

too- vs VUK'S 
12:15Pm vs CLUB 219+ 

Sat., May 15th 
2:45Pm vs M&M 

4:00Pm vs PARTNERS 
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iv6re   off   to   the   downtown   March    Qn
Washington Office to get my official  MOW
credentials.

The   MOW  out-did   themselves
cooperating and reaching out to the media.
The '87  March was virtually  ignored  by the
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out about us, about ourdiversfty,  about our
"everyday-ness",  Credentials  in  hand,  we

lingered  in a small park`for an hour, people
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so many of "us" that again,  we were in the
majority.  It was a fact we didn't get used to
for the entire weekend.

We  headed  back  to  the  Metro
and   a  trip   to  the   Federal  Triangle   area
where  we  bumped  into   Chicago  friends,
Jamie   and   Gary   (Greta   of   the   South)
Chichester,   outside   the   old   Post   Office
Pavilion.  Hugs and kisses later, we decided
we were getting  a little  pooped, and hop.ed
a cab to the area of the Vietnam Memorial,
even though we were several hours early.

Both  Nel  and  I  are  Vietnam-era
veterans,    and   neither   of   us   had   ever
experienced   The   Wall   in    person.   The
experience was moving, and we were both

tr:ussr:a:ndg:§ath3eeR:tit:e:mjnri:i?:sot:;t#:a::s:°st:o:uta:
arms, We remembered,  and were healed.

Afterward, we strolled around the
Lincoln    Monument    grounds.    Both    the
Lincoln  and Vietnam  Memorial  areas were
swamped with people, and even in touristy

gr:wwdesx;re:v:gba:£ht£:evna:jB8jpnr#e°#::
and had toured all the other memorials and
walked  the  streets  of history.  We found  a
bench  ,in  the  sun  and  waited  for the  Tap
Service to begin.

You    can    read   the   full    news
version   of   what   happened   during   the
planned  Taps   Service  elsewhere   in   this
section,  but let me say that,  in my opinion,
the   National   Park   Service   Police   over-
reacted to what would have been a solemn,

a::8:fTUA:;nbd,::,Egdofr8sLPveBCAf::AOT:rj:r§
that was trying  to  enter the walkway  past
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.  Due to an
error  in   planning,   signals  were  crossed.
The police weren't sure what they were up
against, and the veterans weren't aware of
the  parameters of their permit.

Things couid have gotten  nasty.
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mean something.

So you can understand my shock
when she asked after Washington."Are  you  goi.ng?...  Why are  you

going?" "I  have  to."  She  answered.  "1t's

important."
Wow.  I  know dozens who never

went to the  1987 march, who, five  months
ago weren't considering  going to this one.
People who are leaving  their feather boas
and flannel  shirts  at home. Who are going
respectfully  and  relentless  to  the  seat  of
their   government   to    petition    it    in    our
historical  right of assembly  for their  liberty
and justice  for all.

By   now,   you   know   how  man.y
showed  up. The  March On Washington  ls
history.      Herstory.     Ourstory.     In     20-20

foresight, I can tell you, we were impressive
in  our  numbers.  Amazing  in  our  restraint,
Dedicated   in   our  determination.    I   leave
tomorrow.  My car is packed,  my road map
marked,  and  my objective  perfectly  clear.
To   be   a  countable   _speck_in.ap   aerial       \.
photogr`aph  in front of The Ca.p.itoI.

Me   and   a   few   million    of   my
closest   friends   have   every   intention    of
capturing    the    Capitol.    Without   firing    a
shot.                                                                              ,
©1993 by Shelly  Roberts.

(Shelly Roberis is a nationally  syndicated       `'~
columnist,     and    author    of    Tlie    Dyke
Detector,  Paradigm  Publishing.   Look  for
her new book. Hey, Mom, Guess What...?
150 Ways To Tell Your Mother, coming in
November.)
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Cleaning out 
my closet 
By Shelly Roberts 

Washington Coup. 
He was going to Washington. 

And I was amazed. 
He was a self defined nelly 

queen. Of an age I used to think of in my 
twenties as aging, but now that I've moved 
into the same chronological neighborhood, 
I think of as amazingly young for our ages 
He wasn't a flamer, just a near-fifty year old 
man with gestures and a great haircut, 
joining the rest of us in constantly 
reevaluating the purpose of our lives, the 
apparent outcome, and whether this, 
indeed, was all there was. Because if there 
was any more, we were going to try for it, 
find it, go for it, squeeze it dry. It's an 
attitude that came with our potty training. 
It's not a Gay/Lesbian thing. It's a cultural 
phenomenon of the Pepsi Generation, the 
Pampers Population, who grew up knowing 
we were the center of the universe, and 
because of us, so many of us. so 
multitudinally, economically, many of us, 
things would change. 

Now, I have fo confess that I 
really didn't understand him. Perhaps it is 
something in my genetic profile that 
prevents me from fully appreciating the 
imperatives requiring the tiniest leaf curl in 
the table lamp skirt to be in color balance 
with the wallpaper border. It's a fault. I 
admit it. 

Didn't mean I didn't like him. Just 
meant I made judgements. Like when I first 
met him. He seemed kind of fluffy. 
Meticulous and fluffy, an opinion I was 
never given reason to change. So the day 
I met him at the grocery, as I'd met him 
before at various events of a certain status, 
I figured I had him pretty well pegged. Well, 
let me tell you, I was the one who got my 
preconceived notional peg taken down a 
notch. 

I had been to a dinner party the 
night before with a room full of his twins 
Great cooks with terrific tailors who said to 
me, "What march?" 

These were, for the most part, 

men who had made their peace with their 
lives without, thank you very much, any 
marching. Men who concerned themselves 
with keeping their schnauzers groomed and 
their transportation detailed. There was not 
a lambda earring, or a triangle harmony 
ball anywhere in evidence. It was a politics-
free zone. Not the least bit politically 
correct. And the roast lamb and peas with 
fresh garden mint were sensational. 

'We're getting on the train 
Saturday. he said. 'We'll arrive in DC about 
ten in the morning, just in time to line up 
and march. I guess it's about eighteen 
hours." 

'Where are you staying?" I 
queried, storing up Washington 
whereabouts of potential neighbors and 
supportive friends just in case the 
descending hordes imposed too much 
reality, and I needed to find hometown 
solace. 

"Staying? Oh, we're not. We 
have to be back on the train by eight-thirty 
Sunday night." 

'What? You're going to spend 
thirty-six hours in Amtrak splendor just to 
hike a couple of miles down the capital 
mall? Why on earth would you do that?" I 
knew why on earth I would do that. But 
here was a well-groomed gentleman of a 
certain age who wasn't even supposed to 
know what Stonewall was. 

'Well, my friends and I talked 
about it." he responded. "And none of them 
were going to got to Washington. They 
said, "Why should we bother? It's just 
going to be a bunch of leathermen with 
their asses sticking out, drag queens, and 
bearded guys in long satin gowns." And I 
said, "That's all the more reason why we 
should go. So we are." 

My dentist asked me for 
information on accommodations in Dupont 
Circle for the march. My Dentist! 

This lady is so far in that closet 
she's dragged in a desk, a chair and a 
reading light. We are talking deeply 
immersed in the hangers here. As you 
have come to know, I readily admit to 
sharing an affliction with comic, Lea 
Deleria: Gay Tourette's Syndrome, causing 
me to come out wherever I am. But 
approaching my dentist's office, out of 
deference to her in-ness, I strip myself of 
any obvious icon, and never use pronouns, 
lest any of her staff figure out that the 
twenty or so calls a day that she gets from 
a particular female friend might actually 
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Former Drill Sergeant Miriam Ben-Shalom (back to camera, lower left) faces off with 
National Park Service Police who blocked the GayLesBi Veterans of America from 
holding a Tap Service at the Vietnam Memorial. You can see the officer facing Miriam 
holding out his hand blocking the group. It was all a misunderstanding. 

Agitators in the crowd following the vets 
urged the troops to push through the police 
line. But Milwaukee's hometown heroine 
former Drill Sergeant Miriam Ben-Shalom 
was in charge of the vets group and 
maintained order. She told me later, "I take 
full responsibility for the lack of 
coordination. I've tendered my resignation 
as an officer of the Gay Lesbian Bi 
Veterans of America. A GLVBA member 
who is an officer put his neck out for this 
permit, and I will not have the 
misunderstanding reflect upon him, or the 
GLVBA." 

After the service was ended, the 
media stampeded the GLVBA members for 
comments and quotes. It was a mad 
house, I was tired, so was Nel, "the guys" 
had finally showed up and we decided it 
was time to get something to eat. (We 
dined on street-cart hot dogs a number of 
mini-meals... Not bad wieners in DC.) 

We headed for the Metro to go 
back to our hotel area to eat. They decided 
to continue on to their stop: and we 
ordered room service and hit the bed early 
because we wanted to be up early for The 
March. 

SUNDAY 
We borrowed a wheel chair from 

the hotel for Nel to use. We left the hotel 
by 9am to beat the Metro rush and at that 
time the system was just starting to get 
busy. We got off at the stop nearest our 
Wisconsin gathering location and found 
several dozen hearty fellow Wisconsinites 
at the corner of 17th and C Streets NW. 
Both In Step and Wisconsin Light had 
encouraged people from the state to meet 
there because we wouldn't know in 
advance where we would be officially 
assigned to line up. Several worn out 
looking bus riders said they had been 
sitting there waiting since 6am. It was now 
shortly after 10am, and one of the early 
birds had scouted out Wisconsin's official 
area. We were about seven long blocks to 
the South, but surprise! Just to the right 
side of the pre-March stage, which was 
already pumping out music and speeches. 

(People assigned to the furthest 
back in the parade line up got the closest 
seats to the pre-march rally stage.) 

By 11am there were already 
several hundred fellow Wisconsin marchers 
gathered there. By 11:45 we had spilled 

contd. on page ► 28 
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my closet
By She!!y Roberis

Washington Coup.
He  was   going   to  Washington.

And  I was amazed.
He   was   a   self   defined    nelly

queen.  Of an  age  I  used  to  think  of in  my
twenties  as aging,  but now that l've moved
into the same chronological neighborhood,
I think of as amazingly young for our ages.
He wasn't a flamer, just a near-fifty year old
man  with   gestures  and   a   great   haircut,
joining     the     rest    of    us     in     constantly
reevaluating  the  purpose  of our  lives,  the
apparent   outcome,    and    whether   "s,
indeed, was all there was. Because if there
was any more,  we were going  to try for it,
find   it,   go  for  it,   squeeze   it  dry.   It's   an
attitude  that  came with  our  potty  training.
It's  not a  Gay/Lesbian  thing.  It's  a  cultural
phenomenon of the Pepsi Generation,  the
Pampers Population, who grew up knowing
we  were  the  center  of the  universe,  and
because    of   us,    so    many    of   us,    so
multitudinally,   economically,   many  Of  us,
things would  change.

Now,   I   have  to   confess  that   I
really  didn't  understand  him.  Perhaps  it  is
some.tning    in    my    genetic    profile    that
prevents   me  from   fully   appreciating   the
imperatives  requiring  the tiniest  leaf curl in
the  table  lamp  skirt to  be  in  color balance
with   the  wallpaper   border.   It's   a  fault.   I
admit  it.

Didn't mean I didn't like him. Just
meant I made judgements.  Like when I first
met    him.    He    seemed    kind    of   fluffy.
Meticulous   and   fluffy,   ah   opinion   I   was
never given  reason to change. So the day
I  met  him  at  the  grocery,  as  I'd  met  him
before at various events of a certain status,
I figured  I had him pretty well pegged. Well,
let  me tell  you,  I was the  one who got my
preconceived  notional  peg  taken  down  a
notch.

I  had  been to a dinner party the
night  before  with  a  room  full  of his  twins._
Great cooks with terrific tailors who said to
me,  'Wt)af march?"

These  were,  for the  most  part,

men who had  made their peace with  their
lives  without,   thank  you  very ,much,  any
marching. Men who concerned themselves
with keeping their schnauzers groomed and
their transportation detailed.  There was not
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free   zone,    Not   the   least   bit   politically
correct. And the roast lamb  and peas with
fresh  garden mint were sensational.

'We're    getting     on    the    train

Safurday. he said. "We'II arrive in DC about
ten  in  the  morning,  just  in  time  to  line  up
and   march.   I   guess  it's   about  eighteen
hours."

"Where    are    you    staying?"    I

queried,      storing      up     Washington
whereabouts   of  potential   neighbors  and
supportive     friends     just     in     case    the
descending   hordes   imposed   too   much
reality,   and   I   needed   to   find   hometown
solace.

"Staying?   Oh,   we're   nor.   We
have to be back on the train  by eight-thirty
Sunday  night."'What?  You're  going  to  spend
thirty-six  hours  in  Amtrak  splendor just  to
hike  a  couple  of  miles  down  the  capital
mall? Why on  earth  would  you  do that?"  I
knew  why  on  earth   /  would  do  that.   But
here was  a  well-groomed  gentleman  of a
certain  age who wasn't even supposed to
know what Stonewall  was.

'Well,   my  friends   and   I   talked

about it." he responded. "And none of them
were  going  to  got  to  Washington.   They
said,   'Why  should   we   bother?   lt's   just
going  to  be  a  bunch  of  leathermen  with
their asses sticking  out,  drag queens, and
bearded  guys  in  long  satin  gowns." And  I
said,  "That's  all  the  more  reason  why we
should  go.  So we are."

My     dentist     asked     me     for
information  on accommodations in Dupont
Circle  for the  march.  My Denl7.§f./

This  lady  is  so far in  that closet
she's  dragged  in  a  desk,  a  chair  and  a
reading    light.    We    are    talking    deeply
immersed   in   the   hangers   here.  As  you

::::n:a::  t:fflt&?oY:'  'w:ten?dT#8TjtLet:
Deleria: Gay Tourette's Syndrome, causing
me   to   come   out   wherever   I   am.   But
approaching   my   dentist's   office,   out   of
deference to  her in-ness,  I  strip  myself of
any obvious icon, and never use pronouns,
lest  any  of  her  staff  figure  out  that  the
twenty or so calls a day that she gets from
a  particular  female  friend   might  actually
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Agitators   in  th-e  crowd  following   the  vets

#%edBt::##asutk°e8,usshh:h+°ei8#Ah:epr°o':ncee
former  Drill  Sergeant  Miriam  Ben-Shalom
was   in   charge   of  the   vets   group   and
maintained order. She told me later,  "I take
full       responsibilfty       for      the      lack      of
coordination.  I've tendered  my resignation
as   an   officer   of   the   Gay   Lesbian    Bi
Veterans  of America. `A  GLVBA  member
who  is  an  officer  put  his  neck out for this
permit,      and      I      will      not      have     the
misunderstanding  reflect  upon  him,  or the
GLVBA.„

After the service was ended, the
media stampeded the GLVBA members for
comments   and   quotes,   lt   was   a   mad
house,  I was tired,  so was Nel, "the guys"
had  finally  showed  up  and  we  decided  it
was  time  to  get  something  to  eat.   (We

#rni.din:nais:::ekff#aE°tj8:%:sajnnuDE?)erof
We  headed  for the  Metro  to  go

back to our hotel area to eat. They decided
to   continue   on   to   their   stop;   and   we
ordered room service and hit the bed early
because we wanted to be up early for The
March.

SUNDAY
We borrowed a wheel chair from

the  hotel for Ne' to  use. We left  the  hotel
by 9am to beat the  Metro rush and at that
time  the  systeiti  was  just  starting  to  get
busy.  We got  off  at the  stop  nearest  our
Wisconsin   gathering   location   and   found
several dozen hearty fellow Wisconsinites
at the  corner of  17th  and  C  Streets  NW.
Both  ln  Step  and  Wisconsin  Light  had
encouraged people from the state to meet
there    because    we    wouldn't    know    in
advance   where   we   would   be   officially
assigned   to   line   up.   Several   worn   out
looking   bus   riders   said   they   had   been
sitting  there waiting since 6am. It was now
shortly  after  10am,  and  one`of the  early
birds  had .scouted  out Wisconsin's  official
area. We were about seven long blocks to
the  South,  but  surprise!  Just  to  the  right
side  of  the  pre-March  stage.,  which  was
already pumping out music and speeches.

(People assigned to the furthest
back in the parade line  up got the closest
Seats to the pre-march rally stage.)

By   llam   there   were   already
severalhundredfellow\^/isconsinmarchers
gathered there.  Bye:#o#p:;8 :P£`bed



Above & Right — Pre-March 
Rally Crowd Shots 

(Photos by Ron Gelman) 

Below — Post-March Rally Crowd Shots 
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Annual Canoe Trip 
May 29-31 
on Wisconsin River 

Milwaukee — GAMMA's third 
annual Memorial Day Weekend Canoe 
Trip is open to participants from throughout 
Wisconsin's Gay community. This three-day 
canoe trip will journey the thirty-two miles 
down the Wisconsin River from Lone Rock 
to Boscobel. Participants will depart from 
Wauwatosa at 6:45am on Saturday, May 
29th and return home by 6pm on Monday, 
May 31st. 

The cost of the trip will be 
approximately $50 —which includes canoe 
rental, shuttle service, and four meals: a 
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$30 deposit is due by May 15th. It is a 
great first-trip for inexperienced canoeists 
and campers — there's a lot of floating and 
a lot of partying. We'll camp overnight on 
sandbars — so participants will need tents 
and other camping equipment. Meal 
planning and preparation will be in 
assigned teams. 

Last year's trip included fifteen 
canoes and thirty kazoo's playing "On 
Wisconsin" as we "bungeed" the canoes 
together and floated down the mighty 
Wisconsin River. If the weather cooperates, 
it will truly be a wonderful way to welcome 
the Summer! For more information about 
this trip, call GAMMA at 963-9833. 

MON.-FRI. COCKTAIL HOURS: 
2-4pm Rail & Beer, 2-4-1 , Snacks 

4-8pm Everything 2-4-1 
Friday - Hors d'oeuvres 

MONDAYS 
Domestic Beer $1.25 

Schnapps $1.00 

TUESDAYS 
Pull Tab Night 

WEDNESDAYS 
Beer Bust $3 or, 600 glasses of beer 

THURSDAYS 
2-4-1 Rail Cocktails 

SATURDAY & SUNDAYS 
Bloodys, Screws, Dogs $1.75 til 6pm 

Hot Dogs with trimmings.

Party Room Available 

Pizza Served Any Time 

SSBL Players Buy the 1st 

We'll Buy the 2nd 

SHEEPSHEAD TOURNAMENT 
Every 2nd & 4th Saturday, May 8-24 
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Annual Canoe Trip
May 29-31
on Wilsconsin  River

MilwaLlkee  -  GAIVIMA's   third
annual  Memorial  Day  Weekend  Canoe
Trip is open to participants from throughout
Wisconsin's Gaycommunity. This three-day
canoe trip  will journey the thirty-two  miles
down the Wisconsin River from Lone Rock
to  Boscobel.  Participants  will  depart from
Wauwatosa  at 6:45am  on  Saturday,  May
29th and return  home by 6pm on Monday,
May34St.The    cost   of   the   trip    Will    be

approximately $50 -which includes canoe
rental,  shuttle  service,  and  four  meals;  a
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and    other    camping    equipment.     Meal
planning     and     preparation     will     be     in
assigned teams.

Last  year's  trip  included  ffleen
canoes   and   thirty   kazoo's   playing   "On
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Wisconsin River. If the weather cooperates,
it will truly  be a wonderful way to welcome
the  Summer!  For  more  information  about
this trip,  call  GAMMA at 963-9833.

MON.-FRI. COCKTAIL HOURS :
24pm Rat & Beer, 24-1 , Snacks

4-8pmEverything241
Friday -Hors d' oouvres

MONDAYS
Domestic Beer $ 1.25

Schnapps $ 1 .00

TUESDAYS
Pull Tab Night

WEDNESDAYS
Beer Bust $3 or, 60¢ glasses of beer

TrmRSDAys
241 Rail Cocktails

SATURDAY & SUNDAYS
Bloodys, Screws, Dogs $1.75 til  6pm

Hot Dogs with trimmings.

Party Room Avallab]e
Pizza Served Any Time

SSBL Players Buy the lst
We'll Buy the 2nd

SHEEPSHEAD TOURNAMENT
`   Every 2nd & 4th Saturday, May 8-24
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Jock Shorts 
Softball season opens to 
Sunny weather 
3 teams tied for first place 
By Tom Salzsieder 

SSBL STANDINGS 
AS OF APRIL 24 

1100 Club Colts 2-0 
Club 219 2-0 
Triangle Bad Boys 2-0 
3B's Rustlers 1-1 
M&M Club 1-1 
Muse Passion 1-1 
Partners 1-1 
Ball Game Bulls 0-2 
Rick's Rangers 0-2 
Vuk's Place 0-2 

"Play Ball!" That was the cry at 
Mitchell Park on Saturday, April 24 as 10 
teams opened the season for the Saturday 
Softball Beer League. Although the forecast 
called for rain, sunny skies and heavy 
winds were the order of the day. 

The league welcomed back some 
of their original members who had played 
when the league started 16 years ago, but 
who had taken a few years off — Rona, 
Boo, Arturo, Dan, Flo and Big Mama. Good 
to have them back. 

Three teams won their first 2 
games — Club 219, 1100 Club and 
Triangle Bad Boys. 3B's, M&M, Muse 
Passion and Partners split their games, 
while Vuk's Place, Rick's Rangers and Ball 
Game are looking for their first win. 
Following the games, the players and their 
fans went to Club 219 to party at the 
league's opening day fundraiser. 

Because of a tournament at 
Mitchell Park, all games on Saturday, May 
8th will be held at KK Sports Park, 20th 
and Oklahoma. All other games this year 
will be at Mitchell Park (behind The 
Domes). Come on out and cheer for your 
favorite team. 

SCHEDULE 
MAY 8TH (GAMES AT 20TH & OKLAHOMA) 

UPPER DIAMOND 
11am: Vuk's Place vs 1100 Club 
12:15pm: 1100 Club vs Club 219 
1:30pm: Triangle vs Partners 
2:45pm: Muse Passion vs Rick's Rangers 

4pm: M&M vs Partners 
LOWER DIAMOND 

11am: Triangle vs Club 219 
12:15pm: Muse Passion vs Vuk's Place 
1:30pm. M&M vs Ball Game 
2:45pm: Ball Game vs 3B's 
4pm: Rick's Rangers vs 3B's 

MAY 15 (MITCHELL PARK) 
UPPER DIAMOND 

11am: Triangle vs Muse Passion 
12:15pm: Rick's Rangers vs M&M 
1:30pm: Ball Game vs Rick's Rangers 
2:45pm: 1100 Club vs M&M 
4pm: Vuk's Place vs 3B's 

LOWER DIAMOND 
11am: Club 219 vs Ball Game 
12:15pm: Club 219 vs Muse Passion 
1:30pm: Triangle vs Vuk's Place 
2:45pm: 3B's vs Partners 
4pm: 1100 Club vs Partners 

Rita Bowl III Set For 
May 7 

Milwaukee — Did you ever 
"throw" a bowling ball by pushing it with 
your feet as you sit on the alley? How 
about while blindfolded? Or tied up with 
another bowler? If not, here's your chance! 
The Holiday Invitational Tournament, Inc. 
has announced that the 3rd Annual Miss 
Rita Bowl will be held on Friday, May 7 at 
9pm at Red Carpet Celebrity. This event is 
an Official H.I.T. fundraiser for the annual 
tournament held over Thanksgiving 
weekend. 

Your donation of $15 includes 
three games of bowling, free shoes, drink 
specials, entry into the raffle drawings, and 
a whole lot of fun! No averages or 
handicaps are used for this event since the 
Rita Bowl takes such a unique approach to 
bowling. 

Tickets are now on sale! Please 
call Dean at (414) 966-3339 or Bob at 
(414) 482-1964, or stop in at your favorite 
bar for more information. 

Mil-Maids VIII 
With 300 bowlers from Green 

Bay, Madison and Milwaukee, Mil-Maids 
was a great success. The organizing 
committee would like to thank all the 
volunteers that helped and people who 
donated door prizes. Congrats to David Fre 
for being this years big winner. Big thanks 
to Steve Steinhaver, and Rick Steiner. See 
you in Madison next year April 16th when 
Madison will host Mil-Maids. 

If you cut out the photo montage to 
the left, and place it on your left; then 
cut out the photo below, and place it 
bumped up to the right end of the first 
photo, you'll see approximately a 150 
degree radial photo of the Pre-March 
Rally Crowd. 

The montage below shows the crowd at the Post-March Rally. The stage is seven 
blocks closer to the Capitol from the Smithsonian castle to your right. 
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Jock Shorts ,
Softball season opens to
Sunny weather
3 teams tied for fir,st place
By Tom Salzsieder

SSBL STANDINGS
AS OF APRIL 24

1100  Club  Colts
Club  219
Triangle  Bad  Boys
3B's  Rustlers
M&M  Club
Muse Passion
Partners
Ball `Game  Bulls
Rick's  Rangers
Vuk's  Place

''P/ay Ba//.J" That was the  cry  at
Mitchell  Park on  Saturday,  April  24 as  10
teams opened the season for the Saturday
Softball Beer League. Although the forecast
called   for   rain,   sunny  skies   and   heavy
winds were the order of the day.

The league welcomed back some
of their  original  members who  had  played
when the league started  16 years ago, but
who  had  taken  a  few years  off - Rona,
Boo, Arturo, Dan, Flo and Big Mama. Good
to  have them back.

Three   teams   won   their  first   2
games   -Club   219,    1100   Club    and
Triangle    Bad    Boys.    3B's,    M&M,   Muse
Passion  and  Partners  split  their  games,
wh,ile Vuk's place, Rick's Rangers and Ball
Game    are    looking    for   their    first   win.
Following  the games, the players and their
fans   went  to   Club   219   to   party   at  the
league's  opening  day fundraiser.

Because   of   a   tournament   at
Mitchell  Park,  all games on Saturday,  May
8th  will  be  held  at  KK  Sports  Park,  20th
and  Oklahoma.  All  other  games  this  year
will    be    at    Mitchell    Park    (behind    The
Domes).  Come on  out and  cheer for your
favorite  team.

SCHEDULE
MAY 8TH (GAMES AT 20TH a OKLAHOMA)

UPPER  DIAMOND
llam:  Vuk's  Place  vs  1100 Club
12:15pm:   1100  Club  v-s  Club  219
1:30pm:  Triangle  vs  Partners
2:45pm:  Muse Passion  vs  Rick's  Rangers

4pm:  M&M. vs Partners,
I     LOWER  DIAMOND

llam:  Triangle  vs  Club  219
12:15pm:  Muse  Passion  vs Vuk's  Place
1:30pm:  M&M  vs  Ball  Game
2:45pm:  Ball  Game vs 3B's
4pm:  Rick's  Rangers vs 3B's

IVIAY 15 (MITCHELL PARK)
UPPER  DIAMOND

llam:  Triangle vs Muse  Passion
12:15p"  Rick's  Rangers vs M&M
1:30pm:  Ball  Game  vs  Rick's  Rangers
2:45pm:  1100  Club  vs M&M
4pm:_ Vuk's  Place  vs  3B's

LOWER  DIAMOND
llam:  Club  219 vs  Ball  Game
12:15pm:  Club  219 vs  Muse  Passion
1:30pm:  Triangle  vs Vuk's  place
2:45pm:  3B's  vs Partners
4pm:  1100 Club  vs  Partners

Rita  Bowl  Ill  Set For
May7

Milwaukee   -   Did    you   ever•'throw"  a  bowling   ball  by  pushing   it  with

#:rutfewei„:Sb#::foi8e3;8:ti:'deyu?p#it#
another bowler? lf not, here's your chance!
The Holiday lnvitational Tournament,  lnc.
has  announced  that  the  3rd  Annual  Miss
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an  Official  H.I.T.  fundraiser  for the  annual
tournament      held      over     Thanksgiving
weekend.

Your  donation   of  $15   includes
three  games of bowling,  free shoes,  drink
specials, entry into the raffle drawings, and
a   whole    lot    of   fun!    No    averages    or
handicaps are used for this event since the
Rita Bowl takes such a unique approach to
bowling.

Tickets  are now on sale!  Please
call   Dean  at  (414)   966-3339  or  Bob   at
(414) 482-1964,  or stop  in` at your favorite
bar for more information.

Mil-Maids V[[]
With   300   bowlers   from   Green

Bay,  Madison  and  Milwaukee,   Nil-Maids
was   a   great   success.   The   organizing
committee   would    like   to   thank   all   the
volunteers   that   helped   and   people  who
donated door prizes. Congrats to David Fre
for being  this  years big winner.  Big  thanks
to Steve Steinhaver,  and Rick Steiner. See
you  in  Madison  next year April  16th  when
Madison  will  host  Ivlil-Maids.-

If you cut out the photo montage to
the left, and place it on your left; then
cut out the photo below, and place it
bumped lip to the right end of the first
photo,  you'll see approximately  a 150
degree radial photo of the Pre-March
Rally Crowd.

The montage below shows the crowd at the Post-March Rally. The stage is seven
blocks closer to the Capitol from the Smithsonian castle to your right.
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Phil Donahue urged the crowd at the pre-
March rally to tell homophobes and The 
Right to "Get Over It!" 

► contd. from page 25 
over into the areas assigned to Mississippi 
and several other states. The music was 
great, and then Phil Donahue spoke in 
rousing words, a litany of complaints 
homophobes constantly toss our way. He 
followed those words with a constant 
refrain of "Get Over It!" Phil won over the 
crowd, who gave him one of the most 
robust cheers of the day. 

Then, after a parade of musical 
acts, singers and choruses, The Divas 
made their appearance on stage. I quick 
grabbed my camera, and with my press 
credentials hanging from my neck, ran for 

the stage. I couldn't believe it, I was less 
than 8 feet away from some of my favorite 
singing Diva's, including Martha Wash, 
Tisha Campbell, Cheryl Lee Ralph and 
Marhsa Warfield. There front and center, 
was none other than Eartha Kitt. I tried to 
make that growly purr sound she made in 
her recording Where Is My Man. She heard 
my attempt, delightedly looked at me, and 
crooned "I'll have to teach you how to do 
that correctly." I was all smiles. 

The Divas did a tremendous a 
capella version of America The Beautiful 
that knocked everyone's socks off. 

The final speaker before the 
March stepped off was the father of the 
rainbow community, Jesse Jackson. 

He cautioned us to 'Watch fascist 
instincts.. . The character traits of Hitler are 
not dead. They exist in out society today... 
Let's end fascism, wherever we see it, no 
matter where it comes from.. . The very 
heart of fascism is puritanical self-
righteousness. It defines reasons for 
eliminating people. Equal protection under 
the law protects all of us. Character and 
caring and behavior are the heart, and 
must be the basis of judgement. We must 
keep searching in the darkness for a force 
of light. Don't forget this, I know it's dark. 
You feel the rejection, the hurt, the pain. 
But smile through your tears. And rise 
above circumstances. Find that silver lining 
in that cloud." 

After Jackson finished, the 
groups in the low numbers (Wisconsin was 
at 87th out of 98 positions) started to line 
up from an area beyond our horizon. All we 

The Divas sang America The Beautiful at the pre-March rally. 
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Rally due to 'scheduling conflicts'. 
However, he did ask a spokesperson read 
a presidential letter and had the 
International House of Pancakes deliver a 
million waffles to the crowd . 

•Representative Barney Frank 
threatened to further cut NASA's budget 
after the space agency's doomsday 
prediction that a million homosexuals 
prancing at one point on the globe would 
cause the world to swish out of orbit and fly 
screaming into the sun was proven to be 
blatantly untrue. According to scientists, 
the only noticeable effect the humungous 
March crowd had on the planet was an 
increased wind speed coupled with a 
simultaneous elevation in air temperature 
and noticeable depletion of ozone over the 
capitol. These deviations were blamed on 
extensive use of hair dryers and aerosol 
hair care products. 

•Computer enhanced photographs of 
The March indicate rotund, right-wing 
windbag, Rush Limbaugh crashed the 
celebration dressed as Raymond Burr. 
The chatty-cathy conservative joined the 
March apparently because rumors had 
circulated that he would be able to pig out 
for free at a mammoth post march buffet. 

While there was no buffet, Limbaugh was 
able to wrestle a couple of Bill Clinton's 
waffles away from Delta Burke. 

•Thousands of members of ACT-UP 
were finally able to get in touch with their 
feelings and express their internalized 
anger with our government's stand on 
AIDS research. Therapists around the 
country braced for the loss of clients and 
made plans to ask for emergency 
government grants to help keep their 
offices open. 

© Copyright 1993 by Wells Ink 
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-  contd. from page 25
over into the areas assigned to Mississippi
and  several  other  states.  The  music was
great,   and  then   Phil   Donahue  spoke   in
rousing    words,    a    litany    of   complaints
homophobes constantly  toss our way.  He
followed    those   words   with    a   constant
refrain  of "Get  Over lt!"  Phil  won  over the
crowd,   who   gave   him`  one   of  .the   most
robust cheers of the day.

Then,  after a  parade  of musical
acts,   singers   and   choruses,   The   Divas
made  their  appearance  on  stage.  I  quick
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the  stage.  I  couldn't  believe  it,  I  was less
than 8 feet away from some of my favorite
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was none other than  Eartha  Kitt.  I tried to
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that correctly."  I was all  smiles.

The  Divas  did  a  tremendous  a
capella  verstron  Of  America  The  Beautiful
that knocked everyone's socks off.

The   final   speaker   before   the
March  stepped  off  was  the  father  of  the
rainbow communfty,  Jesse Jackson.

He cautioned us to 'Watch fascist
instincts...  The character traits of Hitler are
not dead. They exist in out society today...
Let's end fascism,  wherever we see it,  no
matter  where  it  comes  from...   Tt`e  very
heart    of    fascism     is     puritanical     self-
righteousness.       It   defines   reasons   for
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caring   and   behavior  are  the   heart,   and
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You  feel  the  rejection,  the  hurt,  the  pain.
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in  that  cloud."

After     Jackson     finished,     the
groups in the low numbers (\^/isconsin-was
at 87th  out of 98  positions)  started  to  line
up from an area beyond our horizon, All we
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a      presidential      letter      and      had     the
International  House of Pancakes deliver a
million  waffles  to the  crowd  .

TRepresentative     Barney      Frank
threatened  to  further  cut  NASA's  budget
after    the    space    agency's    doomsday
prediction    that    a    million    homosexuals
prancing  at  one  point  on  trie  globe  would
cause the world to swish out of orbit and fly
screaming  into  the  sun was  proven  to  be
blatantly  untrue.    According  to  scientists,
the only  noticeable  effect  the  humungous
March  crowd  had  on  the  planet  was  an
increased   wind   speed   coupled   with   a
simultaneous  elevation  in air  temper.ature
and noticeable depletion of ozone over the
capitol.   These deviations were blamed on
extensive  use  of  hair dryers  and  aerosol
hair care  products.

Th:C°Mma?#erjned|gaat:Cerdot::g,t°grjrgahpt:£jn°gf
windbag,   Rush   Limbaugri   crashed   the
celebration   dressed  as  Raymond   Burr.
The  chatty-cathy  conservative  joined  the
March   apparently   because   rumors   had
circulated  that he would  be able to  pig out
for free at a  mammoth  post march  buffet.

MA:Y 14 - LIVE BAND"8ha #eed'
$2 Cover .  10pm-on

Happy Birthday
to Alan from the
Runway
-- Employees &
F`riends

While there was no buffet,  Limbaugh was
able  to  wrestle  a couple  of Bill  Clinton's
waffles  away from Delta Burke.

TThousands   of  members  of  ACT-UP
were finally  able to  get  in  touch  with  their
feelings   and   express   their   internalized
anger  with   our  government's   stand   on
AIDS` research.     Therapists   around   the
country  braced fo-r the  loss  of clients  and
made     plans    to     ask    for    emergency
government   grants   to   help   keep   their
offices  open.
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Juicy Bits 
By W.W. Wells Ill 

On The March... 
(By this time, the major news 

from the fabulously successful March on 
Washington has reached nearly every 
corner of our country, and the post March 
autopsy is nearly complete. But 
sometimes, to fully appreciate the 
significance and impact of such an event, 
it's important to look at those small 
personal experiences and interesting facts 
and figures that make up it's backbone. 
Which is exactly what I've done in this 
column. 

Directions: Prior to reading this 
article, firmly place tongue in cheek. 

Employees of the National Park 
Service underestimated the immense 
March crowd to number only 300,000 
persons. Employment records of these 
'official crowd estimators' indicate they are 

the same people who lie about their age 
and weight in personals ads. Park Service 
estimates further indicated that nearly 50% 
of the marchers were lesbians and 3% drag 
queens. They arrived at those figures by 
counting the number of impressions left in 
the dirt by Timberland boots and high 
heels. 

•The number one pick-up line used 
during the weekend was, 'Where are you 
from handsome?', followed closely by, 'You 
know... in this light, you're almost as 
handsome as John F. Kennedy, Jr. 

In a show of solidarity with the 
marchers, first feline, Socks the cat had 
Secret Service agents interrupt a desperate 
prayer vigil convened by Senator Jesse 
Helms (to ward away the evil homosexual 
hoard) in order to deliver a present the 
presidential tabby had scrounged from the 
bottom of her litter box. 

•A small riot erupted among hundreds of 
naked men at a pre-march, safe sex, 
party-a-thon billed as 'The World's Largest 
Fruit Bowl'. The flare up began when 
porno royals Joey Stefano and Jeff 
Stryker came to blows over who would get 
to be the garnish. 

•Flip-flopping President Clinton was 
unable to personally address the March 
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Rev. Jesse Jackson was the March kick-
off speaker at the Morning Rally. 

could see from where we were near the 
stage was a vast sea of rainbow humanity. 
We swallowed up the entire Washington 
Monument grounds, and spilled into 
surrounding areas and streets. We were 
many. 

For hours, we sat there, first on 
the grass, then on the street.. . waiting. As 
far as we could see, no one had left the 
line-up grounds. In reality, the first couple 
of dozen groups were already at the main 
rally stage by 1:30. 

We were so many, as a matter of 
fact, that even though the March stepped 
off shortly after noon, the Wisconsin group 
didn't budge until after 5pm. I counted near 
700 people lined up behind the Wisconsin 
banner as the parade began. That number 
swelled to about a thousand as the march 
proceeded down the route as Wisconsin 
family members joined in. 

The Wisconsin group was lined 
up behind a banner that read (in big, bold 
red letters) 'WISCONSIN", with the line 
"The Original Gay Rights State!" below it. A 
myriad of the community fell in behind, 
followed by the Lesbian Alliance of Metro 
Milwaukee (LAMM) banner and group; a 
group from Janesville carrying a "Runway 
51" banner; several people from Brookfield 
with a self-promoting banner, then came 
Madison. An overall Madison sign with a 
list of various organizations was followed 
by signs for GALVAnize and the 10% 
Society and other groups. People along the 
route definitely knew who we were and 
always gave our contingent lots of 
applause. 

As we marched up the street, 
photographers stopped us for pictures of 
the Wisconsin banner. Our chants and 
cheers were unique (thanks to a couple of 
Madison guys who must have had a strong 
creative impulse) and the crowds loved 
them. People lined both sides of the march 
route mostly 2-5 deep. 

We chanted "W-I-S-C-O-N-S-I-N, 
the first state the first statef'and "We're 
here, we're Queer, We're bringing up the 
rear!" and "Don't be cruel, don't be mean, 
we're a bunch of dairy queens!" Halfway 
through, we added "We're bitchy, we're 
tired, and we want our rights now!" 

The numbers of people were 
nearly unimaginable. We were everywhere. 
The March committee had to shorten the 
route twice during the day because too 
many marchers were trying to file into the 
over-capacity mall area near the main 
stage. They kept dropping off entire blocks 
so marchers would enter the mall further 
back from the stage. The areas kept filling 
up. 

Many marchers, instead of 
staying on the mall area, turned back 
around and sat along the route to watch 
the other contingents march by. It was a 
festive time. 

Handfuls's of fundamentalist 
types were scattered along the route, but 
they were easily drowned out by the chants 
of "Shame, shame, shame!" from the 
marchers. We weren't about to let them 
rain on our parade! 

By the way, I forgot to mention 
that the temperature reached 82 that day 
under beautiful sunny skies. All the rest of 
the weekend was cool and or rainy. Guess 
someone must have been on our side! 

Wisconsin didn't reach the mall 
area until 6.15pm. We were there for just 
minutes when the last performer, Rozalla, 
sang Everybody's Free. The song was a 
fitting end to the entertainment and to the 
day itself. We were awed, surrounded by 
1,000,000 of our brothers and sisters. 

I know there were arguments 
about the crowd size, with Park Police 
estimating it at only 300,000. But they were 
wrong. (And they're going to reasses their 
counting technique.) I found the 
Washington DC Police and Mayor's office 
numbers much more reasonable.The Park 
Police was never able to estimate the size 
of more than about a third of the crowd. 
The masses were constantly moving; some 
people on the mall, some still at the line-up 
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a#.jcfi#gq,gsex#cattlymw%3tu,Pv:tsdobnaedt:°#S

column.

D.!recf tons_..  Prior to reading this
article,  firmly  place tongue in cheek.

Employees of the  National  Park
Service'   underestimated     the    immense
March   crowd   to   number   only   300,000

%effirsc?ais6ro:dmep::iym¥on:.n:nffifie:ie?easr:

:hnedswaeTgehtpj:°pP:ers:nha°,s'j:d:P°pu:kh§:rrvajgi:
estimates further indicated that nearly 50%
of the marchers were lesbians and 3% drag

i:::t?:at[te%ua#eerdofaimtphr:::i:::rfesftp¥

Lheee,sq!rt   by  Timberland   boots   and   high
7The   number  one   pick-up   line   used

during  the weekend was,  Where are you
from handsome?., followed closely by, 'You
know...    in   this   light,    you're   almost   as
handsome as John  F. Kennedy, Jr.

ma'r:nhe:,;i:Wfeii::,Ss°#si¥hovyg:tht::
Secret Service agents intemupt a desperate
prayer vigil  convened  by Senator  Jesse
Helms (to ward away the evil  homosexual
hoard)  in  order  to  deliver  a  present  the
presidential tabby had scrounged from the
bottom of her litter box.

vA small riot erupted among hundreds of

::#a.#::b:iiedaa8rierimea#:frdssaiea;::i
Fin/.f  Bowl'.     The  flare   up  began  when
porno   royals   Joey   Stefano     and   Jeff
Stryker came to blows over who would get
to be the garnish.

TFljp-flopping    President   Clinton   was
unable  to  personally  address  the  March
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could  see  from  where we  were  near the

#aeg:wwai,So:ev€S:;eta:f::jtTr:°W::hT:gtgx
Monument    grounds,     and    spilled     into
surrounding  areas  and  streets.  We  were
many.

For hours, we sat there, first on
the grass, then on the street...  waiting. As
far as we could  see,  no one  had  left  the
line-up  grounds.  In  realfty,  the first  couple.
of dozen groups were already at the main
rally  stage  by  1 :30.

We were so many, as a matter of
fact,  that even though the March stepped
off shortly after noon, the Wisconsin group
didn't budge until after 5pm. I counted near
700 people lined  up behind the Wisconsin
banner as the parade began. That number
swelled to about a thousand as the march
proceeded  down  the  route  as Wisconsin
familymeELbeersul::noendsijnn.groupwaslined

up behind a banner that read (in big,  bold
red   letters)   'WISCONSIN",   with   the   line

:+r?a8ri8;ntaieGa£:j#t:£tafte:i!"i:e'BeYh}hd?
followed  by the  Lesbian Alliance  of Metro
Mitwaukee  (LAMM)  banner  and  group;  a

8:?.ubpa#:eT;::3:i:lil:eeo:i#nogmaB']5#fiwe%
with  a  self-promoting  banner,  then  came
Madison.  An  overall  Madison  sign  w.rth  a

§S%tc::fy#:r;:foro:th?.£g:%Z§ti:e::ao#esg|%'i°grto%
route  definitely   knew  who  we  were  and

=pvpi#se?ave    Our    Contingent    lots    of

As  we  marched  up  the  street,
photographers  stopped  us for pictures  of
the  Wisconsin   banner.   Our  chants   and
cheers were unique (thanks to a` couple of
Madison guys who must have had a strong
creative   impulse)  and  the  crowds  loved
them. People lined ,both sides of the march
route mostly 2-5 deep.   `

Wechanted'W-I€CO-Ni5-I-N,
the first state the first statel"ar\d dlNe're
here. we're Queer, We're  bringing  up the
rear!" arid "Don`t be cruel,  don't be mean,
we're  a  bunch  of dairy queens!" Halfway
through,  we  added   "M/e're  bffchy,   we're
tired,  and we want our rights now!"

The   numbers   of  people   were
nearty unimaginab[e. We were everywhere.
The  March  committee  had  to  shorten  the
route  twice  `during  the  day  because  too

gv|aenrLTpaar:,rtyersm¥fireatreryjngn:%rfi':h:ntomtahj:

Stoagme;rTh:yrsk#otui:°8fi:i8iffee#t:rF#::Sr
back from the stage. Tlie areas kept filling
uP.

Many     marchers.     instead     of
staying   on   the   mall   area,   turned   back
around  and  sat  along  the  route  to  watch
the  other contingents  march  by.  It was  a
festive  time.

Handfuls's     of    fundamentalist
types were scattered  along the  route,  but
they were easily drowned out by the chants
Of   "Shame,   shame,   shame!"   from   the
marchers.  We weren't  about  to  let  them
rain  on  our parade!

`hatthpte8%.p'g.reatH,%.r±?'.#e°d{S°2t#eatn`#°any
under beautiful sunny skies. All the rest of
the weekend was cool and or rainy. Guess
someone must have been on our side!

Wisconsin  didn't  reach  the  mall
area  until  6:15pm.  We were there for just
minutes when the last performer,  Rozalla,
sang Everybody's  Free.  The  song was a

#aj;gitseeTf?%:h:eel:t:*ae!3T#oaunnddte°dt£;
1,000,000 of our brothers and sisters.

about  the' ckr:#  tshiee:? #ff p:nf uFoe,#j=:
estimating  it at only 300,000. But they were
wrong.  (And they're  going to reasses their

a°ausnhtjj:ggtontBCchBjgi#£.)and-M:?#8o#*:
numbers miich more reasonable.The  Park
Police was never able to estimate the size
of more than  about  a  third  of the  Crowd.

#:pTea::et:eY:I:"?osnos:a.n:`!"rna?#neg,;ins:-T;
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area, some marching, and many others 
watching the march. If we all had been on 
the mall at one time, it might have sunk into 
tidal basin it was built upon. 

What a day! Nel and I were 
exhausted, and we decided to get the heck 
out of there before everyone decided it was 
time to leave. We headed for the nearest 
Metro stop which was swamped with 
cheering, whistling, singing crowds of Gays 
and Lesbians. We were all feeling the 
power of community, and expressed it with 
love for all. The ride back to the hotel was 
festive and emotional. 

We hit the beds that night, again 
after a celebratory room service order, and 
slept like babies. The next morning we had 
to check out and stow our luggage for a 
few hours while we went shopping. 

Monday morning we awoke to 
gloomy, rainy skies, but were determined to 
hit the March on Washington Official Retail 
Store, nonetheless. A block-long line 
greeted us, but we cheated and skipped to 
the front of the line with my press 
credentials (might as well use 'em if you 
got 'em!). We bought something of nearly 
everything. We were just two of many who 
wanted mementos, "Things" to show our 
friends and to help maintain the spirit we 
felt that weekend. 

Our ride to the airport was a final 
highlight. Our cab driver was a vivacious 
older African American man who exclaimed 

that it had been a weekend of long hours 
and too much business. But he also was 
excited for our community. He was full of 
compliments about us. He said we were 
friendly and cordial and, when proded, said 
we also left good tips. But what impressed 

him the most was how "normal" we all 
were. Yet, nicer than normal "normal" 
people. He said to tell you all to "Come 
back anytime, it was great to have you 
here! I'll take customers like you people, 
anytime!" 

(By the way, it was estimated by 
the local convention bureau we would have 
an estimatic economic impact of over 
$100,000,000 on the district.) 

The flight back was again filled 
with family, and we had so much energy I 
think the pilot could have shut down the 
engines, and we would have kept soaring 
through the sky. 

I still feel the same way a week 
later. 

30,000 circle Capitol 
grounds in AIDS protest 

"Hands Around The Capitol" 
demands Congressional AIDS 
action 

By Ron Geiman 
Washington, D.C. — Piercing 

whistles, sirens, and the ringing of alarm 
clocks meshed with the sounds of angry, 
concerned voices chanting "AIDS Cure 
Now!" and "ACT-UP, fight back, fight 
AIDS!" when more than 30,000 people 
joined in ACT-UP DC's Saturday, April 24 
"Hands Around The Capitol demonstration. 
The ring of participants joined hands, and 
surrounded the grounds (not just the 
building) with a band of red ribbon. 
Protesters demanded Congressional action 
on the AIDS pandemic. 

In most areas of the circle it 
wasn't just "hands" that linked people, it 
was clusters of people, sometimes 3 and 4 
deep who participated in the action. 
Meanwhile, scores of Capitol police 
watched over the protest, with black-
uniform-clad forces, wearing patches that 
said "CDU", mixed in. 

There were no attempts to 
vandalize or perform acts of civil 
disobedience during the demonstration, 
which was tightly controlled by ACT-UP DC 
and other affiliates. ACT-UP verbally 
demanded protesters "follow the rules on 
our permit," keep off certain grassy areas 
and stay on the sidewalks. The large crowd 
controlled itself and the police were left with 
little to do. Many of the officers eventually 
became friendly and talkative after they 
realized things would stay peaceful. 

Following the demonstration, 
author and AIDS activist Larry Kramer 
spoke to the crowd from the steps of the 
Capitol building, condemning political 
posturing and inaction on the epidemic. 

Also speaking were Michael 
Petrelis; Cornelius Baker, co-founder of 
Brother Help Thyself; Bill Freeman, 
executive director of National Association of 
People With AIDS; Cristopher Bates, 
director of the DC Care Consortium; Vivian 
Torres, New Jersey Women's AIDS 
Network; Tomas Fabregas, board member 
of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation; Jim 

contd. on page ► 32 

Met ro Milwaukee I 
Wisconsin marchers prepare 

for step-off 

About 700 Wisconsinites started out 
the March together, but the crowd 
grew to about 1,000 as the state 
proceeded on the March route. 
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area,   some  marching,   and  many  others
watching the march.  If we all  had been on
the mall at one time, it might have sunk into
tidal  basin  it was  built  upon.

:#:,u,sht::Tgh:afto::eegv:!;doe!t:e;c:::h;e,,#je::
time  to  leave.  We headed for the  nearest

#e:t:°rLne§:b°£h[:#resl#:I:negs::oawrg::[fgGi#
Po°v:efi:?faffThmeur|f%'baangket:Ptrheessheodtei#g:
festive  and emotional.

We hit the beds that night,  again
after a celebratory room service order, and

:Je8i:::boaut!:Sn.dT:teo#e:tur?ur;;nagg:efohra:
few hours while we went shopping.

Monday  morning  we  awoke  to

!!fo.t:he:yin:a:r':#:i,efs:#nJg%bi.d:e#-Ff.T,:nRee:::i

!h:::::i:,:ut,:'::;;#h::I:;t:,#:ned#|fer;:;
got 'em!).  We bought something  of nearly
everything. We were just two of many who
wanted  mementos,  "Things"  to  show  our
friends  and  to  help  maintain  the  spirit  we
felt that weekend.

Our ride to the airport was a final

:i3::'g#ca°nuAmcae?jcdarivira#ash:ev#a#:a
that  it had  been  a weekend  of long  hours
and  too  much  basiness.  But  he  also  was
excited  for  our community.  He was  full  of

a3;Tai!'y:a:ennjsgoaro3d?a:i;as¥bfhe;i:P::omdw::dei:Ss:e:i
him  the   most  was  how  "normal"  we  all
were.   Yet,    nicer   than   normal   "normal"
people.  He  said  to  tell  you  all  to  "Come
back  anytime,   it  was  great  to  have  you
here!  1'11  take  customers  like  you  people,
anytime!"

the local c6n'vention bureau we would have
an   estimatic   economic   impact   of   over
$100,000,000  on the district.)

withfam"yTh:n8jgwhet#:£ksow:Su:#a::efi#,
think  the  pilot  could  have  shut  down  the

:hnr3'ungef,tfsdi,fTy;e:,a:I::::eek;:;:o::::
later.

(By the way, it was estimated by

gr°o'u°n°d?icn!rxiD€aEito°t]est
"dHeamn8nsdAsrocuonndgrTehsesiocnaafjtR'|'Es

action

By  Ron  Geiman
Washington,   D.C.  -  Piercing

whistles,   sirens,  and  the  ringing  of  alarm
clocks  meshed  with  the  sounds  of angry,
concerned   voices   chanting   "AIDS   Cure

XPDW:'!'Mawnhden"A£Jr-eu:hafg!to,oboaockb#:
joined  in  ACT-UP  DC's  Saturday,  April  24"Hands Around The Capitol demonstration.

The  ring  of participants  joined  hands,  and
surrounded   the    grounds   (not   just   the
building)    with    a    band    of    red    ribbon.
Protesters demanded Congressional action
on the AIDS pandemic,

In   most   areas   of  the   circle   it

3;:;!iu:uth::rs"::#c#:h:a:to'Tn:t:?he:sega:I,i#
Meanwhile,     scores     of    Capitol     police
watched   over   the   protest,    with    black-
uniform-clad  forces,  wearing  patches  that
said  "CDU'',  mixed  in.

There    were    no    attempts    to
vandalize     or     perform     acts     of     civil
disobedience   during   the   demonstration,
which was tightly controlled  by ACT-UP DC
and    other    afriliafes.     ACT-UP    verbally
demanded  protesters  "follow  the  rules  on
our permit,i"  keep off certain  grassy areas

a::t::ffi:d°#st#:[nddeYh:]£SdiiTfew'::8fe:r#£
little  to do.  Many of the officers  eventually
became  friendly  and  talkative   after  they
realized  things would stay peaceful.

Following     the    demonstration,

:#hk°ertoaT#et'r::dafrcto!#S{heL:{gpsK:?Theer
Capitol     building,     condemning     political
posturing  and  inaction  on the epidemic.

pe,,e,is,  6ts:e,,igeaBk:R3,, w£:?.u#a:i
Brother     Help     Thyself;      Bill     Freeman,
executive director of National Association of

gi::Bt':rotl#:D%%:;res:i:ts°oprthi:i;3avt:asri
Torres,     New    Jersey    Women's    AIDS
Network; Tomas Fabregas, board member
of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation; Jim

conid. on page .  32



(Photos by 
Ron Geiman 
and 
Stephanie 
Hume) 

Hands Around The Capitol 

Over 30,000 demonstrators gatherea 
on the day before the March for this 
Hands Around The Capitol ACT-UP 
sponsored demo. The crowd wrapped 
a red ribbon around the entire 
grounds. 

(Photos by Ron Geiman) 

Hands Around The Capitol

Over 30,000 demonstrators  gathered
on the day  before the lvlarch for this
Hands  Around  The  Capitol ACT-uP
sponsored  demo. The  crowd Wrappe
a red ribbon  around  the entire
grounds.

(Photos by Ron Geiman)
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President Clinton's nose is shown enlarged Pinocchio style for his unfulfilled promises 

regarding AIDS. Members of ACT-UP in front of The Capitol during the Hands Around 

The Capitol demo. 

► contd. from page 30 

Graham, director ofWash ington's Whitman-

Walker Clinic; and Jennifer Chambers, 
ACT-UP LobbyCorps coordinator carried 
the battle call to the Capitol steps. 

Participants came from all 
communities affected by AIDS, and that 
diversity was reflected in the choice of 
speakers. The diverse crowd helped 
eliminate the perception AIDS is a "Gay 
Men's Disease". 

Held the day before the March on 
Washington, it was the largest AIDS-
specific action during the weekend. During 
the March itself, hundreds of ACT UP 
members and sympathizers staged a 7 
minute die-in in front of the White House 
along the parade route. (A person dies of 
AIDS every seven minutes ) 

The actions were designed to 
show the government it must take action in 
AIDS research, care, prevention and 
education — sending a message that 
Congress must 'Wage War on AIDS" as 
effectively as it waged war in Panama and 
the Persian Gulf. 

Park Police Blockade 
LesBiGay Vets at 
Vietnam Memorial 

Taps Service could have 
gotten nasty 

By Ron Geiman 

Washington, D.C. — A marching 

color/honor guard, comprised of over thirty 

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual veterans, was 

physically blocked — by lines of arm-linked 

Park Police — from marching onto the 

walkway leading to the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial. The confrontation occurred on 

Saturday, April 24, the eve of The March 

On Washington, as the Gay Lesbian Bi 

Veterans of America (GLBVA), followed by 

hundreds of onlookers and participants, 

speedily marched down a knoll overlooking 

the Memorial and turned onto the path 

leading to the stirring monument. 
At the entrance to the path, the 

group — led by former Drill Sergeant 

Miriam Ben-Shalom at a time-and-a-half 
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The Wisconsin contingent marches past the White House with chants of "Where's 

Bill?" and "Here, Kitty Kitty, where's Socks?" (Photo by Ron Geiman) 
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•  contd. from page 30
Graham,directorofwashington'swhitman-
Walker   clinic;    and   Jennifer   Chambers,

fh:i:ttFeL#yoc,ohTsc:33:ti:taet3:.caITied
Participants      came     from     all

communities  affected   by  AIDS,  and  that
diversfty  was  reflected   in  the  choice  of
speakers.    The    diverse    crowd    helped
eliminate  the  perception  AIDS  is  a  "Gay
Men's  Disease".

Held the day before the March on

#p:eschrd:#6itns.i,¥,#:h§utnhtd:I:wde::#:efensicD:#uS§

#FnTtbeerdsje:i:djns¥rgnpta:hf]i::Swsiait%eEo:s:
along  the  parade  route.  (A person dies  of
AIDS every seven minutes.)

The   actions  were  designed  to
show the government it must take action in
AIDS    research,    care,    prevention    and
education   -  sending   a   message   that
Congress  must  "Wage War on  AIDS"  as

tehffeecptgres'j#SGi:,¥agedwarinpanamaand

Park `Police  Blockade

La:E#€fay#::oartiai
Taps Service could have
gotten nasty

By Ron Geiman   `

Washington, D.C. -A marching

##j::¥f,i:ja:ndi.Ejs:eyir:#v,:o!:ea:ii-i:tnh#!
#:'#j!,:e#:ngc::f::%j[:tnnaomcc¥:teefa::
Saturday,  April  24,  the  eve  of The  March
On  Washington,   as  the  Gay  Lesbian   Bi
Veterans of America (GLBVA), followed  by
hundreds  of  onlookers   and   participants,

ihpeee#:yin::i;Sh:gdd°t¥rnn:dkn:#t:V:£':°5int3
ead[ngtoAF:h:tj:rLntpanmfntuomt::t.pat„he

#i?i:Pmie+:8hfi:mf°FeartiDmr:I.a:3:8.ehaa|!
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WISCONS 
THE ORIGINAL GAY RIGHTS !. 

Wisconsin's contingent grew to approximately 1,000 during the March 
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Again with her back to the camera, Ben-Shalom urges followers to turn back from the 
police line when informed the group was violating its permit guidelines. 

pace — was met my the police unit who 
held their ground and wouldn't let the group 
through. When the crowd saw the GLBVA 
being blocked, they shouted "Let 'Em 
Through!" and "Do It, Do It, push through!" 
When the police continued to stand firm, a 
new chorus of "Shame! Shame! Shame!" 
rose from the crowd. 

"You people have got to go back 
up on the knoll!" ordered the officer in 
charge. 

In the background, the black 
polished stone wall, inscribed with the 
names of fallen comrades, stood un-visited 
in the background. Little rainbow flags, 
adopted as a symbol by the diverse Gay 
and Lesbian community, were positioned 
every three foot or so along The Wall's 
base. The flags were planted there 
previously by other visitors; and they 
blended in with the other mementos left by 
family and friends of the fallen veterans. 

Occasionally words drifted 
through the crowd, like; "I heard they said 
it was because they think we're not 
honoring all veterans, that's why they won't 
let us in." Or, "Something about a permit," 
and "No protests allowed." 

GLBVA had planned an honor 

and remembrance ceremony at the center 
of the memorial where they would salute 
Gay and Lesbian service members who 
died. They would "speak names" of the 
veterans, have a taps ceremony, and 
depart. No protest was planned. 

In this reporter's view, the 
decision by the National Park Service 
Police to bar entrance to the wall stirred up 
emotions and nearly led to a major civil 
disobedience. Many people complained of 
un-fair treatment and outright bias against 
them. 

The officer explained, "There are 
no flags, or political demonstrations of any 
kind, not for POW's, not for Gay rights, not 
for anything." A bystander, one of a handful 
of men standing nearby wearing old 
fatigues and unit patches from Vietnam, 
shouted in support of the police, "You don't 
made political statements at the Wall! It's 
sacrosanct!" 

In response, several of the 
GLBVA supporters argued back, "It's not 
politics, it's a tribute. You're MAKING it 
politics!" Their arguments were made in 
vain. 

After a heated discussion with 
the officials, Ben-Shalom about-faced the 
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new chorus  of "Shame!  Shame!  Shame!"
rose from the crowd.'You people have got to go back
up   on   the   knoll!"   ordered   the   officer   in
charge.

In   the   background,   the--black
polished   stone   wall,   inscribed   with   the
names of fallen comrades, stood un-visited
in   the   background.   Litlle   rainbow   flags,
adopted  as a  symbol  by the  diverse  Gay
and  Lesbian  community,  were  positioned
every  three  foot  or  so  along  The  Wall's
base.    The    flags    were    planted    there

g#°euds'j¥wbityht:teh::hevjs#:r:;enionsd,e*h:¥
family  and  friends  of the fallen  veterans.

Occasionally     words     drifted
tithrowuagsht5:£ru°swed'tELkeey;"!hi:kardwt:,:gs:;dt

honoring a// veterans, that's why they won't
let  us in.'' Or,  "Something  about a permit,"
and  "No protests  allowed."

GLBVA    had  planned  an  honor

and remembrance ceremony at the center
of the  memorial  where  they  would  salute
Gay  and  Lesbian  service  members  who
died.  They  would  "speak  names"  of  the
veterans,   have   a   taps   ceremony,   and
depart.  No protest was planned.

In    this     reporter's     view,     the
decision   by   the   National   Park   Service
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them. ,

The officer explained, .There are
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for anything." A bystander, one of a handful
of   men    standing    nearby   wearing    old
fatigues  and  unit  patches  from  Vietnam,
shouted in support of the police, "You don't
made political  statements  at the Wall!  lt's
sacrosanct!"

ln    response,    several    of   the
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politics!"   Their  arguments  were  made  in
vain.

After  a  heated  discussion  with
the  officials,   Ben-Shalom about-faced  the
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company and marched them back to the 

knoll. But nearly half the crowd and 90% of 

the assembled media horde stayed at the 

police line while people questioned the 
legality of the action by the police. The 

groups permit was, indeed, for the top of 

the knoll; but they had not been forewarned 

about the ban on flags. "It was a 
misunderstanding," said Ben-Shalom. 

But the crowd that remained 

wasn't happy. "Don't Gay people have the 

right to honor Gay veterans?" was one 

comment from a bystander. Another 

shouted, "There's more of us then them. 

They've walked all over us, let's just walk 

on through them." Another person 
commented; "People have been walking 

down that path to the monument all day, 

why are they stopping us? This just isn't 

right!" 
Meanwhile, the GLBVA had 

quickly concluded its service at the top of 
the knoll, and after the flags were furled, 
and the event officially concluded, 

participants returned down the hill on their 

own. The police reluctantly stepped aside 
and allowed them to pass onto the wall 

walkway. Hundreds of people followed, 
chagrined, but determined to participate in 

an expression of honor and remembrance. 

Highlights Of The Main 
Stage Rally 

Wisconsin marchers missed 
all the speakers so here's 
some quotes... 

The Main Stage Rally at the 
March on Washington featured an 
impressive array of speakers and 
entertainers. 

It's impossible to convey in print 
the excitement generated by quality 
performers like Grammy winner Melissa 
Etheridge and divas Patti Austin and 
Michael Callen, so our best advice for 
those who missed the rally is to beg, 
borrow or steal a tape of C-Span's 
coverage. It's like having a front row seat. 

Just for the record, here are 
excerpts from some of the most stirring 
speeches. 

TORIE OSBORN 
Torie Osborn, new Executive 

Director of the National Gay and Lesbian 

Task Force, struck a theme about "coming 

home." 
"If the 1980's was the decade of 

coming out, the '90's will be the decade of 
coming home. 

'We're coming home, America, 

with our heads held high. Not as strangers, 

but as the people we are: your daughters 

and sons, your doctors and carpenters and 

teachers, captains of industry and captains 

in the army. 
'We're coming home, America, 

for Hannukah and Christmas and Kwanzaa, 

for Easter and Passover and Ramadan, 

Thanksgiving and the Fourth of July... 
"We're coming home, so 

everyone who isn't out can come out. I say 

to you, still trapped in the prisons they call 

closets: We are here waiting for you. And 

come out you must! Your silence is killing 

you. It's killing us! And it's killing the dream 

called America. 
"In order to survive, we built a 

community separate from the rest of 

society. But the ideal of America, a 

democracy that includes everyone, cannot 

be realized without us. So we're coming in 

from the outside to take our place at the 

table as equals -- nothing more and nothing 

less." 

ALLEN SCHINDLER'S MOTHER 
While professional activists and 

politicians dominated the afternoon, one of 

the simplest but most affecting speeches 

was given by Dorothy Hajdys, the mother 

of Allen Schindler, a sailor brutally beaten 

to death by shipmates because he was 

Gay. 
"I fear for every homosexual right 

now that's in the military. I fear they may 

become another Allen Schindler, and the 

reason I'm speaking out is I don't want any 

more Allen Schindlers. I don't want any 

mother to ever have to go through what 

I'm going through. 
"I've been told that many mothers 

would have kept their mouths shut. They 

wouldn't have wanted the embarrassment 

of everybody in the nation knowing that 

their son was Gay. But. you know, you can 
mess with a lot of people and a lot of 
things and maybe I would have kept my 

mouth shut. But you don't mess with my 

kid. 
"My desire is that every mother 

of every person that's here will accept you 

for what you are and who you are, that 
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The Time has Come . . . 
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organizations. Cronin said if she objected 
to the Boy Scouts' policy excluding 
homosexuals, Klemp would have to take it 
up with the national leadership of the Boy 
Scouts of America. 

Klemp challenged the claim that PTOs 
are autonomous, given the fact that the 
school principal and several teachers are 
members of Hillside's PTO. 

Nevertheless, on April 27, the Elmbrook 
School Board voted 7-0 in support of 
Cronin's decision, but not before a lively 
public hearing in which both sides of the 
controversy expressed their views. 

William E. Daulton of the Potowatomi 
Area Council of the Boy Scouts said he 
knew of no Scouts or Scout leaders who 
had been banned from the 10 Boy Scout 
and Cub Scout troops supervised by his 
council. 

Daulton said: 'We don't ask a boy or a 
potential Scout leader for his sexual 
preference. It's only if they bring it to our 
attention that we would take action based 
on our national policy." 

Other parents said that Klemp should 
take up her complaint with national Boy 
Scout leaders, not local troops or schools. 

Patrick Flaherty of Queer Nation said: 
"Organizations that discriminate against 
groups of people can't have the 
endorsement of public schools because it 
consists of a violation of state law." 

A TERRIBLE LESSON TO BE TEACHING 
In an interview with In Step, Klemp said 

her complaint could be broken down into 
two issues: 1) Parent-Teacher 
Organizations should neversponsorgroups 
that discriminate, and 2) the school district 
should not allow the distribution of literature 
promoting a group that discriminates, 
especially when that discrimination is 
prohibited by both state law and state 
school policy. 

Promoting the Boy Scouts through the 
schoolswithout questioning its exclusionary 
policy sends the wrong signal to children, 
according to Klemp. 'When kids get these 
messages early on, it gives them the idea 
that it's okay to discriminate. That's a 
terrible lesson to be teaching them." 

In her testimony before the school 
board, Klemp noted the high drop-out and 
suicide rates among Gay and Lesbian 
youth and the cruelty and ostracism they 
often experience from their peers. 

In his testimony, Flaherty made 
reference to 14-year-old Brooks Fain, a 

Brookfield boy who shot himself to death 
last August after enduring months of 
taunting and harassment by fellow students 
who said he was Gay. 

Flaherty was confronted after the 
hearing by an angry woman who criticized 
him for invoking Brooks's name. Flaherty 
responded that he never said Brooks was 
Gay, and that it didn't really matter whether 
he was or wasn't. He was merely trying to 
illustrate the tragic consequences of 
discrimination and homophobia. 

PLANS TO APPEAL DECISION 
Although the Elmbrook School Board 

voted to reject Klemp's complaint, she does 
have the option of appealing to the State 
Department of Public Instruction, which she 
plans to do. 

In the meantime, she was pleased to 
hear that the PTO at another elementary 
school in her area, Wisconsin Hills, had 
recently voted to sever its ties to the Boy 
Scouts. The action came shortly after 
publicity about Klemp's complaint was aired 
and after Superintendent Cronin sent a 
letter to all PTOs indicating that their 
autonomous status enabled them to make 
their own decisions about the issue. 

When asked why a happy heterosexual 
homemaker in suburbia would get involved 
in a Gay rights issue, Klemp joked: "It was 
either becoming an activist or re-decorating 
the house!" 

Seriously, Klemp said she has friends in 
the Gay community, including a close 
15-year friendship with a Gay man. She 
had been aware of the Boy Scouts 
controversy, but when it touched her own 
children and their school she felt compelled 
to speak out. 

Klemp, whose name has been in many 
local papers, has received a number of 
anonymous phone calls. She said that 
some of the callers made "raunchy" 
comments and one asked: 'Why don't you 
move out of Brookfield?" 

'We've always lived in real progressive 
areas," she said of her family. "So it was a 
real shock to move to the heartland and 
find this hostility." 

BOOZE BUST rittc -
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they'll love you and that they'll tell you they 
love you. 

"You know, twelve hours before 
Allen was killed, I talked to him on the 
phone and I told him four times during that 
conversation that I loved him. And I know 
that Allen is up in heaven, and he's up 
there now, saying: 'Go for it, mom. Don't let 
anyone else die the way I did.-

MARTINA NAVRATILOVA 
One of the longest ovations of 

the afternoon was for tennis pro Martina 
Navratilova, who has become increasingly 
vocal about her Lesbianism in recent years. 
She signed on as a plaintiff to the lawsuit 
challenging Colorado's anti-Gay 
referendum. 

In her speech, Navratilova spoke 
against labeling people. She noted 
sarcastically: "Martina Navratilova, the 
Lesbian tennis player. They don't write 
about Joe Montana, the heterosexual 
football player, do they?" She said she 
hoped to see the day when people were 
judged by their character and 
accomplishments, not their sexual 
orientation. But she also acknowledged that 
for awhile, Gays and Lesbians had to be 
public about their orientation. 

"I believe that the biggest and 
strongest weapon for our movement for 
equality is visibility, and the best way to get 
it is to come out...l urge all of you who are 
still in the closet to throw away all those 
excuses. Instead, find all of the wonderful 
reasons you too should be out. Believe me, 
in the long run, the good will far outweigh 
the bad. 

"Because if we want the world to 
accept us we must first accept ourselves. If 
we want the world to give us respect, not to 
look at us with shame, we must first be 
willing to give ourselves respect. We must 
be proud of who we are and we cannot do 
that while we hide." 

RUPERT RICHARDSON, NAACP 
'We at the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People join 
this movement because we too await the 
fulfilling of America's promises. We 
assemble here today because we know 
that as long as your rights to freedom are 
denied, ours are not secure...We believe 
very strongly that to deny our Lesbian and 
Gay sisters and brothers full freedom robs 
them of the promise of life and liberty. 

'We call on President Clinton to 

come out of the closet of duplicity by lifting 
the ban on Gays and Lesbians in the 
military. We implore President Clinton to 
appoint an AIDS czar now, and we 
challenge him to work with the Congress 
for the...passage of a Gay rights bill. 

'We pledge our continued 
support and invite you to join forces with us 
in our causes for freedom." 

REP. PATRICIA SCHROEDER 
Congresswoman Pat Schroeder 

referred to the anti-Gay initiative passed in 
her home state of Colorado. 

"The tragedy that hit our state 
could hit anywhere, and that's why it's so 
important you are here today for this 
march. 
Because your rights come as an American. 
We should not let state by state play with 
your rights. You should not have to be 
nomads, moving around looking for 
wherever you can move to live openly and 
freely. That is your birthright. 

"Remember as we stand in this 
great capital of this wonderful nation, when 
we say the Pledge of Allegiance, we say 
'with liberty and justice for all."' 

'Well, what part of 'all' don't 
people understand? We mean alr 

PHIL WILSON 
Phill Wilson of the Gay and 

Lesbian Black Leadership Forum 
challenged marchers to broaden their 
visions and the coalition seeking equal 
rights. 

"President Clinton said he had a 
vision of America and you're a part of it. So 
I must ask you about your vision and who's 
a part of it. Are your Lesbian sisters a part 
of the vision? Are your Gay brothers of 
color a part of the vision? Are your brothers 
and sisters living with AIDS part of the 
vision? Are your sisters fighting for the right 
to control their bodies a part of the vision? 
Because if we are not all a part of the 
vision, the vision is an illusion, and we 
need no more illusions." 

LARRY KRAMER 
Larry Kramer, a founder of ACT 

UP and Gay Men's Health Crisis, had harsh 
words for the Clinton administration. 

"It has been six months since we 
elected Bill the Welcher President. It has 
been five months since we heard that 
Donna 'Do Nothing' Shalala would be 
Health Secretary. 
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I must ask you about your vision and who's
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and  sisters  living  wth  AIDS  part  of  the
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Because  if  we  are  not  all  a  part  of  the
vision,   the  vision   is  an  illusion,   and  we
need  no more illusions."

LARRY KRAMER
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words for the Clinton  administrafron."lt has been six months since we  -
elected  Bill  the  Weleher President.  It  has
been  five   months  since  we  heard  that
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'What has six months brought 
us? Bill the Welcher has announced no 

new AIDS programs nor put in place 
anything that would change, alter or end 
the horror of the last twelve years. Bill the 
Welcher has announced no new AIDS 

czar...Far worse, there is no head of AIDS 
research...Hillary, Bill the Welcher's wife, 
has placed on her health panel not one 

single AIDS expert.. . 
"Time is being pissed away, just 

like under Reagan-Bush. Nothing is any 

different. What kind of inhumanity is this? 

This is yet another President and yet 

another Health Secretary who do not care 
about AIDS. Why are we kissing this 

President's ass? 
'We are being intentionally 

allowed to die. Can't you see this my 

brothers and sisters? This is genocide --

the intentional killing of Gays and people of 

color." 

PATRICIA IRELAND, NOW 
"Since 1971, the National 

Organization for Women has asserted our 
commitment to stand for securing Lesbian 
rights, not as something separate, but as 

an integral part of the feminist agenda... 
'We march for Lesbian, Gay and 

Bisexual rights for the same reason we 

marched for abortion rights last April — for 

our right to privacy in these most intimate 

areas of our lives, sexuality and 

reproduction, for our right to be free from 

the imposition of a religious right wing 

dogma... 
'Women stand with our Gay and 

Bisexual brothers today because we 

understand all too well the danger of 

allowing others to define our roles based 

on gender.... 
'We urge you to stand with us to 

fight back...Go from this place committed to 

making a difference, committed to taking 

the next step, whatever that next step is for 

you." 

SEN. TED KENNEDY 
In a taped message, Ted 

Kennedy said he was proud to be the 

primary sponsor of the federal Gay and 

Lesbian civil rights bill in the Senate. His is 

also the single most powerful voice 

consistently raised against anti-Gay 

Senators like Jesse Helms and Dan Coats. 
"My friends, by mobilizing today 

in such massive numbers you're sending a 

powerful message to my colleagues and all 

Americans that Gay men and Lesbians are 

part of the American family.. . 
"In this struggle, our opponents 

are right about one thing. This is a struggle 

for what is good and decent in America. If 

we have the courage of our principles, if we 

appeal to the best in ourselves and our 

country, then we, too, shall overcome. We 

shall overcome misunderstanding, fear and 

the prejudice that justifies oppression, for 

there is no place in the United States for 

laws that imprison any of our people behind 

the barbed wire of bigotry." 

Backlash Follows March 
On Washington 

Mayor, travelers, soldier 
targeted 

When Bill Crews, the mayor of 
Melbourne, Iowa, returned to his hometown 
after attending the big March on 
Washington for Gay, Lesbian and Bi Rights, 

he found the words "No Faggots" and 
"Melbourne Hates Gays" spray-painted on 
his house. 

When Sergeant Jose Zuniga, a 
Persian Gulf veteran who was named the 
Sixth Army's Soldier of the Year, returned 
from the march to his post at the Presidio 
in San Francisco on April 29, he was 
greeted by superior officers proffering 
discharge papers. 

These are just a few of the 
homophobic incidents reported in the wake 

of the march. But perhaps the most bizarre 
case involves American Airlines. 

STRANGE DOINGS 
ABOARD FLIGHT 701 

The company has apologized 
profusely after it was revealed that the crew 
of American Airlines flight 701, heading 
from the nation's capital to the Dallas-Fort 
Worth airport, requested that pillows and 
blankets be replaced because many Gays 
and Lesbians had been on the flight back 

to Texas. 
"There was obviously an 

extremely homophobic crew and a captain 
that needs some AIDS education," David 

Taffet told the Fort Worth Star-Telegram. 

"Or maybe they were just afraid that the 
contd. on page ► 38 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 5 

La Cage: BESTD Clinic offers free, anonymous 
HIV testing & Counseling, 10pm-lam. 
Runway 51 (Janesville): Women's Day, 
celebrate Nellie Blys' birthday. 

THURSDAY, MAY 6 

Rod's (Madison): Bartender exchange with the 
staff of Rockford's Office, 10pm on. 
Vuk's Place: Premiere of weekly Booze Bust, 
11pm-lam, $5 all the rail booze you can drink. 

FRIDAY, MAY 7 

Daddy & Daddy's Boy L/L Weekend: All 
weekend, events at Wreck Room, Boot Camp & 
1100 Club. 
Wreck Room: Daddy's Boy contest, 10:30pm, 
$5, hosted by Castaways MC 
Pivot (Appleton): 8 degrees below Normal, an 
improv comedy company, 10.30pm 
Club 219: Premiere of new Friday night $1 
cover. 

SATURDAY, MAY 8 

1100 Club: Bar opens 8am. Daddy weekend 
brunch 9am, $5. Later, Argonauts of Wisconsin 
Daddy Contest $5; Intermission entertainment 
by Shoreline C&W dancers 
Ballgame: Sheepshead, all welcome. 
Bay City Chorus: Spring Concert A 
Celebration of Song & Season, 7:30pm. St. 
Norbert's College Bryron Walter Theatre, $5 
admission. 
Wreck Room: BEST Damn Underwear party & 
wet shorts contest to benefit BESTD Clinic, 3pm 
party, 8pm contest. $3 at the door. (No thongs 
or jock straps!) Hosted by the Sat. Condo. 
Assoc. 
M&M Club: Entertainment by Singsational 
Productions Singing Machine. 
Club 219: Premiere of new Saturday night $1 
cover 

SUNDAY, MAY 9 

1100 Club: Daddy's Weekend Brunch 9am-
2pm, $5. Sponsored by Unicorns of Madison, 
meet Mr. IML at noon. 
Boot Camp: Daddy's Weekend, wind-down 
party, 2pm, free admission. All door prizes 
drawn at the event. 
Milw. MCC: Special early service at 9:30am for 
Mothers Day. 

Club 3054 (Madison): Glamour Girls tribute 
show to Mothers, 9:30pm. Bring in your mom, 
her first drink is on us. 
Vuk's Place: Vicki & Company, showtime 8pm 
Possum Queen benefit. (Free tap beer during 
show with a small donation) 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 12 
Your Place: Miss Lana St. James presents A 
Possum Queen benefit; fun, prizes, specials. 

THURSDAY, MAY 13 
Wings (Madison): Madtown Underwear Party.
Juice: A Rave event at dance dance dance, 
10pm. 

FRIDAY, MAY 14 
Wreck Room: BESTD Clinic offers free 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling 5-8pm. 
Runway 51 (Janesville): Live band Blue Heat 
10pm, $2 cover. 

SATURDAY, MAY 15 
1100 Club: SSBL Brunch. 
Rod's (Madison): Pam Meyer presents Cheeks 
& Chaps, a fantasy birthday bash. Reception at 
9pm. show at 10pm. 
Pivot (Appleton): Toga party. 
Club 94 (Appleton): The Disco Divas, 94 
Follies girls salute the 70's, a SEWAP Benefit, 
10:30 showtime. 
Travlur/Bunkhouse (Rockford, IL): Names 
Project Quilt benefit. 
3B's Bar: Annual Old Timers party, noon-? 

SUNDAY, MAY 16 
CCF Casino Night: Park East Hotel, 4-8pm. 
$10 advance, $15 at the door. Admission 
includes food, beer, soda, gambling chips, entry 
to grand prize drawing. 

THURSDAY, MAY 20 
Club 3054 (Madison): Karoke at 8:30pm. 
M&M Club: BESTD Clinic, offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & Counseling from 
8pm-12am 

SATURDAY, MAY 22 
Ballgame: Sheepshead, all welcome. 
M&M Club: Singsational Prod. Singing 
Machine. 
Wings (Madison): 3 Year Anniversary 
Celebration. Cocktail party on the patio at 5pm. 
Western Style BBQ at 6, Hot Tub all weekend. 
Special 9pm Underwear party 
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Wreck Room:  Daddy's  Boy contest,10:30pm,
$5,  hosted by Castaways MC.
Pivot (Appleton):  8 degrees below Normal,  an
improv comedy company,  10:30pm.
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cover.
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oncoming passengers would catch 
homosexuality from pillows and blankets." 
Taffet is with the Dallas Gay and Lesbian 
Alliance. 

The flight crew's request to those 
responsible for supplies and 
accommodations at Dallas Fort Worth 
Airport was written in a form of shorthand. 
It read: "inbd crew req complete chg of all 
pillows blankets due gay rights activits 
group onbd." 

Pillows and blankets are usually 
changed at the end of the day. The captain 
claims the request originated with flight 
attendants who said that several people on 
board had been visibly ill. The head flight 
attendant, however, said there simply were 
too few blankets on board. Both denied 
making any mention of Gay passengers. 

Al Becker, a spokesman for 
American, called the incident "outrageous, 
objectionable and unfortunate." He said an 
investigation was being conducted to find 
out who was responsible. "This is of grave, 
grave concern. It runs absolutely counter to 
corporate policies." 

A HERO'S CAREER IN BALANCE 
While the American Airlines 

incident was indeed "outrageous," the 
plight of highly decorated Army Sergeant 
Zuniga could have the most damaging 
consequences, however. 

While many active duty soldiers 
and sailors who could get leave from their 
posts took the risk of attending the march 
on Washington, it was Zuniga who was 
most vocal about it, appearing at a 
reception for the National Gay and Lesbian 
Task Force and penning an op-ed piece 
which was published the New York Times 
the day of the march. 

In that article, Zuniga noted that 
two years ago he had participated in the 
huge victory parade through the nation's 
capital after the Persian Gulf War. "Today, 
I will march along much the same route. 
This time, however, the march is not part of 
a victory celebration. I march instead for 
the rights of Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals 
to serve their country without facing 
persecution." 

"I return to our nation's capital as 
an active duty soldier to make clear to 
America the irrationality of an Army that 
last month honored me as Sixth Army 
Soldier of the Year, but which today, now 

that I am announcing I am Gay, will 
condemn me." 

"I am not an activist, nor am I 
looking to pin a pink triangle beside my 
medals. I am a soldier who wants to 
continue a distinguished career but who 
happens to be Gay." 

Under President Clinton's 
compromise plan for ending the ban on 
Gays in the military, discharges for 
homosexuality have been placed on hold 
until at least July 15, when a final executive 
order is expected to be issued. But 
commanding officers are allowed to place 
avowedly Gay soldiers on standby reserve. 

"All of us here at the Presidio are 
proud of you," wrote Lt. Gen. Glynn C. 
Mallory, commander of the Sixth Army, 
when Zuniga was named Soldier of the 
Year in March. "You can justifiably be 
proud of this distinction, and I know you will 
continue to serve with the same dedication 

which prompted your selection as Soldier of 
the Year." 

Only time will tell whether Sgt. 
Zuniga will be able to continue his 

distinguished and dedicated service to his 

country.  

Diversity of LesBiGay 
America on Display 

MOW had something for 
everybody 

By Jamakaya 

The huge number and variety of 
events held during the March on 

Washington weekend was awesome, and 
illustrated how incredibly rich and diverse 
America's Gay and Lesbian community has 
become. 

On the Saturday evening before 
the march, for example, you could have 
attended any one of the following events: a 
Gay/Lesbian science fiction video festival, 
a poetry reading by South Asian Lesbians, 
a gathering of Gay/Lesbian college 
fraternities, a reception for Gay Games IV, 
a candlelight vigil against sexual abuse, a 
taps ceremony for Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual veterans, a concert by the Lesbian 
and Gay Bands of America, a Rocky Horror 
Picture Show convention, AA meetings, 
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available. To order tickets, call the 
Milwaukee Repertory Theatre box office at 
(414) 224-9490 or stop by the MRT box 
office at 108 East Wells Street, Milwaukee, 
WI 53202. 

Audition Notice 

Director Robert A. Zimmerman is 
seeking actors, singers, and dancers for 
the July '93 production of The Pirates of 
Penzance. the ensemble is seeking 
acrobats, jugglers or other unusual talents 
to feature. Performers should prepare one 
song from any context. An accompanist 
and/or cassette player will be provided. Be 
prepared to demonstrate movement or 
choreography skills. Dialogue readings will 
be delivered from the script. No prepared 

monologue will be required. Auditions will 
be held on Wednesday, May 12 and 
Thursday, May 13 at 7130pm at the West 
Allis Central Auditorium, 8515 W Lincoln 
Avenue. For more information, call Robert 

at 281-4224 or Kara at 662-0141. 

'I Tap Beer Bust 
50' Rail, Soda, Wine 

9P'-Midnight 
Thursdays 
,e Outrageous 

the 

New Harvest Foundation 
invites you to participate in 

I( DIll lAe 

an exhibit and sale of Lesbian & Gay Art, and a 

commemoration of Segal's sculpture, "Gay Liberation" 

Orton Park in Madison, WI 
May 23, 1993 — 3:00 - 6:00 PM 

Bring friends & family. There will be games & food. 

We encourage those attending to pack a picnic lunch! 
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the Year.
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Only  time  will  tell  whether  Sgt

Diversity of LesBiGay
America on Display

MOW had something for
everybody

By Jamakaya
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America's Gay and Lesbian communfty has
become.
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On the Saturday evening before
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available.    To    order    tickets,     call    the
Mitwailkee Repertory Theatre box office at

!4ti£2t244£4E9a°st°al:i?sPs&:ett|eMYtwRatkbe:;
Wl 53202.

Audition  Notice

Director Robert A. Zimmeman .Is

She:e#i!c:?sop:L6edsjn!n§n:#,::e:sg3J!:;jfn:g;
foe::::ut:;.jupgeg*eorsrmoerrsot:£:uu,:upsr:;,atra:eonntse
song  from  any  context.  An  accompanist
and/or cassette player will be provided. Be
prepared   to   demonstrate   movement  or

::°d:#:::9yfr%k#'St.h8{::°n9put:heoa8jr:gpsayej!

#|;!!3j!u,eiTa#ijai:7:3:i;5m##:::W;#
Avenue. For more information,  call Robert
at 2814224 or Kara at 662-0141.
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contd. from page 56 

Saturday, May 22 at 10pm and 
Sunday, May 23 at 5pm; Strange Fruit, a 
multi-media performance art show created 
by Jen Benka, Cathy Cook, Bill Bempsey 
and Jane Kramer. Additionally, Cathy Cook 
will be showing new short films. Strange 
Fruit is co-sponsored by Great Lakes Film 
and Video. 

Friday, May 28 and Saturday, 
May 29 at 10pm; Culpa Mea directed by 
Debbie Davis. Nine original works from a 
performance group from UW Milwaukee 
include solo monologues, mixed media 
incorporating film, sculpture, dance, sound 
scaping and other inventions. 

Sunday, May 30 at 7:30; 
Despedia Hysterical The farewell event of 
Latino queer dance/performer David 
Figueroa in collaboration with actor Ric 
Oquita and other Bellas Hystericas 
featuring Queer Quince Anera, a coming 
out fiesta/novella direct from Milwaukee's 
Southside. 

All tickets are $5. Foi 
reservations call Theatre X at 278-0555. 

ARTS BRIEFS 

Choreographers Concert 
May 7-9 

Danceworks will present three 
performances of choreography by 
Milwaukee area independent and emerging 
choreographers, May 7, 8, and 9. In 
keeping with Danceworks' commitment to 
mixed programming, audiences will have 
the unusual opportunity to view a wide 
variety of pieces by choreographers who in 
the past have not appeared together at the 
same venue. 

All performances will be at the 
Danceworks studio, 727 N. Milwaukee 
Street. Curtain times are 8pm on Friday, 
May 7, and Saturday, May 8, and 2:30pm 
on Sunday, May 9. Tickets are $8 ($6 
students and seniors), and reservations are 
suggested. For information and tickets, call 
276-3191. 

Chamber Music for Choice 
On May 20, 1993 at 7 -30pm the 

National Abortion Rights Action League 
of Wisconsin will present a chamber music 
benefit concert at the Piano Gallery, 219 N 

Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, WI 53202. 
Musicians affiliated with the Milwaukee 
Symphony, Wisconsin Conservatory, 
Present Music and UWM will play modern 
and classical compositions. The ticket price 
of $12 includes a dessert reception. Call 
271-4811 for more information. 

Wild Space Dance Company's 
"Made In Milwaukee" 
May 20-22 

Wild Space Dance Company's 
newest work, Made in Milwaukee, will be 
performed for the public May 20, 21 and 22 
at the Stiemke Theater of the Milwaukee 
Repertory Theater, 108 East Wells Street. 
All performances are at 8pm. 

Made in Milwaukee highlights 
Milwaukee's industrial workforce and 
famous work ethic. Designed as an evening 
of theater and dance, the powerful, gritty 
production examines the movements, 
behavior, attitudes and culture of the city's 
labor force. 

Tickets for all performances are 
$12 for adults, $10 for seniors and children 
under 12. Group discounts are also 

NI\ 

BOTTOM LINO 
TRAVEL 

W I SCONS IN'S 
ONLY GRY OWNED 

fIND OPEREITED 
TRRUEL RGENCY 

C047774/Mt; 
STAW Oge 

CORROTIY 

964-6199 
800 933-8330 

3610 N. Oakland Ave. 

Member: I.G.T.R. 
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Al-Anon meetings, a Gay/Lesbian choral 
concert, an S/M Fetish party, and a 
plethora of dinners and dances sponsored 
by dozens of different affinity groups: 
Mormons, Mennonites, People with AIDS, 
urban planners, transgendered people, 
government employees, radical faeries, 
elected officials and Gay and Lesbian 
parents. 

If that list takes your breath away, 
be assured that it is only a fraction of the 
events offered that one night alone. 

The crush of events did cause 
some some identity conflicts, however. 

Consider the plight of one older 
Jewish Leather Dyke, for instance, who had 
to decide on Friday night whether to attend 
the "Come Together" S/M Fetish Kick-Off 
Party, the reception for "Older Lesbians 
Organizing for Change" or the Shabbat 
service at Congregation Bet Mishpachah. 
Or the plight of the Gay Buddhist professor 
with AIDS, who on Saturday had to decide 
whether to take a bus trip to a Tibetan 
Buddhist temple in Maryland, to attend the 
Lavender Language and Linguistics 
Conference, or participate in a healing ritual 
for people living with AIDS. 

Okay, the old Jewish leather dyke 
and the Gay Buddhist professor with AIDS 
are just made-up characters. But many 
people attending the march weekend, who 
had multiple interests and identities, did 
experience that kind of quandary. With 
such a vast array of stimulating programs, 
what to attend? 

The thousands of groups in 
attendance reflected an incredible cross 
section of Gay and Lesbian America. 

There was the National Gay and 
Lesbian Journalists Association, the Log 
Cabin Republican Clubs, Gay and Lesbian 
Educators, the Black Gay and Lesbian 
Leadership Forum, the Association of 
Lesbian and Gay Judges, the Rainbow 
Alliance of the Deaf, the Gay Pilots 
Association, Presbyterians for Lesbian and 
Gay Concerns, Lesbian and Gay Latinos, 
and the National Coalition of Lesbian and 
Gay Labor Activists. 

There were Gay and Lesbian 
alumni groups from Harvard, Yale, Duke, 
Rice, Northwestern and dozens of other 
universities. There were employee 
associations from the Red Cross, United 
Airlines, AT&T and many other large 
concerns. There were environmentalists 
like Gay and Lesbian Greens and Lesbian 
Eco-Feminists of America. There were 

135 East National•Milwaukee 383-9412 

TRIANGLE 

Mon-Fri 

Open 5pm 
Sat/Sun 
Open 3pm 

2-4-1 Cocktails 
Mon-Fri, 5-9pm 
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SUNDAY 
'1' Bloody Mary's 

0 and 
Morning Glories 
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Food 

0 
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TUESDAY 
'1" Rail Cocktails 
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MONDAY 
'1" Absolut 

Absolut Citron 
Absolut Kurant 

WEDNESDAY 
'30" Super Bust 

Beer, Wine, Soda, 
Juice 

THURSDAY 
Pull - Tabs 

NEVER A COVER CHARGE 
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- contd. fion page 56
Saturday, May 22 at .10pm and

Sunday, May 23 at 5pm; Strange Fruit, a
mum-media  performance art show created
by Jen  Benka,  Cathy  Cook,  Bill  Bempsey
and Jane Kramer. Additionally,  Cathy Cook
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and video.

Friday,  May  28  and  Saturday,
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performance  group  from  UW  Mitwaukee
include   solo   monologues,   mixed   media
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DespediasHuynst:#'ca#:faie°weateve7#i
Latino     queer     dance/performer     David
Figueroa   in   collaboration   wth   actor  Ric
Oquita     and     other     Bellas     Hystericas
featuring  Queer Quince Anera, a coming
out fiesta/novella  direct from Mitwaukee's
Southside.

All      tickets      are      $5.      Foi
reservations call Theatre X at 278-0555.

ARTS  BRIEFS_

CMha°yre70.a_raphersconcelt

Daneenrorks  will  present  three
performances     of     choreography     by
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sane venue.

All  pefrormances  wiH  be  at  the
Danceworks   studio,    727   N.    Mitwaukee
Street.  Curtain  times  are  8pm  on  Friday,
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suggested. For infomatton and tickets, caw
276€191.

Chamber Music for Choice
On  May 20,1993 at 7:30plm the
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Mitwaukee  Street,  Mitwaukee,  Wl  53202.
Musicians   affiliated    with   the   Mitwaukee

§#*to#yu,sjc¥nsdcoj#wfiopT:;#:tdoeTx
and classical compositions. The ticket price
of $12 .includes  a  dessert  reception.  Call
2714811  for more infomation.

#Wadd§P|ancfiiRwaanuckeeec,Prnpany's
May20-22      `-.

newestw.Yk:a"s#ec:„Dj,7;#geT#.Fry::
performed for the piiblic May 20, 21 and 22
at the  Stiemke  Theater of the  Mitwaukee
Repertory Theater,  108 East Wells Street.
AIl performances are at 8pm.

Made   t.n   Mi.twaukee   highlights-Mihoaukee's     industrial     workforce     and
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production    examines    the    movements,
behavior, attitudes  and clilture of the city.§
labor force.

Tickets  for all  performances are
$12 for adults, $10 for seniors and children
under    12.    Group    discounts    are    also
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Al-Anon  meetings,  a  Gayfl.esbian  choral
concert,    an   S/M   Fetish    party,   and   a
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Mormons,  Mennonites,  People with  AIDS,
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Parents.    ,fthat list takes yourbreath away.

be assured that  it is only a fraction  of the
events offered that one night alone.

The  crush  of events  did  cause
som`e some identity  conflicts,  however.

Consider the  plight  of one older

!oe#:ScidLee:tnh::j%#'jgphrt!#Sht:tnh=r't#&::g
the  "Carrie Together"  S"  Fetish  Kick-Off
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service  at Congregation  Bet Mishpachah.
Or the plight of the Gay Buddhist professor
with AIDS, who on Saturday had to decide
whether  to  take  a  bus  trip  to  a  Tibetan
Buddhist temple in Maryland, to attend the
Lavender     Language     and      Linguistics
Conference, orparticipate in a healing ritual
for peaple  living  with  AIDS.

andtheG9yk%'d±#pJr:#i§:::a#:rA,yDk§
are  just  made-up  characters.   But  many
people attending the march weekend, who
had  multiple   interests  and  identities,   did
experience  that  kind   of  quandary.  With
such a vast array of stimulating  programs,
what to attend?

The   thousands   of   groups   in
attendance  reflected   an  incredible  cross
section  of Gay and  Lesbian America.

There was the National Gay and
Lesbian  Journalists  Association,  the  Log
Cabin Republican Clubs, Gay and Lesbian
Educators,   the   Black  Gay  and   Lesbian
Leadership   Forum,   the   Association    of
Lesbian  and  Gay  Judges,  the  Rainbow
Alliance    of   the    Deaf,    the    Gay   Pilots
Association , Presbyterians for Lesbian and
Gay Concerns, Lesbian and Gay Latinos,
and the  National  Coalition  of Lesbian and
Gay Labor Activists.

aiumnigroTuhpesrefrowmeraa:ayrd,a#,e+eB=kae|
Rice,  Northwestern  and  dozens  of  other
universities.       There      were      employee
associations  from  the  Red  Cross,  United
Airlines,    AT&T   and   many   other   large
concerns.  There  were  environmentalists
like Gay and Lesbian Greens and Lesbian
Eco-Feminists   of  America.   Thefe   were
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health professionals like the National 
Association of Lesbian Physicians and 
Physicians for Human Rights. 

Bisexuals and Transgendered 
people held their own national conferences 
that weekend. Its an encouraging measure 
of progress that Gay and Lesbian leaders 
who, several years ago, sometimes 
opposed Bi and Transgender inclusion in 
Pride parades, not only did not question 
but actually welcomed their participation in 
the March on Washington festivities. 

The Queer Nation, in all its 
diversity and a million strong, was on full 
and glorious display in our nation's capital 
April 25. It was an inspiring day for all 
involved and, hopefully, an inspiring sight 
for all of America. 

Capture "The March" 
Experience 
March Video & Poster Set 

The Living Earth Art Project 

(L.E.A.P.) is capturing the spirit, essence, 

and passion of the 1993 March On 

Washington in a commemorative poster set 

and video, to benefit the March On 

Washington and The National Gay and 

Lesbian Task Force. 
These commemorative items will 

make the experience and images of this 

historical civil rights event available to all. 
Authorized by the March on 

Washington Committee: The 

Commemorative Poster Series is three 

18" X 24" photographic posters capturing 

all major events of the 1993 March on 

Washington. Inspiring, powerful images 

printed at high resolution on fine coated 

enamel stock. Posters may be displayed 

separately or as one continuous wall mural. 

Keep as a valuable collectors item or buy 

for a friend who missed the March. Benefits 

the 1993 March on Washington. The 

Poster Series (set of 3): $16.75 + $3 

postage/packing. 
Washington '93: Marching for 

Freedom: The Video will feature all major 

events of the 1993 March on Washington 

including the Wedding, the March, the rally 

and Civil Disobedience. Eight video crews 

bring home the energy and exhilaration of 

this historic civil rights event and massive 

celebration. Benefits the National Gay & 

Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute. 60 

minute video: $24.50 + $2.50 

postage/packing. or, combination Poster 

Series and Video: $36 + $5.50 
postage/packing. 

Send check or money order 

payable to: Project 1993, 2020 
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Washington, 

D.C. 20006. (Video and Poster Series due 

for release 5-7 weeks following the March 

on Washington. Please allow 2-3 weeks for 

delivery.) For more information: Project 

1993 Info Line (202) 986-1993. 

Brookfield Morn 
Challenges PTO On Boy 
Scouts 

"You have to speak up" 

By Jamakaya 

Brookfield, WI — Gisele Klemp, 

a mother of three, is challenging her son's 

elementary school and its Parent-Teacher 

Organization after she learned that the 

PTO was sponsoring a fundraiser for a 

local Boy Scout troop. The Boy Scouts of 

America specifically exclude homosexuals 

from membership. 
"If the Boy Scouts, which is a private 

organization, want to discriminate — okay. 

But they shouldn't be able do it through the 

public schools," Klemp told In Step. 
Klemp filed a complaint with the 

Elmbrook School Board after her 

12-year-old son came home from school 

with a flier promoting a balloon sale to 

benefit the Boy Scout troop which meets at 

his school, Hillside Elementary. 
Klemp initially spoke to Hillside's 

principal and the PTO president, who 

defended the sale and said they saw 

nothing wrong with it. 'When you get the 

,door slammed in your face, you think: 'I'm 

not going to take this anymore,-  she said, 

so she filed a formal complaint. 

SUPERINTENDENT, BOARD 

REJECT COMPLAINT 
Elmbrook School District 

Superintendent David L. Cronin rejected 

Klemp's complaint, saying that the 

particular flier in question did not in itself 

endorse any discriminatory activity and that 

the school district could not interfere with 

PTOs because they were "autonomous" 

contd. on page ► 62 
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health    professionals    like    the    National
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people held their own national conferences
thatweekend. It's an encouraging measure
of progress that Gay and  Lesbian  leaders
who,     several    years    ago,     sometimes
opposed  Bi  and  Transgender  inclusion  in
Pride  parades,  not  only  did  not  question
but_actually we/oomed their participation  in
the  March  on Washington  festivities.

The    Queer    Nation,    in    all   'its
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April   25.   It  was   an   inspirin.g   day  for  all
involved  and,  hopefully,   an  Inspiring  sight
for all  of America.
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contd. on page .  62
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3B'S 
A Friendly 
Place for Everyone, Everyday 
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ANNUAL OLD 
TIMER'S PARTY 
Sat, May 15, 

noon-?? 
Remember these bars? 
Seaway, Castaways, 

River Queen . . . 
Remember 

your old friends? 

They will be at the 
annual reunion of the 

Old Timers 

North Country Practice 
Thursday, May 6, 7'

The Arts 
Fest City Singers To 
Present "Boyfriends" 
Gay Pride prelude June 4-6 

Milwaukee — The Fest City 
Singers will offer a prelude to Gay Pride 
festivities with Boyfriends, a musical 
comedy review filled with romance, love, 
deception and friendship. The show will run 
for four performances in the Skylight 
Theatre, 813 N. Jefferson, on June 4-6. 

Written and fully staged by Peter 
Mortenson, with musical direction by Peggy 
Lozier, Boyfriends involves the breakup of 
"the ideal Gay couple," Rich and Tim, and 
the attempts of their friends to comfort, 
kibbitz and generally interfere. Mortenson's 
original lyrics set to well-known favorites 
like The Stepsisters' Lament from 
Cinderella, Tits and Ass from Chorus Line 
and even Libiamo from the opera La 
Traviata are witty and clever. 

Performance times are: 8pm on 
Friday, June 4 and Saturday, June 5; 2pm 
and 7:30pm on Sunday, June 6. Tickets are 
$8 in advance and $10 at the door. Block 
reservations may be made for groups of 
ten or more people at $7 per person. 
Tickets may be obtained from chorus 
members or by calling the FestLine at (414) 
263-SING. 

Late Night Theatre X 
A variety of performances 

Theatre X will offer an exciting 
Late Night schedule during the run of 
Murder of Crows, May 14-30. The 
schedule includes: 

Saturday, May 15, 10pm John 
Sieger, an acoustical guitar solo 
performance. 

Sunday, May 16 at 7pm and 
Monday, May 17 at 7pm; The End of The 
World by David Dentinger, a staged 
reading of a new, wacky tragi-comedy. End 
of The World portrays Pete and Larry, best 
friends who learn that the Earth will end in 
a matter of a few days, forcing a 
confrontation of issues such a friendship, 
sexuality and mortality. 

contd. on page ► 58 
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DISCO DID 
Club 94 Follies Girls 

SALUTE TO THE 70'S 
SATURDAY, MAY 15 

10:30 Showtime 
Benefits SEWAP 

Corner 1-94 & Hwy C 
(East Frontage Road) Kenosha 

414/857-9958 
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your old friends?
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annual reunion of the
old Timers

The Arts
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Singers  will  offer  a  prelude  to  Gay  Pride
festivities     with     Boyfro.ends,     a    musical
comedy  review  filled  with  romance,  love,
deception and friendship. The showwill run
for   four    performances    in    the    Skylight
Theatre,  813 N. Jefferson,  on June 4-6.

Written and fully staged by Peter
Mortenson, with musical direction by Peggy
Lozier,  Boyrr7.ends  involves the  breakup of
"the  ideal  Gay couple,"  Rich  and Tim,  and

the  attempts   of  their  friends  to  comfort,
kibbitz and generally interfere. Mortenson's
original  lyrics  set  to  well-known  favorites
ljike     The      Stepsisters'      Lament     Iron
Cinderella, 77ts andAss from Chorus Line
and   even   i/.b/.amo   from   the   opera   La
Traviata are witty  and clever.

Performance times  are:  8pm on

::jga7##e6:SE:dsaayt,u#='6iuT?:k:is2gr:
$8 in  advance and $10 at the door.  Block

:::e:rat£::empaeyoB,:Tfdse7f°pre:r%:Prsso::
Tickets    may   be   obtained   from   chorus
members or by calling the FestLine at (414)
263-SING.

!avtaen.e¥Ty::3{rtge:rri#£r?e::¥exc.t.ng

#ut:de¥Eg::  S€::*',e  Suar;ng 1 |h.3o.runTh°ef
schedule  includes:

Saturday,  Wlay  15,10pm  John
Sieger,      an      acoustical     guitar     solo
performance.

Sunday,   May  16  at  7pm  and
Monday, May 17 at 7pm; The End of The
World    by    David    Dentinger,    a-   staged
reading of a new, wackytragi-comedy. End
of The World portrays Pete and Larry, best
friends who learn that the  Earth will  end in

:on#teartio:fofaissfi:ewssduacyhs'affr%:jEghip?
sexuality  and  mortality.

conid. on page .  58
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To take action against AIDS... 
volunteer for the Milwaukee AIDS Project! 

Special Volunteer Orientation sessions will be held 
Thursday, May 13 from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. 

at the M & M Club, 124 North Water Street in Milwaukee. 

Volunteers are needed in: 
•Emotional Support ("Buddies") Program 

•Food Pantry and Delivery 
•Transportation Assistance 

•Housing Program 
•AIDSline Information and Referral 

•Community Education 
•Special Events Fundraising 

• Direct Mail 

For more information or to enroll, call (414) 273-1991. 
Additional Orientation dates are available. 

A service of the AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin, Inc. sr 
P.O. Box 92505, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 4 
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To take action aLgainst AIDS...

Volunteer for the MilwaLukee AIDS Prof ect.I
Special Volunteer Orientat_ign_ sessi_o[ls api9l P? held

Thursdag, Mag 13 from 6:00 to 7:30 p_.in.
at the M & M Club,  124 Nort.h Water Street in Milu)aukee.

Volunteers are needed  in..
• Emotional Support ("Buddies") Program

•Food Pantrg and Deliueng
• Transportation Assistance

• Hous.ing Program
•AIDsline lnf;ormation and ReferraLl

• Communitg Education
• Special Euents Fundraising

•Direct Mail
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Additional Orientation dates are available.
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The Nutritional 
Management of 
HIV/AIDS 
Free Booklet Empowers 
Individuals 

Pittsburgh — The Physicians 
Association for AIDS Care (PAAC) and 
Stadtlanders pharmacy are pleased to 
announce the availability of HIV Disease 
Nutrition Guidelines: Practical Steps for a 
Healthier Life. The free 21-page booklet 
offers easy-to-follow nutritional 
recommendations for people living with 
HIV/AIDS. Subjects include planning a 
balanced diet, specific nutrients which 
enhance the immune system, food safety, 
the importance of exercise and stress 
management in maintaining your health, 
and eating to combat symptoms such as 
nausea, fatigue, and diarrhea. 

"The vast majority of AIDS deaths 
are actually due to protein-calorie 
malnutrition, which is a disease in and of 
itself, and needs to be recognized, 
evaluated and treated as such," according 
to PAAC President, Paul J. Cimoch, M.D., 
F.A.C.P. 

HIV Disease Nutrition Guidelines 
is a part of the PAAC Nutrition Initiative, a 
program based upon four and a half years 
of intensive research and widely regarded 
as the most comprehensive nutrition 
intervention program for HIV disease. The 
booklet is made available through an 
educational grant from Standtlanders 
pharmacy, and is authored by registered 
dietitians under the medical peer review of 
the PAAC Nutrition Committee.

The booklet also offers an 
extensive chart detailing the sources and 
functions of 17 major nutrients, as well as 
the symptoms associated with deficiencies 
and excesses of these nutrients. 

(Stadtlanders pharmacy is a 
nationwide medication delivery and 
insurance billing service for individuals 
living with HIV/AIDS and other conditions 

VUKeABOOZE BUST it
Thursdays 1 1 pm-lam 
$5 All the Rail You Can Drink 

requiring long-term medication therapy. 
Patients and health care providers 
interested in obtaining a free copy of HIV 
Disease Nutrition Guidelines should call 
Stadtlanders at (800) 238-7828, or write to 
Stadtlanders Pharmacy at 600 Penn Center 
Boulevard, Suite 700, Pittsburgh, PA 
15235.) 

PWA-HIV Retreat 
July 16-18 

"Renewing Life" is a program for 
making the most of life when living with a 
life threatening illness. Durward's Glen 
Retreat Center, located in the heart of the 
beautiful Baraboo Bluffs, will host this 
unique spiritual/emotional/educational 
experience the weekend of July 16, 17 & 
18. 

The retreat is designed to help 
persons infected with or affected by HIV 
disease to reframe their negative 
experience of illness into personal growth 
and emotional/spiritual well being. 

For brochure or registration, 
please call Brother Stephen Braddock at 
(414) 771-6113 or Mr. Jeff Miller at (414) 
259-6334. 
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The Nutritional
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Individuals
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Stadtlanders   pharmacy   are   pleased   to
announce  the  availabilfty   of  H/V D/.sease
Nutrition  Guidelines:  Practical  Steps for a
Hea/thi.er  Li.fe.  The  free  21-page  booklet
offers     easy-to-follow     nutritional
recommendations   for   people   living   with
HIV/AIDS.    Subjects    include    planning    a
balanced   diet,    specific    nutrients   which
enhance the immune system,  food safety,
the   importance   of  exercise   and   stress
management  in   maintaining   your  health,

:::s::ijnfgti;°ue?Fnbda.tdj:¥#8ta°.mssuchas"The vast majorfty of AIDS deaths

are      actually      due     to      protein-calorie
malnutrition,   which  is  a  disease  in  and  of
itself,     and    needs    to    be    recognked,
evaluated and treated as such," according
to  PAAC President,  Paul J.  Cimoch,  M.D.,
F.A.C.P.

HIV Disease Nutrition  Guidelines
is a part of the  PAAC  Nutrition  Initiative,   a
program based upon four and a half years
of intensive  research and widely  regarded
as    the    most    comprehensive    nutrition
intervention  program for HIV disease.  The
booklet  'is   made   available    through   an
educational     grant    from     Standtlanders
pharmacy,  and  is  authored  by  registered
dietitians  under the medical peer review of
the  PAAC  Nutrition  Committee.

The    booklet    also    offers    an
extensive  chart detailing  the  sources and
functions  of 17  major nutrients,  as well  as
the symptoms associated with deficiencies
and excesses of these nutrients.

(Stadtla`nders    pharmaey    is    a
nationwide       medication      delivery      and
insurance   biiling    service   for   individuals
living  with  HIV/AIDS  and  other  conditions

!`````:I   r```'       _

S
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9,!:::Steedrvj#fr79„%t;jn:n„g,.d:/#ee%Cs°hpoyu%fg!Y
Stadtlanders at (800) 238-7828, or write to
Stadtlanders Pharmacy at 600 Penn Center
Boulevard,    Suite    700,    Pittsburgh.     PA
15235.)

PWA-H IV Retreat
July  16-18

''Renew/.ng i/./e" is a program for
making  the  most of life  when  living  with  a

Eifeet,::[e6teenn,:n,?,j£%3.inpferwhaerg':.?!::
beautiful    Baraboo   BIuffs,    will    host   this
unique     spiritual/emotional/educational
experience  the  weel(end  of July  16,  17  &
18.
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disease      to      reframe      their      negative
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For -brochure    or    registration,

please  call  Brother  Stephen  Braddock  at
(414)  771nol 13  or  Mr.  Jeff  Miller  at  (414)
259fi334.
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Group Notes 
Milwaukee Pride Parade 
To Salute Vets 
Set for Sunday, June 13 

The Milwaukee Lesbian Gay 
Pride Committee has announced its 
selection of this years Grand Marshals for 
the June 13th Pride Parade. 

In recognition of their service to 
their country, MLGPC has named 
America's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Veterans as the Grand 
Marshals for the 1993 Wisconsin Pride 
parade. 'We are proud to have our parade 
led by those who have given of themselves 
to our country," said MLGPC President 
Alan Stroik. "Its time that America fully 
realizes the positive impact that Gay, 
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender 
veterans have had on America's military." 

"All veterans with or without 
uniform are encouraged to participate and 
help lead of this year's parade," said 
Parade Co-co-ordinator Chris Lubus. 'We 
also encourage them to bring their families 
and partners to join them in this 
celebration." 

The parade will begin at noon at 
Milwaukee's Juneau Park. Veterans are 
asked to register at the parade registration 
table. Those registering will march as a 
group at the head of the parade. 

Participating veterans are 
encouraged to bring and carry flags forming 
a huge colorguard for the parade. 

For more information on the 1993 
Wisconsin Pride Parade call the Pride line 
at (414) 342-2330. 

"Queer of the Year" 
Dinner 

The United's selling tickets 

Madison — The United is putting 
finishing touches on its big Queer of the 
Yearawards banquet and dance scheduled 
for June 5 and is encouraging people to 
buy their tickets early. 

Seating will be limited to 250 
people at the event which will be held at 
the Concourse Hotel, 1 Dayton Street. The 
dinner will begin at 7 p.m. and will feature 
a vegetarian dish, a teriyaki stir fry. Tickets 
for the dinner and dance are $20-$30, a 
sliding scale based on ability to pay. 

Nominations are still being 
accepted for the awards presentation. 
Categories include: individual Gay and 
Lesbian of the Year; Bisexual of the Year; 
Agency or Organization of the Year; and 
Ally of the Year. 

To submit nominations for the 
awards or to obtain tickets to the 
dinner/dance, contact The United at (608) 
255-8582. Or write to The United at 14 W. 
Mifflin Street, Suite 103, Madison, WI 
53703. 

WI-USA Preliminaries 
Remain 
Finals in Appleton Aug. 21-22 

King Production's pageant 
season is rapidly drawing to a close and 
soon a new Miss Gay Wisconsin-USA will 
be crowned. 

However; seven preliminaries are 
left for those who have been 
procrastinating. Remember — in order to 
compete in The Miss Gay Wisconsin-USA 
Pageant you must have been the winner on 
first runner-up of one of the 18 
preliminaries held throughout the state. 

The remaining preliminaries 
are: Miss Southeastern, May 29, Club 94; 
Miss Gay Fox Valley, May 30, The Pivot 
Club; Miss Gay Capitol City, June 13, The 
New Bar; Miss Cosmopolitan, June 16, 
Club 219; Miss Gay Kenosha, July 10, Club 
94; and Miss Gay Green Bay, July 17, 
ZA's. The Miss Rainbow Pageant has not 
yet set a date. 

This years Miss Gay Wisconsin 
- USA Pageant will be held Sat. & Sun. 
August 21 & 22 in Appleton. The winner 
receives $600 in cash, crown, plaque, 
flowers, bar tabs and other prizes usually 
totaling $500 and the opportunity to 
perform at every Wisconsin-USA 
preliminary The winner and first runner-up 
will represent Wisconsin at the annual Miss 
Gay-USA Pageant. 

Applications are available from 
the various clubs or from Dominique 
Mahon at Club 219. For information call 
Jason Flaig at (414) 224-9483. 

thoroughness that we use to helps smokers 
give up cigarettes or alcoholics to stop 
drinking," argues Schatz. "No one would 
maintain that simply tossing out an 
informational pamphlet would be sufficient 
to bring about other difficult behavioral 
changes." 

"Squeamishness about sex in 
general and Gay sex in particular 
prevented previous administrations from 
funding vitally needed research and 
prevention efforts," said Neil Schram, MD, 
chair of AAPHR's AIDS Task Force. "As a 
result, critical gaps continue to exist." 

As an example, Schram cited two 
recent studies that found HIV in pre-
seminal fluid but did not indicate its 
concentration. "More research is essential 
to determine the risk of oral sex in order to 
appropriately inform the public," he said. 
"Any other activity that involves tens of 
millions of Americans and about which 
there remained a question of safety would 
surely be granted the appropriate research 
funding. It's time to get beyond the moral 
judgments and start saving lives." 

National AIDS Massage 
Conference Planned 

Minneapolis — The twin cities 
will be the site of the Fifth National 
Conference for AIDS Massage and 
Bodyworkers, July 9-11. This event is a 
healing, nurturing, bonding weekend open 
to people at all levels of involvement and 
interest in therapeutic touch and HIV. 

The event is organized by AMP 
(the AIDS Massage Project of Minnesota), 
a non-profit group that has been offering 
free therapeutic massage to HIV positive 
people since 1986. The conference is a 
residential weekend and attendees will 
have exposure to national and local 
presenters. 

For those who wish a registration 
form or further information about the 
conference, the contact person is Stuart 
Holland, 3601 14th Avenue South, 
Minneapolis MN 55407. Stuart's phone 
number is (612) 729-8924. Donations are 
welcome to provide scholarship assistance. 
AMP welcomes local volunteers to assist in 
the conference. 

NPARADISE RECOVERY CENTER
f you think you may have a problem with chemical 

dependency, please call our help line. Paradise Recovery Center, 
serving the Gay, Lesbian and Pi-Sexual Communities. 

• Detox 
• Chemical dependency treatment 
• Co-dependency treatment 

• 24-hour help fine 

• Safe resod sewing 
• Located in Key West, Flotida 
• Cat' affirmative community 

• 24-hour medical and 
counseling staff 

• Most insurance plans accepted 
• Financing available 
• Transportation arranged 

pqradise 
recovers

coitrr 

(il I TRUMAN AVENUE, KEY WEST, FLORIDA 3:30,t0 
800-285-7853 
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Group Notes
Milwaukee Pride Parade
To Salute Vets
Set for Sunday, June 13

The   Mil\haukee   Lesbian   Gay
Pride    Committee    has    announced    its
selection  of this years Grand Marshals for
the June 13th  Pride  Parade.  .

their     co|nntr;:°g#iti°Gnp8f th£:rsseTja#et3
America's   Lesbian,   Gay]   Bisexual,   and
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to  our  country,"   said   MLGPC  President
Alan   Stroik.   ''lts   time   that  America   fully
realizes   the   positive    impact   that   Gay,
Lesbian,      Bisexual      and     Transgender
veterans have had on America's military.""All   veterans   with    or   without

uniform are encouraged to participate  and
help   lead   of  this   year's   parade,"   said
Parade Co-co-ordinator  Chris  Lubus.  '`^/e

:,nsdoe:grtunrggettoemjtoqnbrjntgetELejr,gmjthejs
celebration."

The parade will begin at noon at
Mitwaukee's  Juneau   Park.  Veterans  are

taasbk,:?tfh'oesg:streerg%t:hn9n;aLaj#e+::tshtr:ts°:
group at the head of the parade.
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For more information on the 1993

Wisconsin Pride Parade call the Pride  line
at (414) 342-2330.
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The United's `selling tickets

Madison - The United is putting
finishing  touches  on  its  big  Queer of the
Yearawardsbanquetanddancescheduled
for  June  5  and  is  encouraging  people  to
buy their tickets  early.

Seating   will   be   limited   to   250
people  at the  event which  will  be. held  at
the Concourse Hotel,  1  Dayton Street. The
dinner will  begin  at 7 p.in.  and will  feature
a vegetarian dish, a tertyaki stir fry. Tickets
for the  dinner  and  dance  are  $20-$30,  a
sliding  scale  based  on  abilfty  to  pay.

Nominations     are     still      being
accepted   for   the   awards   presentation,
Categories   include:    individual   Gay   and
Lesbian of the Year; Bisexual  of the Year;
Agency  or Organization  of the  Year;  and
AIIy  of the  Year.

To  submit  nominations  for  the
awards    or    to    obtain    tickets    to    the
dinner/dance,  contact The United  at (608)
255-8582. Or write to The United  at 14 W.
Mifflin    Street,    Suite    103,    Madison,   WI
53703.

W[-USA Preliminaries
Remain
Finals in Appleton Aug. 21-22

seasonisi:np?diyp##icnt;°tn;Sac]Po:8eaanndt
soon a new Miss Gay Wisconsin-USA will
be crowned.

However; seven preliminaries are
left     for     those     who     have     been

8:°mcpTeignj:t!#;5Ss:eGmabyetrE*nn:jrnd.eurst&
Pageant you must have been the winner on
first     runner-up     of     one     of     the     18
preliminaries  held throughout the state.
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New  Bar:   Miss   Cosmopolitan,   June   16,
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yet set a date.

This years Miss Gay Wisconsin
-  USA  Pageant  will  be  held  Sat.  &  Sun.
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flowers,  bar tabs  and other prizes  usually
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the   variouls-   clubs   or   from    Dominique
Mahon  at  Club  219.  For  information  call
Jason Flaky  at (414) 224-9483.
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chair of AAPHR's AIDS Task Force:  "As a
resu„jt%,a%:z:mcopT:i,n5:htr:£xcj.::.;two

recent   studies   that   found   HIV   in   pre-
seminal   fluid    but   did    not   indicate    its
concentration.  "More research is essential
to determine the risk of oral sex in order to
appropriately  inform  the  public,"  he  said.
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"Squeamishness   about   sex   in

!gii%nr:InfelBIsan¥:asage
Minneapolis  - The  twin  cities

will    be   the    site    of   the    Fifth    National
Conference     for    AIDS     Massage     and
Bodyworkers,  July  9-11.  This  event  is  a

thoe:':nogdlenuaTu.rjlnfe,v:?sn:i#nvw.i%:nedn,og::
interest in therapeutic touch  and  HIV.

The  event is  organized  by AMP
(the AIDS Massage Project of Minnesota),
a  non-profit  group  that  has been  offering
free  therapeutic  massage  to  HIV  positive
people  since  1986.  The  conference  is  a
residential   weekend   and   attendees   will
have    exposure    to    national    and    local
presenters.

For those who wish a registration
form    or   further    information    about   the
conference,  the  contact  person  is  Stuart
Holland,      3601      14th     Avenue     South,
Minneapolis   MN   55407.   Stuart's   phone
number is  (61,2) 729-8924.  Donations  are
welcome to provide scholarship assistance.
AMP welcomes local volunteers to assist in
the conference.
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Health 
Prevention of HIV 
Transmission Among 
Gay Men 
AAPHR Sends Shalala 
3 part plan 

San Francisco — The American 
Association of Physicians for Human Rights 
(AAPHR) April 9 called upon the Clinton 
administration to implement a bold three-
part plan to reduce the spread of AIDS 
among Gay and Bisexual men. 

AAPHR, the national organization 
of Lesbian and Gay physicians and medical 
students, appealed to Health and Human 
Services Secretary Donna Shalala to 
commit new energy and vision to federal 
AIDS prevention efforts, since educational 
efforts by previous administrations have not 
succeeded in preventing new cases of HIV 
infection among Gay and Bisexual men. 

"As AIDS spreads to other 
communities, there's a misperception that 
the epidemic is no longer a problem among 
Gay men. Nothing could be further from the 
truth," said AAPHR Executive Director 
Benjamin Schatz. "The fact is that fully 57% 
of new adult cases of AIDS reported in 
1992 occurred among Gay or Bisexual men 
— and we cannot allow our community to 
continue to be considered expendable." 

AAPHR urged the government to 
launch innovative initiatives in three vitally 
important areas: 

•Frank educational campaigns 
aimed at Gay and Bisexual men. AAPHR 
urged that Gay and Bisexual men be 
included in materials aimed at the "general 
population." The group also advocated 
dramatically increased government support 
for specially targeted campaigns for Gay 
and Bisexual men at heightened risk, 
according to AAPHR. These include men of 
color, Gay youth, men who have sex with 
other men but don't identify as Gay, and 
closeted Gay men. 

• Increased funding for scientific 
research to better identify the specific ways 
in which HIV is transmitted. AAPHR says it 
has received reports of new infections 
among Gay men who insist they have 
unfailingly observed current safer sex 
guidelines. AAPHR cites a particular need 
for research into the potential 
transmissibility of HIV via pre-seminal fluid 
(pre-cum), the risk of anal sex if condoms 
are used and the risk of oral/genital sex. 

•Government funding for 
innovative and intensive support programs 
for Gay men and other high risk individuals 
that provide the ongoing emotional 
sustenance for difficult behavioral changes. 
According to AAPHR, unless new models 
are developed to help Gay men address 
the impact of internalized homophobia and 
multiple-loss depression, hundreds of 
thousands of Gay and Bisexual men may 
become newly infected in the next few 
years. 

"Helping Gay men give up unsafe 
sex requires the same kind of 

Downtown: 1038 N. Jackson • 289-3171 
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Health
Prevention of HIV
Transmission Among
Gay Men
AAPHR Sends Shalala
3 part plan

San Francisco -The American
Association of physicians for Human Rights
(AAPHR)  April  9  called   upon  the  Clinton
administration  to  implement  a .bold  three-
part  plan  to   reduce  the   spread  of  AIDS
among  Gay and  Bisexual  men.

AAPHR, the national organization
of Lesbian and Gay physicians and medical
students,  appealed  to  Health  and  Human
Services    Secretary    Donna    Shalala    to
commit  new energy  and  vision  to  federal
A[DS prevention  efforts,  since educational
efforts by previous administrations have not
succeeded in preventing new cases of HIV
infection  among  Gay and  Bisexual  men.

"As    AIDS    spreads    to    other
communities,  there's  a inisperceptjon  that
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truth,"    said   AAPHR   Executive    Director
Benjamin Schatz. "The fact is that fully 57%
of  new  adult    cases  of AIDS  reported  in
1992 occurred among Gay or Bisexual men
- and we cannot allow  our community to
continue to be considered  expendable."

AAPHR urged the government to
launch  innovative  initiatives  in three vitally
important areas:
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urged   that   Gay   and   Bisexual   men   be
included  in materials aimed at the "general
population."   The   group   also   advocated
dramatically increased government support
for  specially  targeted  campaigns  for  Gay
and    Bisexual   men   at   heightened    risk,
according to AAPHR. These include men of
color,  Gay youth,  men who  have sex with
other men  but  don't  identify  as  Gay,  and
closeted  Gay men.
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in which  HIV is transmitted.  AAPHR says it
has   received   reports   of   new   infections
among   Gay  men   who   insist   they   have
u.nfailingly    observed    current   safer   sex
guidelines.  AAPHR cites  a  particular  need
for     research      into      the     potential
transmissibility  of HIV via  pre-seminal fluid
(pre-cum),  the  risk of anal sex  if condoms
are used  and the  risk of oraMgenital  sex.
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for Gay men and other high risk individuals
that     provide     the     ongoing     emotional
sustenancefordifficultbehavioralchanges.
According  to AAPHR,  unless  new models
are  developed  to  help  Gay  men  address
the impact of internalized  homophobia and
multiple-loss     depression,     hundreds    of
thousands  of Gay and  Bisexual  men may
become  newly  infected   in  the  next  few
years. "Helping Gay men give up unsafe

sex     requires     the     same     kind     of
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Miss Gay Continental 
Wisconsin 
Pageant July 19 at Oriental 
Theatre 

Milwaukee — Top H.A.T. 
Productions, the even management arm of 
Havlicek & Associates, a Milwaukee 
advertising agency with strong ties to the 
Gay & Lesbian community, is the new 
owner of the Miss Gay Continental 
Wisconsin franchise. 
'We're planning an exciting event," said 
Annabelle Havlicek, pageant promoter. 
'We're striving to make it on the level of a 
Milwaukee Grammy or Academy Awards. It 
will be fast paced and leave you breathless 
and begging for more." 

The Continental Wisconsin 
Pageant is scheduled for Monday, July 19 
at 7pm at the historic Oriental Theatre on 
Milwaukee's east side. Guests scheduled to 
appear include Miss Mimi Marks the 
reigning Miss Continental USA; Tiffeny, 
Miss Continental WI '92; Mary Richards, 
Miss Gay WI-USA '91-'92; Dominique 
Mahon, Miss Gay WI-USA '92-'93; TC 
Hammond, Mr. Gay WI-USA; Gregory, Mr. 
Gay WI '91; and Miss Ty Cymone, Miss 
Continental Wisconsin '88. 

The Miss Congeniality Award will 
be re-named the Ginger Spice Award and 
an award will be given posthumously to 
Miss Ginger Spice, a much-loved female 
impersonator who once owned the 
Continental Wisconsin pageant. 

'We will incorporate some special 
visual effects using the Oriental's large 
movie screen," said Havlicek. "Jerry 
Hughes, a young, up and coming, talented 
videographer is creating something 
dynamic for us." 

"A local sculptor, Bill Darling, is 
creating some unique awards for us," said 
Havlicek. "The usual trophies and plaques 
will be replaced with a beautiful, gestural 
sculpture of the female form" 

The winner will receive $500 in 
cash and over $700 in other prizes 
including the national pageant entry fee; 
round-trip transportation to Chicago and 
overnight accommodations; a photo 
session with nationally known photographer 
Francis Ford; a complete image package 
including 8X10 promo cards, table signs 
and buttons for the national pageant; and a 
set of 300 Carte de Reine (female 
impersonator trading cards); a benefit show 

in Milwaukee to help defray other 
expenses, plus other prizes. 

First runner-up will receive $300 
in cash, second runner-up $150 in cash 
plus other prizes. 

Tickets will be $10 in advance 
and $12 at the door. All $10 tickets are 
reserved seats. You can buy your tickets at 
the Oriental Theatre box office, 2230 North 
Farwell, or at the offices of Havlicek & 
Associates, 1749 North Prospect Avenue, 
or wherever you see the "Continental Tix" 
sign. 

Contestants can call (414) 271-
5819, Monday through Friday, 10am to 
6pm or (414) 271-0322, 6-10pm to request 
an application and information packet. 

Young, Lesbian, Coming 
Out? 
"Insight" support group 

Milwaukee — Insight, a 
support/discussion group for 17-21 year old 
women exploring their sexual identity or in 
the process of coming out, meets weekly at 
The Counseling Center of Milwaukee. 

Insight provides a supportive 
place to discuss family and school life, 
coming out, sexuality, relationships and 
self-esteem. Group meetings are geared to 
the particular needs and concerns of the 
members. Participants are assured of 
confidentiality and an understanding 
environment in which to discuss their 
feelings. 

Anyone interested in Insight can 
call Cheryl Orgas, Coordinator of the 
Women's Support Group Program, at 271-
2565. (Concerned individuals who know 
young women in need of this kind of 
support are encouraged to pass this 
information on to them.) 

LOG Jam '93 May 29 
New Bed & Breakfast to hold 
Grand Opening, ARCW 
benefit 

Burlington — Proprietors 
Tamara Knutson and Shari Harrison have 
announced that their new log home will be 
open for business on May 29. The grand 
opening, appropriately dubbed LOG JAM 
'93, will be the first year of an annual AIDS 
awareness weekend that will feature 
camping, a bonfire, volleyball, and 
horseshoes. contd. on page ► 50 
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and  $12  at  the  door.  All  $10  tickets  are
reserved seats. You can buy your tickets at
the Oriental Theatre box office, 2230 North
Farwell,   or  at  the   offices   of  Havlicek   &
Associates,  1749 North  Prospect Avenue,
or wherever you see the ''Continental  Tix"
sign.

Contestants  can  call  (414)  271
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6pm or (414) 271 -0322, 6-10pm to request
an  application  and  information  packet.
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Grand Opening, ARCW
benefit

Burlington     -    Proprietors
Tamara  Knutson  and Shari  Harrison  have
announced that their new log  home will be
open  for  business  on  May  29.  The  grand
opening,  appropriately  dubbed  LOG  JAM
'93, will be the first year of an annual AIDS

awareness    weekend    that    will    feature
camping,      a     bonfire,      volleyball,      and
horseshoes.            conld.  on page >  50
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► contd. from page 46 

Camping set-up begins Saturday, 
the 29th, at noon. Singsational, the 
Milwaukee based singing machine group 
will kick off the fun on Saturday night at 
7pm At 2pm Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Fun 
will delight everyone with their musical 
talents. A Louisiana-style shrimp boil and 
pot luck will round out the two day event 
schedule on Sunday at 5pm. 

Admission is only 2 non-
perishable food items to benefit the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project food pantry. 
Beverages will be offered on a donation 
basis. Guided tours of the home will be 
from 1-4pm on Sunday. If you are not the 
camping type, there are two VIP packages 
available for a weekend stay in a guest 
room. The location, W1375 Highway 11, is 
only 50 minutes from downtown Milwaukee. 
Come out for Saturday evening, the day on 
Sunday, or both! For more information 
about camping (or anything else) call 
Tamara or Shari at (414) 763-4421. 

"Coming Out" Support 
Group 
For young men & adults 

Milwaukee — The Counseling 
Center is beginning a support group for 
young men ages 17-21 who are exploring 
their sexual orientation and want to meet 
with peers to talk. The group will be 
forming in early Summer and will meet 
weekly. The group will discuss issues such 
as how to meet other men, relationships, 
tensions with parents and family, and 
coming out questions. Call Bill Hanel at The 
Counseling Center at 271-2565 for more 
information. 

A general Gay men's group is set 
to begin in May to discuss self-esteem, 
intimacy, male/Gay identity, etc. Please call 
Bill at 271-2565. 

GALVAnize "Open 
House" May 16 
'94 March kick-off 

Madison — GALVAnize, the 
Gay and Lesbian Visibility Alliance, will 
host an open house on Sunday, May 16, at 
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Campus Center 
at 336 W. Dayton St. Madison from 6-8pm. 
The open house kick-off offers the chance 

to informally exchange ideas about the 
1994 March in Madison. 

The 1994 March will not only 
mark the 5th anniversary of GALVAnize, 
but also mark the 25th anniversary of the 
Stonewall Riots. 

For questions or more 
information, please call (608) 256-4289. 

G/L/B Sci-Fi 
Group meeting May 17 

Milwaukee — The Third Coast 
Gaylaxians, an organization for Gays, 
Lesbians, Bisexuals and their friends who 
are interested in science fiction, fantasy, 
horror and related genres, will be holding 
its monthly gathering on May 17 at 
Adventure Games Plus, 3223 S. 76th 
Street at 7pm. The topic for this meeting is 
"Alternate Sexuality and Role-Playing 
Games."Anyone interested is welcome to 
attend. 

Meetings are held in the same 
location on the third Monday of each 
month. Topic ideas are always appreciated. 

Cheeks az Chaps 
Madison — Pam Meyer proudly 

presents her Cheeks and Chaps Fantasy 
Birthday Bash to be held Saturday May 15 
at 10pm at Rod's in The Hotel Washington, 
636 West Washington Avenue, Madison. 

A reception welcoming the new 
'93 International Ms. Leather, Amy Meek, 
will be held at 9pm. Fantasies begin at 
10pm and include the following among 
many other special guests. 

Kay Hallanger, IMsL '91, will 
serve as emcee for the evening. There will 
be an auction of leather goods as well as 
other door prizes. This event is free and 
everyone is welcome. 

Thomas E. Martin 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

General Practice of Law 

Seventeen Years Experience 

A A 765-9413 0(4 
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• Ladies Night in the Lodge 
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FRIDAY FEVER 
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Let's Get Crazy - New Music & Different Specials All Nite Long 

SATURDAY MIDNITE MADNESS 
• $1 Vodka & Rum Drinks 11:30-12:30 

Anything Can Happen with Lizzy Bordeaux!! 

SUNDAY "TEA" 
• 2-4-1 Till 10pm 
• Long Island Ice Tea $2 all Nite 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
MAY 4, 1993: Y.P. 28th Anniversary Party. 

Food • Fun • Friends. Guest Bartenders from the past. 
MAY'12, 1993: Miss Lana St. James presents 

A Possum Queen Benefit Fun • Prizes • Specials 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

KTA I L HOUR Monday thru Sunday, 4 till 9 

813 South First • Milwaukee• 647-0130 
'A Place with a 90's State of Mind! ! !" 
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Campingset-upbeginssaturday,
the    29th,    at    noon.    S/.ngsafona/,    the
Milwaukee  based  singing  machine  group
will  kick  off  the  fun  on  Saturday  night  at
7pm. At 2pm Sunday afternoon,  Mrs.  Fun
will   delight   everyone   with   tlieir   in.usical
talents.  A Louisiana-style  shrimp  boil  and
pot  luck  will  round  out the  two  day event
schedule on Sunday at 5pm.

Admission      is     only     2     non-
perishable    food    items    to    benefit    the
Mitwaukee    AIDS    Project    food    pantry.
Beverages  will  be  offered  on  a  donation
basis.  Guided  tours  of  the  home  will  be
from  14pm on Sunday.  If you  are not the
camping type, there are two VIP packages
available  for  a  weekend  stay  in  a  guest
room. The location,  W1375 Highway 11, is
only 50 minutes from downtown Milwaukee.
Come out for Saturday evening, the day on
Sunday,   or   both!   For   more   information
about   camping    (or   anything    else)   call
Tamara or Shari at (414) 7634421.

"Coming Out"  Support
Group         `
For young men  & adults

Milwaukee  -  The  Counseling
Center  is  beginning  a  support  group  for
young  men  ages  17-21  who are exploring
their  sexual  orientation  and want to  meet
with    peers   to   talk.    The   group   will   be
forming   in   early   Summer  and  will   meet
weekly. The group will discuss issues such
as  how to  meet other men,  relationships,
tensions   with   parents.  and   family,    and
coming out questions. Call Bill Hanel at The
Counseling  Center  at  271-2565  for  more
information.

A general Gay men's group is set
to  begin  in  May  to  discuss  self-esteem,
intimacy, male/Gay identfty, etc. Please call
Bill  at 271-2565.
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the  Lesbian Gay Bisexual Campus Center
at 336 W. Dayton St. Madison from 6-8pm.
The open house kick-off offers the chance
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but also  mark the  25th  anniversary of the
Stonewall  Riots.

For     questions     or     more
information,  please call (608) 2564289.

G/L/B  Sci-Fi
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Gaylaxians,   an   organization   for   Gays,
Lesbians,  Bisexuals  and their friends who
are  interested  in  science 'fiction,  fantasy,
horror and  related  genres,  will  be  holding
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Street at 7pm. The topic for this meeting is"Altemate     Sexuality    and    Role-playing

Games. " Anyone interested  is welcome to
attend.

Meetings  are  held  in  the  same
location   on   the   tmd   Monday   of  each
month . Topic ideas are atways appreciated.

Cheeks er Chaps
Madison - Pain Meyer proudly

presents  her Cheeks and Chaps Fantasy
Birthday Bash to be held  Saturday May  15
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will   be  held   at  9pm.   Fantasies   begin'~at
10pm   and   include   the   following   among
many other special guests.

serveaseKmafeHf:|i#8eer+e#gtTL9:r'e#ii:

:ten:rndaouoij:nrfe°efs'.eiLh]:regv°e°n{SisasfroYee]L:a
everyone is welcome.
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